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1.1 Introduction. 

A number of observed properties of an atomic nucle:l!l.S 

fit in with the idea of independent :pa:rticle, motion in an 

average field. for the eonstituent nucleons of the nucleus. 1 ) 

On the other hand certain expe·r:iimental studies, such as 

those on the photonuclear- effect2) sugg,est that correlations 

must exist between pairs of nucleons inside a nucleus.. For 

a long time now,, the: problem of understand'ing these and 

other nuclear properties (e.g .. nuclear saturation) has been 

separated from that. of determining nuclear forces. 

The· accumulation of experimental evidence on the nature 

of nuclear forces has been rapid during the past few· ye.ars 

and several potential models of these forces,, which fitted 

w.i th various degrees of success,, not only the low energy 

scattering and deuteron data but also the high energy data,, 

have been put forward. 3) A feature of many of the more· 

suecr:.essful models has been the p:resenee of a repiulsi.ve hard 

core interaction term in the inter-nucleon potentials. This 

is part_icularly so for the models which fit the high energy 

data rather wells 

Assuming that many body forces within a nucleus are, 

negligible* and that the nuclear forces deduced from two 

~ This is not an unreasonable assumption when one remembers 

that nuclear densities are low and nuclear forces short 

ranged .. 



body data may be used for inter-nucleon forces vri. thin a 

nucleus one may try to get some understanding of nuclear 

:giroperties. For t ihi.s purpose one has to use inte:r-nucle·on 

forces t-hat also fit the, higher energy d:ata, as a simple 

order of magnitude estimate of the kinetic energies in-

vol ve.dl. when t-wo nucleons in a medium· heavy nucleus collide, 

will show~ 

The usual forms of perturbation theory e·annot be applieal_ 

for such forces.. Recently a method· 4) 5) 6 )based on a mod.i-

fication of pertu:rrb:ation theory suitable for the,se singular 

potentials has been proposed:., and applied with some success 

5) 
to the computation of the properties of nuclear matter • 

Kowever at the time the prese:nt vJiork w.as undertaken no ap;p:

lications of the theory to finite nuclei had been made. 

Part I of this dissertation will be concerned with the 

d'evelopment and application of a practical method for the 

computation of sizes and binding energies of (real) finite 

nuclei, from a knowlecfge. of nuclear forces. 

In 9 1. 2 we summarise the evidence which compelled the 

rather complicated' :2otential models of nuclear forces to be 

put forward. Chapter II introduces the conce:p.t of nuclear 

matter and· discusses the inadequacy of the customary p·ertur-

bation theories to deal with such an infinite medium.. In 

Chapter III we deal with the modifications to p·erturbation 

theory that have been put forward by Brueckner and his 



collaborators ?) ,. and discuss the ap)p1ication of the method 

to the determination of the propert,ies of nuclear matter. 

Cha]>'•ter IV is on the f orml:llation of the· theory in a way 

suitable· for apiQJlication to a finite system and folloWiS the 

w:ork of Gold'st:one S) and. of Eden 4,). The variational prin-

ciple p:ostulated by Ed.en and Emery 9) is also discussed. 

In Chapt.e·r V ceF·ta:iin approximations are introduced. 

These relate to the choice of the trial single p:arlicle pot

ential and. the exclusion principle ope:rmtor,, due again to 

Ed'.en andl Emery. Coupled:. integro differential equations for 

the peFturbed. relative wave functions of pairs of nucleons 

are written_ do.wn. This is new. 

Chap,t .er VI prepares t-h.e. ground for the application of 

3. 

l-6 10 ) the me,thod to the O · nucleus-. A tensor· force app1w:ximation 

is introduced:. to urreoupile the integro differential equations. 

Self consistency is discussed'.. and an ap)J)roximate way to deal 

W!i th it developed. This is an imp,rovement on the customary 

effective mass ap,proximation. 

In· Chapter VII the results of the calculations on 016 

are presented.ll) Six different inter-nucleon potentials 

were used. Pair correlations are also discussed. 

/ 

Chapter VIII gives a brief resume of the method and. 

results. A discussion concluc[es Part I of the dissertation. 



1.2 The Two Nucleon Interaction. 

There is really no evidence to show that the t;W,-o 

nucleon interaction can in fact be represented by a EJ'Otential,, 

either static OF momentum dependent. But if it were possible 
t1 

a uiseful Sehrodinger equation co1!llldJ be writ.ten down .. Renee 

such an approach has often been pursued - and with succ-ess. 

For low- energy phenomena knowledge of certain broad 

features of the interactions,, viz. the scatteri:in:g lengJh and 

the· effe,cti ve range, plrove sufficient to explain the exp:eri-

mental data .. Asr the ene:rgy of the experiments increased 

more SI?e.cific forms for the inter-nucleon potential had to 

be assumed (with more free pal!"ameters) to obtain fits also 

to the newe-r data.- A climax to t .his approach was reached 

in 1957 when Gammel and Thaler 12 ) l3") on the one · hand and 

Signell and· :Marrshak 14) on the other, produced essentially 

similar potentials which besides fitting the usual low energy 

data also fitted data obtained at energies as high as 310 Mev. 

At higher energies relativistic effects are i mportant and even 

t h e notion of a p:otential may have to be given up). 

Meson theory suggests t hat t he pDtentials are of Yukawa 

f orm.15 ) The large r at i o of t he binding energy of heli um 

to t hat of t he deut e ron suggests that the nuclear f or ces a re 

strong but short ranged~ 

Saturation,, the property that the nuclear volume is pro

portional to the number of nucleons in the nucleus~ as is the 



binding energy, suggests the existence of a hard coFe 

repulsion in the p-otential. 

angular momentum phase shiftff. 

So does the sign of the low 

The anomalous magpetie. moment of the cieuteron ( different 
Q. S alto ;_t, q.._ .. .,,,, ... ,. 0 (. ,...,.,.....,..t 

from the, smn of those of the p'roton and the neutron)~ suggests 

the existence of a tensor term in the interaction. 

T1Le observe.d low energy n-p, scattering cross-s.ections 

are large compared to those deduced from; deuteron binding 

energy,, suggesting, that the interaction is sp,in dependent. 

Symmetry of n-p scattering and; angular distribution 

about 90° show.s that the inter-nucleon force is w;eak in odd 

_p,arity states (JxaF'ity cie·p:endence). 

Studies on mirror- nuclei provide strong evidence for 

charge symmetry of nuclear forces,. while the assump;tion of 

charge independence is consistent with observed low.• energy 

phenomena to a very gpod approximation. 

For the interac.tion to be physically reasonable the 

p.otential nm.st 

(i) depend on rand p:, (the re lative co-ordinate and 

momentum of the two nucleons) and the spins of the 

nucleons only. This ensures conservation of total 

momentum and the separation of the centre of mass 

motion. 

(ii) be invariant under proper Lorentz rotations ensuring 

the conservation of total angular momentUIIL. 



( iii) be' symmetric in the co-ordinates of the two 

particles 

and (iv) conserve total electric charg~. 

6. 

Guided by these considerations and with the hopes that 

the potential depends on p, at most linearly ancr that the sp-in

orbit force i.s of the type 11J;i.~. 11 (where~ is the angul ar 

momentum and S the spin)~ Gammel and Thaler were able to 

write, down for- the inter-nucleon p,otential an expression 

V + V $' l ,,., + ~s /..,, 

-r < -r~ 

where the V' s are spin and :parity d:ep:endent Yukawa p,otentials 

S,:i.., the tensor operato:r 

and ~ the radius of the infinitely repulsive hard core 

and obtain fits for the data. 

In. f ac t several sets of p;otent.ials which satisfied the 

data with various degrees of success were obtained; none 

satisfying all the data p·erfectly. 

Signell and. Marshak's potential is essentially the 

Gartenhaus' p~tential 16 ) to which a spin-orbit term has 

been added •. We do n ot a·iscuss it here as \ire do not U'.Se 

it in our calculations. Further discussion of inter-nucleon 

potentials is p.lQstponed to ~ 7 .. 1. 



CHAPTER II 

2rl Nuclear Matter. 

The simples.:t properties of atomic nuclei are their 

binding energies and their sizes. The former are known 

accurately from the masses of the nuclei and their con--

stt"tuents. Electron scattering exp'.eriments 17) determine 

reasonably accurately t .he :r .. m.s. radiws of charg;e. distri-

butions of nuclei. This and. the knowledge of the proton 

charge distribution g,ives the p,rotom distribution in nuclei.. 

Often the ne.utron distribu.tion in certain nuclei may be 

taken to be the same as t he proton distribution and one 

arrives at the r.m .. s. radius of the matter· distribution in 

these nuclei .. 

Any t heo ry which attempts to predict a nd interpret 

nuclear properties from a knowledge of nuclear forces must 

i n the f irst i nstance predict r easonably ,,ell t h e binding 

ene:ir.gi es and siz.es of nuclei. We shall be concerned mai nl y 

with t he se aspects of nuclear s t ructure onl y . 

7. 

I:ra a f inite nucleus besides t h e sp e c ifically nuclear 

f orces t here a r e the electr o-magneti c f orce s between protons, 

i ndeed betw.e.en all nuc l eons if we remembe r that neut r ons too 

hav e magne ti c moments. The forc.es due to the magnetic mom-

ents are small enough to be negl igible. The effect of the 

Coulomb force s is to p ush the p rotons apart so that i n a 

large ( stable) nuc.leus t h ere are more neutrons than protons. 



CHAPTER II 

2rl Nuclear -atter. 

The simplest l)Topertie;s of atomic nuclei are their 

binding energies and thei.r s i zes. The former a:r.e known 

accurately from the masses of the nuclei and their con-

st;i.tuents. Electron scattering expeEiments l?) d'et.ermine 

reasonably ac,curately the :rr .. m .. s. radiws of charg,e, distr.i-

butions of nuclei. This and' the knowledge of th.e proton 

cha:r.ge distribution g.;ive;s the plroton distFibution in nuclei.. 

O:fte:n the neutron distribu..tion in certain nuclei may be 

taken. to be the same as the proton d:ist,ribution and: one 

arrive,s at the r.m .. s. radius of the; matter distribution in 

these nuclei •. 

Any theory which attem:i;:its to predic.t and! in.terpireit 

nuclear propel'i"ti.es from a knowledge of nuclear forces must 

in the first instance predict li'easonably t-rell the binding 

energies and. sizes of nuclei. We shall be concerned mainly 

with these aspects of nuclear strueture only .. 

7. 

In a f:iinite nucleus besides the specifically nuclear 

forces there are the electro-magnetic forces between :rrotons, 

indeed betw:-e:en. all n.ucleons if we remembe.r- that neutrons too 

have magnetic moments. The forces due to the magnetic morn-

ents are small enough to be negligible. The effect of the 

Coulomb forces is to push the protons apart so that in a 

large ( stable) nuc.leus there aJle more neutrons than p:roton.s. 



It would be convenient if the smallish Coulomb forees could 

be taken account of at a late:r stage· and one could consider 

only the nuclear forces. Then there will be symmetry bet-

we.en the protons and neutrons •. Anot her consequence of the 

switching, off of the. Coulomb interactions would be that 

8. 

much larg,er nuclei than are present in Nature could exist. 

Near the centre of such nuclei the nucleons Wrill be uniformly 

di.at:ributed unaware of the ha1.mpenings at the sur:face ,, which 

for all purposes could be taken at infinity. Sud1 a region 

is often termed' nuclea:rr matter and the. central reg.ions of 

larg.e Feal nuclei alie supposed to be good approximations to 

it. 

If we define the surface of real finite nuclei as the 

region in which the nuclear density is (rapidly) ehanging, 

then for a medium size.d nucleas ( e,_,g:, Al) just about half 

the constituent nucleons are to be found at the surface. 

Thus the surface regions of nuclei are exp·ected to be i mp or-

tant.. Nevertheless it is often useful to consider idealised 

large nuclei without Coulomb forces and to identify the bind

ing energy p,er ]2°article of such nuclei w,ith the volume term 

of the Von Weiss~ker mass formula 18). I n the remainder of 

this chap ter- and in Chapter III we shall be concerned with 

such an infinite nuclear medium only. 

2.2 The Wigner Perturbation Theory. 

As we shall see even for- non-singular nuclear forces the 

usual perturbation theories present some difficulties when the 



9. 

system in infinite. 

As outlined in ~ 2.1 our problem is that of N nuc1eons 

confined to a volume 11 and interacting by two body forces 

that N 
..n.. 

When it suits u.s we shall let J\J ->""', .f1. -> "° such 

= const = p •· 

At time t • - ao t ;be nucleons are supp:osed to be non

interacti.ng and. the system. is in the g:uoundstate <R, with 

energy Eo of the unperturbed Hamietonian I-lo made up- of the 

kine.tic energy operators of the N nucleons 

J-J O <P,, = £ ,..i., 
0 l.f-1,, (2.1) 

As time increases the interaction is gradually switched on 

so as not to cause any transitions to other eigenst.ates of 

I-lo , until the full interaction is acting, at t = 0 l9). The 

wave function and' the. energy gradually change to ,p;, and! 

where ( 1-1
0 

+ 1-1 . ) 'f/,, (2.2) 

and' is the perturbation. If ¥;, is norma-

lised such that 

('Po/1-fo) :I 

il £ :: ( cf>
0 

f 1-1 ' f c/>
0 

) 

and 'Po + 

then 

H ' tf'o 

( 2. 3) 

(2.4) 

wib.e:re Qo is an operator which pTojects off the wave function 

4>a , are the formal solutions of eqn ( 2. 2). 

Now define ~ such that 



10. 

I,< (Pa 1-i' zf,,, so that eqns. 

( 2. 3,) and ( 2 • .4) be.come 

C:, E (4'0 j I-< J cpo > (2.5) 

' H 
6),,, I< (2.6) and {-<, H + 

£D+ C:::,..£. - /.-1 0 

and we have arrived at the Wi.gne:r Perturbation theory. 20) 

For p sufficiently small (with N and JL both infinite) 

:Et is- unlikely that when one nuc1eon collides with another. 

(Wihich itself occurs only rarely) they will feel the J;?:resence 

of the other nucleons .. Hence the energy shift 6 E may be 

exp,ected to be the sum of the shifts obtained for each pair 

interac.tion. 

L .6 £ .. 
L) 

L< ] 

where 
< c/>., C -C ,· > / H. , ,· / cP~ C ,.: , 1· J ) 

:iin an obvioU!S notation. 

The equation fo r 1< ,:., . 

'V . . 
'- 1 

+ v .. 
L) 

i s very similar t o the equat ion 

+ 
,v .. 

~ 7 

( 2. 7) 

a .. 
£ 0 - J-1 D 

'-1 

( 2. 7a) 

of scat te r ing t heory and i .nd:.eed an exp,ression fo r 6£ ..:, i n 

terms of the scattering phase shifts,, 7 ) could be written do·wn. 

Then . why need we go f urt her? It is because in nucl ear 

matter the density though low is not l ow enough for the above 

approximation to be useful. The presence of other nucleons 



is: expected_, through the Ex.cl wsion prineiQle ,, to affect t h e 

scatte:idng of a pair of nucleons. Either scattering is 

prevented by · the: p,resence of nucleons in neighbour-ing states ,, 

or it takes place w,ith large momentum transfer. Thi.s effect 

is important and has t o be taken into account., 

First Iet uis meet the other difficulties .. Expand 6 E 

in p1owers of 1-i' and study the rv ciep1endence of the. terms 

{:, E = (1-1'.L H ' J_ 1-1') .;,. ' . 
Q_ Q_ 

( 2 .. s.) 

Here ' d.enotes Cl,, and. < .. > ,- the exp;ectati.on value in 

the unperturbed state. 

(i) ( v ,;
7 ) is of the order · JL Hence ( /-/) 

=- I < -,r.,- > is of order N'/JL = l'J l' 

(ii) Write < 1-1 ' ~ H '> .,.; . ' > ~, 

The sum over -.: , ; gives a factor oe N 
:z, 

The v's are of order 

' is of order ' a.. N 

anci t he intermediate sum con tribut.e s a facto r o< ..n.._ • 
Henc:e < 1-1 • i_ 1-1 • > is independent of N • 

( iii) - Similar r e asoning shows tha t the r es:t of t he s eri e s 

too are i ndep·encfent of N • 

At f irst s i ght i t may appe.a r that the fi r st orde r t e rm 

is the only one that matt;ers and the other terms could be 

dropped . This is not so for the series (2.8) does not con-

verge until we go to terms of order N , all terms apart from 

the first being of the same order. 



Another diffieul ty one encounters is that in a va:ria-· 

tional calculation for the energy the fiFst oFder wave 

function doe·s not, :ii.mp.Fove· on the re·sul t obtained from the 

zero order ( unperturbed) wave fun.et.ion • Physi.cal ly 

one may reason as follows: The ground state represents a 

state in which no nucleons are excited. The first order 

wave function ~ ,,, represents a sum of states in_ each of 

which only a p:air of :particles are excited. However- in a 

large sya-tem one wouJ.cr expect a large number- of p:articles 

to be s-imul taneously ex:ci te,d'. Hence ¥1. "' cannot be a 

"pihysical n wiave function any more than <P., • 

II 

2~3 The Schrodiinger· Perturbation Theo!';!. 

12. 

The Sc.hrgdinger 21 ) series may be obtained_ by exp-anding 

the l1 £ ',{) occurring in the energy denominations of the Wigner 

series (eqn. (2 .. 8.) ) to give 

where 

etc. 

wii th t denoting • £0_ Ho 

< 1-1 '> 

< /-1 ' _!_ 1-/ ' > 
b 

( /-1 ' _!__ 1-1 ' .!.. H ') -
/;, b 

<. H , _!__ [ ,-, ' - < i-1 ' > J 
I:, 

( H ' .!.- 1-J') 
I:' I, ,_ 

' H') 
!:, 

(2.9) 

The N dependence of the terms can be worked out as 

before remembering that the energy denominator is now inde-

pendent of N. We find that "· and <:.,, are both of order NP .. 

Row:ever <v .. _!__ v _!__,v,) 
L 7 Q ~f! b L )' which is a part of ~ that is not 



13. 

'2. 

"linked" (se.e ref. 24) turns out to be of order < NP) and 

sueh a dependence cannot have a physical meaning. In fact 

it turns out that this teFm is exactly cancelled· by a second 

te:n-m ( called: t.he renormalisation teFm) in ~ In higher 

order too one gets 11 unp·hysical" terms which are similaFly 

cancelled by other renormalisati on terms. One of Goiastone's 

contributions S ) was to prove this result for eve"£y order of 

pJertuFbation theory 22 ). 

Thus for large N we are left with a series for the 

energy per p:article which is independent of the volume of the 

systemJ) and which could converge for well behaved weak two 

bod'y interactions., 

However neither the first order wave function no:n- any 

higher order wave function gives any imp,rovement to the 

energy obtained by using the unperturbed wave function in 

the Ritz: variational principle 23) ;- again for the same 

reason as mentioned at the end of § 2.2. 

It may be asked "How then can the energy series be good 

in principle"? The answer lies along the following lines: 

In determining energies we are essentially calculating 

expectation values of pair interactions. Thus for the 

calculation of the energy of a pair it is only necessary to 

know. accurately the wave function of the system near that 

pair - up to the region to which the range of the interaction 

extends. The perturbed wave function is able to do this. 



In the next chap:ter we go on to discuss the modi

f ic.ations of the theory which not only makes the theory 

app:licable to singular· interaction but also one hopes 

gives a more rap:i .d:ly c·onve.rg;ent energy series. 
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Chap ter III 

3 .. 1 Pictorial RepFe_sentation of the Perturbation Se-ries: 

We have alFeaci'y hinted at the method we shall be using 

in our problem .. 

t.yp.e ( see 4 2 •. 2 ) • 

I-< 

I 

and using the t< s 

It consists of solving equat.ions of the 

• 62. I<.. 
e 

to comp·ate interaction energies. The 

modified Q takes aceount of the Exclusion Principle and 

e , the I);ropagation of the :nucleons through the nuclear 

medium .. 

To see the relation to the perturbation treatment let 
II 

us begin by repJresenting; the terms of the SchrodingeF· per-

turbation s:eries by diagrams. We follow Goldstone S) and 

:L'egaFd t .he unpe rt-urbed ground state Po as the vacuum. Any 

nucleon in an excited single particle state is considered 

a ];))article and rep)r esented by a line with an arrow in the 

'up' direction. An unoccupied single· pa:rticle state in 

~ is regarded as a hole and represented by a line with 

an arrow in the 'down' direction. An interaction is rep--

resented by a dashed' 'horizontal• line. 

Without further details ·which may be found in Fef. S) 

we assert that the Diagram 1 represents the interact.ion of 

nucleons in states m and n (wheFe these letters specify 
0 0 

comp-letely the single particle states that go to make up, 

the Slater determinant wave function <P,, ). As a consequence 



these nucleons are scattered_ into previously emp)ty states 

m and n .. Diag~am 2 gives the representations of the first 

few terms of the energy series and: their order. We have 

not d'rawn_ all diagrams corresponding: to €:If ,, the unlinked 

d"iagrams nor, the exchang,e diag;rams_ .. We 111otice that the 

numbe r of diagrams to each ord'er increases astronomically. 

3 .. 2 The Propagator Modification: 

Certain typ:es of di.ag,rams could: be combined to give 

( simpler) newr kinds of diagram. First notice that the dia-

grams have no external lines 8 ) J) and take the Pauli Princ.iple 

( with respect to the occup1ied states of ck, ) explicitly into 

account in the intermediate states. Further when we write 

d.own the matrix_ element c:or resp:,onding, to a gi¥en di_ag,ram we 

must introduce a factor t fo:rr every pair of particle l ines 

in an intermediate state, to r e]J)resent their ''p,r op,agation" 

between interactions .. 

Consider· the diagram 2( d_). Since n. is involved in 

the intermediate state a summation over it is involved. 

Also the interaction with the nucleon in state n . does not 

alter the intermediate state., Indeed any number of inter-

actions of the typ:e shown in Diagram 3 of particle m do not 

alter the intermediate state. Hence one may hope to alter 

the propagator of the diagram 2(b) to enable it to take into 

account all p:ossible interactions of the type shown in 

Diagram 4.. i. e., all interactions of excited particles with 

nucleons of the unexcited medium in which only forward 
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scatte;:r:-ing takes :place. 

Define [ v 
.,,_p 'f eo 

,,," .,......0 ( 3.1) 

and r_ ( 1.,rn,o no > (3.2) 
?">o ::f Ro 

and consider the p)ropagator 

If this pro:rmgator is used for Diagram 2 (b) and the 

corresp,onding matrix element exJ:?anded it can be c,hecked that 

matrix elements corresrwnding; to Diagram 2 ( dl) ( and a host of 

other diagrams) as_ well as the matrix element of Diagram 2 (h) 

wi th the old' p:,ropagator will result. This type of reduction 

:is quite general and henceforth we use ;u, for the propagator. 

3.3 Summation of Ladder, Diagrams: 

Another possible type of reduction is the repilacement of 

the serie-s of diag rams shown in Diagram 5 ( a) by Diagr am 5 (b). 

This defines a new interaction 1<'" such that 
fLJ.,,...,O 

( /{ '" > < veom o > + < Veu,.,...,.., 
_,_ 

,...~e,:; n," ) -+ e,, '1"1., b (II 

i.e., I<,,, I I< /'I 

" -tie.., .,..,.,o + ~pmD £ (IJ ,e,J ,..,..,0 ep Tno (3.4) 

(The same letters used both for nucle,ons and single particle 

states should not cause confusion)r Notice the similarity 

of eqn. (3.4) to the scattering theory equation (eqn. 2.7a). 

Physically this summation of the interactions amounts to say

ing that when two nucleons collide they do so several times 

before separating. Such summation may be necessary for the 
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strong and short ranged· nuclear forces. Also,. the knowledge 

that the s~attering from a haFd shere potential is well be

haved leads us to expect that such summations may also be 

sufficient to obtain finite answers foF· ha:rrd core potentials. 

3 .,4 The t . Matrix.: 

Thus by al te:rdng the :2ropagator and by redefining: the 

interaction operator we· have elimi:r:iated a large number of 

diagrams by taking account of theiF' total effect in some of 

the remaining diagrams (interp:reted with the new definitions). 

We can go further .. We· can d:ef ine a new K op.er.a tor as ~h 9 3. 3 

to rep·lace all diag:n-ams of the type shown in Diag:r.arru 6 ( a) by 

Diagnam, 6. ( b) • 

A further modification of the propagator is now p·ossible 

along, the lines of '9 3 .. 2 to eliminate diagrams of the type 

shown in Diag,ram 4 (with "wavy" lines in p)lace of the dashed 

lines) in favour of Diagram 2 ( b) (with 11 wavy" lines instead 

of d'ashed lines) .. 

This process ultimately leads us to the self consistent 

e·quati o_ns 

(3.5) 

and! 

I 

e (3.6) 
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where 

T t. ( 3. 7) 
N") 0 n-, 0 

T (3.8) 

and t,,., n is termed the t matrix for the nucleons m. and. n.
0

• · . . 
It is in th±.s manner that we take account of the in.ter

action.s of excited nucleons vrith the nucleons of the medium. 

With the·se definitions Diagram 7 represents the terms ( apart 

from the exchange ones) that aJLe left in the first three 

orders of the energy se-r:Ees. 

second order- t.eFm left. 

We remark that there is no 

Other types of reductions a:rre possible and useful for 

otheF many body p1roblem.s. We refer to ref .. 7) for these and 

fo r further details •. 

3 .. 5 Application to Nuclear Matter; 

The formalism of the :rtreviouis section has been used to

calculate. the ene.rgy per particle and saturation density of 

nuelear ma-tteF 5) 25).. In this section we briefl.y :review 

the method. 

The ground· state energy of nuclear matter is taken. to-

[ ( 3-. 9) 

As we remaF'ked there are no second order terms in t 

and the third order cluster term has been shown to be small 6). 
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The equat;ion for the t matrix w;hich determines the inter

action of a J!,air of nucleons in the medium,, ( taking account 

of the Ex:clusion Principle and the binding effects of the 

nuclear mediUII1J) may be written (c.f. eqns .. (3'.5) and (3.6). 

otherwise 

r I , e > "1. < f.. e f t. I ,.,..,. ""') < rno r, O / 'lf J n, O no > -1,, < ,...," ,,~ / .,_r ~ e 

Q. "' a :...,_ ~, ~, refer to unexci t ed states 
6l - ~ 

e 

[ = ( ""• I T I ,..,.., o > -+ 
[. < ,,...,<, r,

0 
/ i. / .,..,...., 0 n 0 - "o ,r,"' ) 

"• ..... 

(3.11) 

( 3 .. 12) 

with similar- definitions for E ..... , Ee, and £e.. . 

is obvious. 

The notation 

f as determined by these equations is dependent on the 

single particle s:tates t=. > that go to make up cp
0 

., For 

nu~lear matter spatial homogene:iity suggests that t he , 1-n , >'.., 

be plane wave. states .. Usually et;, is taken to represent 

the fully degenerate Fe:rmi g,as state and hence the method 

can only hope to give the ene:rgy of the nnormal" ground 

state of nuclear matter. 26 ) 

Tw;o other corrections to the set of equations written 

down should be mentioned. Both are concerned with improve-

ments to the single particle (virtual) excitation energies. 

The first due to the effects of "off""'.'energy she11u pro

pagation has already been considered approximately in ref.5). 

The results suggest that the resulting correction tot is not 

probably more than half an Mev p,er particle . 



The TILore impiortant correction is due to the re-arrangement 

effec,t.s 27) in the sing,le · p)arlicle energy. Even this al tera 

the binding, energy by about; 1 Mev p:er paFticle only, ( though 

it isc of far greater importan<e:e to the single p;artic1e energies. 

Thus :ii.t would appear 'that the method is' able to p,redict 

the binding energy per partiele (anct other p,rop,erties of nuc-

lear matter) to an acc1Iracy of 15 - 20%., Wil l our method for 

finite nu_clei turn out to be equally good!.? We shall not ans-

wer the quest.i on now:-. 
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CHAPTER IV 

4.1 Goldstone's Energ~ Series: 

For a real finite nucleu.s certain modifications of the 

p:receding formalism are necessary. This, is because we have 

to giv;e up~ sp:,atial homogeneity and p)lane wave states are no 

longer the unperturbed single particle· s_tates. It is there

fore useful to incol"'_P'ornte a potential energy term in the un

pierturbed Hamiltonian,. als:o termed: 'model' Hamiltonian. Let 

be the model Hamiltonian for a spherically symmetric closed 

shell nucleus containing A protons and A neutrons. T ,_· 
'l, ~ 

and V.: denote the· single particle kinetic and potential ene·rgy 

operators for the ;_ t1, nucleon. For such nuclei Gold,stone' s 

th 8 ) . · .:..-: 1 - 1 .. bl 30) eory 1s reaULl. y app ica _e. • 

If <f>o is the ground state wave, function and ~0 the cor

responding energy 

1-1. </>,, 

and ·P,, is the Slater determinant wave function formed by the 

lowest A single particle orbitals /.,,. 0 > that satis:fy 

( T + V) ,.,_,") (4.1) 

n° denotes all quantum numbers that comp·letely specify the 

orbital and €,.,
0 

~s its energy .. 

Assuming that only two body nuclear interactions V·· 
'- J 

exist betWieen the constituent nucleons of the nucleus we may 



write the total Ham,il tonian as 

/-/ I-I O + H ' 

where ,_, I v-,.:
1

• - I V.: 

may be regarded as the perturbation (see 9 2.2). 

If now we regard the nuclear ground state as developing 

out of the model state I;, as the p1erturbation is adiabatically 

switched on Gold's tone's result 8 ) for the ground: state energy 

Eis 

E [. < <J:,,, I 1-1' £ 
(4 .. 2) 

L under the summation sign means that only 'linked' terms are 

to be included in t ,he sum ( 9 3.1). 

We remark that the single particle :potential energy v is 

quite arbitrary at this_ stage .. 

4.2 The Hartree Fock (H.F.:..l_sppiroximation: 

As the method we shall be · dleveloping ·resembles the H.F. 

method it is useful to review the latter first .. 

Expanding the energy series ( eqn. ( 4. 2) ) upi to the first 

two oFders (this process will have a strict meaning only for 

well behaved pDtentials) we obtain 

p.) 
£ cc 

.!...l._ < IY"Jono, 'lr, ,.,,.,6.,.," .... r,o_,o> _ L <h,,,o 1 v,,.....,o> 
1. "n"ha ,-,.... a 

+ .. 
'» n S 

+ L < h-"\ ",, 0 I 'VI "h-.,' 'h ') 
<~'-,..,'t ~J ~o..,.,o _ .,.,o n-,c) 

L < ..,... 6 J T / ~ 0 > 4- L < ,.,,., (t .., I) I 'l.f I .._. 6 .,.... 0 - ,..., 11 ,.,..., 0 > /- 6 E '!... l' ' ,. Ll. £ :..2.. 7 

.,.,_, 0 ,.,._, 't'l 0 

(4.3 ) 

(4.4) 
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(I) - £-2..J ( ) wheFe 6 E,_ and 6 c.._ are the last two terms. of eqn. 4- -3 ... 

Su1rerscrip\ts are norn.ally use.d to denote states "w,ithin" <Po • 

If Vis chosen such that 

Uf V{s> 
D 2, a 

~ L <e.°--1/'IJ'l.f.. S-~) 
e.. (4.5) 

:ii.t: apip:ears that the convergence of the energy s,eries: is 

g:rea tly help;ed. For the second oral.er term:. 6 <''vanishes 

and:. w.rhat is more higher order terms involving, v also vanish. 

It: is worth. remarking; that this· choice for v also re-

sul ts- when the first mrde,r terms- for the energy are minimised 

with reapec:t to d'iffere-nt trial piotentials'1 giving us the fam

:Elia:n.·" (H.F.) self consiste.ncy p\roblem: for the determination of 

,,.• > and. V • 

4.3 The Brnec,kner A:2_Eroximation: 

Just aa· in the case of the infinite medium ( § 3.4) an in

finite series of v interactions may be summed to obtain an 

effective t interaction and. the energy series (eqn. (4.2) ) 

express:ed. in terms of these t inteFacti ons ( and the V inter-

actions). In operator form w,e write 

t ( 4.6) 

where ~ is a projection o:i;l'erator· W1hich ensures that the 

in.termediate states satisfy the Pauli E.x-clusion Principle 

with respect to the states occupied in 4>0 • Very litt le 

work has so far been done 32 ) on the difficult questions of 

the convergence of the original or the new s_e r ies for the 
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energy and: on the qu.estion of the convergence of the series 

fort 29 ). 

Follow,ing Edien 4) the, energy seFies may be w:ri tten 

[ 
o o o o o> r < ,.,,0 , T 1 .,,.., 0 > + < 7>-, ~· , t.. , .,......, ..., _ ~ y,-, 

"h.-,o,,_, O 

"'. 

)I( { L ( -i. • S / f=. / 2. a..,• - ~· .f. o ) - ( S / V / ,,., o > } 
e• 

( 4. 7) 

Once, again we could choose V to make the s .econd order terms 

vanish. 

( $ J V j no) ~ L ( S r-r, a I t / no~ - ,,,.,• .,,•) (4.8) 
.,,., a 

Buct:, as the definition of t ( eqn. 4.6) depends on the 

excitation of the r est. of the nucleons of t.he nucleus aS' well 

as on the tw:o nucleons under consideration, this choice will. 

not automatic.ally make the hlg}ler ordler teFms involving V also 

vanish .. We can only hop;e that the canc.ellation is nearly 

complete and. it makes. the series converge. as :rapidly as 

p-ossible. 

Fol" e:onsid'erations of single particle energies and dis-

sociation ene::rgie.s this choice of V is not the best... One 

should arrange for v to cancel certain higher· or-dJer terms as 

well 27). These are of little interest to the binding energy 

p,roblem and in any case as we can only hope to ap)proximate to 

e.qn .. (4.8) (see 9 6 .. 4 , .;> 6.5) we shall not discuss this point 

any further. 

Hence if we assume that eqn.. ( 4 .. 8) should; hol.d even when 
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s is a state belonging to ii we have the set of eqns. 

(4.I), (4 .. 6) and (4.8) to solve self consistently to deter

mi ne the single particle potential and the energy of the 

system (assuming, that a single particle state in the nucleus

is not too unstable). 

4.4 The Eden EmeJ?y Variational Scheme: 

At the present stage it may be said that the d'.ouble self 

consistency p-roblem formulated above is almost insoluble. Thus 

Eden and Emery were lead to formul ate a variational method 9) 

in cdose analogy w;ith the H.F .. scheme. Essential ly it con-

sists of minimising the first order energy 

£ 
I 

[ (,-,,....,o/ lf -r,,,," ) + L <~,-,"It_ J>-no...,o_">-1"--.o ) 

>n 0 (4.9) 

as a function of the size of the single particle potential 

well. 

The full scheme may be outlined as follows: 

(i) Assume a trial single particle potential v which 

gives single particle wave functions in terms of 

which the Exclusion Princ,iple operator Q may be 

exp-Fessed,., 

(ii) T:ELe matrix. elements of t between s-tates occupied in P,, 

are Fequired. These may be calculated unambiguously 

in principle and E, evaluated .. 

(iii) The procedure is repeatea_ for other trial potentials 

The best approximation to the energy is obtained when 



E, so obtained is a minimum. when also eqn. (4.8) which we 
· term the self consistency ·condition is satisfied as well 
as possible ... 

This is the s.cheme in pi:ll'incipl.e. In practice further 
apip.·roximations are necessary .. 

next chapter .. 

These are introduced. in the 

27. 
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CHAPTER V 

5 .1 The Choi.ce of V : 

Because of w:ell known (see below) advantag~s of Simple 

Harmonic.' Oscillator (S.H.O.) wrave functions, and because of 

the successes of the S.H.O. Shell Mod.el WJe restrict V to be 

a S.H. O. sing;l.e parli.cle p,otential. Later we shall have 

oceasion to comment on the es:sential limitations of thls 

choie:e (see 9 8.y). The S.H.O. WJaVe functions satisfy 

( 5·. l) 

For convenience of w:iri ting; w:e let n. stand for ( ..,,._ , e, ~ ) 

where. 'l'1. is the p,rincipal quantum'. number and·. t, ??'1.-, the llllSual 

angµlar momentum quantum numbers. 
".2. £. .. , 

wit.h o( 4-
-J; ( '.;,_ ) •J,,_ 

we have the relation between the eigenvalue· and the principal 

quantum number in the form 

( 5.2) 

" The Schrodinger equation for two nucleons in model ( S .. H. O.) 

single }))arti cl e s t at-es 

Define 

,,,.,,> 1-n-..> i s easily writt en cioWill . 

R = i, ' ~' + ".'.""- ) 

Q = (5. 3) 

The relativ e and c·entre of mas s motions of the two nuc

leons separate to give, in an obvious notation, two equations 

similar to eqn. (5.1); 
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6)_ 
( - \7" + ? C "2. ) ( , ~ I .,..,_. ) 

and ( - v.,_"'- + 16 ~"'- > < a. , N > ( 5.4) 

The following relation holds between the single particle 

and the relative and centre of mass ene-rgies: 

( 5. 5-) 

It is possible to e,xpress· a p·roduct o,f S.H.O. lwave func

tions of tw.o nucleons as a linear combination of products of 

( S.ff.O.) wave functions for the centre of mass and Yelative 

motions of the two particles, 

I ,.,., I .,.., .,_ > L J-.,N>(~N/,_.,,,-,"'-> 

" N 

Details, further pi]."0p·erties= and a tabulati.on of some of 

the coefficients <,., ,v, ,., , ...,.,_) may be found_ in ref .. 33). 

5,.2 Wave Equation fo-r a Pair of Nuc.leons: 

As it is easier to solve for <.,.., .,.. ._,_I JL J ~3 ,,, ,... > ,, the l}Jerturbed 

wav.e function for a paiF· of nucleons .. t matrix elements bet-

w:ee.n unperturbed single particle states for :Q:airs of nucleons 

are most conveniently calculated in terms of a wave: matrix: 

for a pair of nucleons defined such that 

The integFal equation ( eqn. 4.6) for t gives the following· 

equation forJl... 

+ .E ,,.,.,~~,.,..,,·"Yl'l.'> .(n,'71.z.' J VJl.. J .,..., ,
0

.,...,,:) 

.,,/...,.,,' 

He:I'e Q c=.:J = 0 if n..: denotes a state occUJ.pied in the ground 

state ~ • 

(5.7) 
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Othe:rwise Q c n .:' > = 1 

In terms· of the relative and centre of mass- co-ordinates 

defined in eqn. (J.}) w;e may write ins-tead'. of eqn. (5.7) 

U ({ / ...{)._ J n ° N ° ) 

( 5 .• 8) 

In obtaining, this we hav,e usea eqns:. (5.5) and_ (5 •. 6). 

5:.3 Exclusion Principle Approximation: 

Further J;)irog~ess eould' be mad'e w:ii.th eqn. (5.8) if we 

cou]_d sep.aFat.e the relative and centre of masS'. motions. To 

this, end we make an ap,p,roximation to the Exclusion Principle. 

Tb:Oiugh. the method is more g~neral we restrict 01ll:r considera

tions to the 16 o nueleus as it is to tbis nucleus that the 

method:. that is being develo1,>1edi is applied., 

Perhap,s some comment as ta why 'bo was chosen is not out 

of place here. Apart from being a Sflherically symmetric closed 

shell nucleus with equal number of p-·rotons and. neutrons it has 

the advantage of being, neither too large to make the calcula

tions unduly tedious nor too small to make the correctiom of 

order f which are inherent in the theory, uncomfortably large. 

It. is for this reason too that it was not considered worthwhile 

to correct for the spurions kinetic energy of the nuclear centre 

of mass motion due to the wave functions being centred at the 

origin .. 

In '"'O only the model levels with n = o and_ , are occupied. 
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Hence 
o · 1..f 71. ~ ' 

= I 

(5.9) 

In Fig· .. 1 tb.e exc1udle.d. states· in th.e 'YI,' n .... · p·lane are 

marked "x." and the allowed. state,s marked 11 0 11 • 

J!l!"eSS Q ('Y1-/) Q(n ,/ } in tel!'filS Of .,.,_ ' and N' • 

We wish to ex.

Since we cannot 

dio s_o exactly we take a lead. :from. the energy relation ( eqn. 

5 .. 5.) and ap:,proximate as follows: 

Qc.,..,,'} 6lcn,:J -> Q.c n ,'1- n .,.' } 

?"\ + ,'J' 5 4- (5.10) 
' ' ,-, i- N > '+ 

From· Fig .. I. we note that eqn. (5.10) excludes correctly 

all s:tates in which both ,,.,,. and n.,, coinc:id;e with occUJtJi ed 

levels of 16 O .. It also exelud'es correctly the states in 

which only one J!arlic.le is excit.ed to the nerl shell. The 

sec.ond. ex.cited. shell should. have the stat.es 

but (2~2) should. be in. 

excluded.; 

However· our ap;p.roximation ex.eludes 

all thes:e s.tates .. There is some compensation since our ap~ 

r ox:imation allows all higher states. though s.ome of them would 

be excluded'. by e qn. ( 5.9). It has not been feasible to esti--

mat.e the accuracy of this approximation. However the follow-

ing result of Eden and Emery9) may be of interest.. They 

calculated the t matrix elements of pairs of nucleons in the 

state '>t ~o using three forms of the Exclusion Principle, namely 
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Hence 
o , 

• I 

(5.9) 

In Fig. 1 the excluded states in the 'YI, n'l.' P'lane are 

marked ux_n and the allowed. states marked 11 0 11 • 

Itl!'ess Q ( ""-/) Q (n ,,') in teJl"filff Of 'Y1- ' and. N ' • 

We wish to ex.

Since we cannot 

d10 s.o exactly we take a lead' from the energy relation ( eqn. 

5.5) and ap:i)roximate as follows: 

Q C -n ,' J & C n;. J -> Q_ C n ,' ,- n ,.' } 

0 
(5.10) 

; ' .,.,' f- N > '+ 

From· Fig .. I . we note that eqn. ( 5 .. 10) excludes correctly 

all s:tates in which both "YI,' and n.,, coinc:ide with occ11J;>)ied 

levels of 16 0 It also excludes correctly the states in 

which only one particle is ex·cit.ed to the nerl shell. The 

sec.end. excited shell should have the states 

(n,';n.,_
1
)"' (f+,a), (3,'), ( •,] ) ~o( (o,'+) excluded; 

but (2~2) should be in. However our ap1proximation exclud.es 

all thes:e states. The:rrn is some compensation since o-ur ap1}'-

roxiIDation allows all higher states. though some of them would 

be excluded: by eqn. ( 5 ... 9). It has not been feasible to esti-

mat.e the accuracy of this approximation. However the follow-

ing result of Eden and Emery9 ) may be of interest. They 

calculated the t matrix elements of pairs of nucleons in the 

state n =o using three forms of the Exclusion Principle, namely 



by exclud.ing a l l states for which 

2 ,i 3 and. 4 :resp,ec.tively 

Their :result shows that while it is imp,or:xant to exclude 

c_o:r-rectly the o.c.cu:g;i.e:d states the number. of other states: 

that are exclud'ed is not too important, though there is a 

weakening of the interaction as m:ore states are ex:clud:ea:. 

5 • .4 Separation of the Cent.re of Mass Mot;ion: 

With the "triangle" form of the Exclusion Principle 

(e,qn. 5 .. 10) w:e are able to s ep:arate out the centre of mass 

motion in eqn .. ( 5,.,8) .. We °\'viF'i te it in the f orm 

< ...... /\I I JL I .,.,•/VO > ~ < '1 N I >, o N " > + <~N f -...rJL ( ,-,0 N') (5.11) 

Since v- d.ep·ends· only on the relative co--ordinates 

( .,,N / '1.r{n'tV') ( 5.12) 

and e.qn. ( 5 .11) may be. written in the fo:rrm 

[ {<~1-'> - 6/(n+NJ <."JV- t -'>}<-,., ' N { JJ...(»"No) 
.;., , e..,: -1 e:.. ,.. .. : - E.,.. - eN 

(."t"'l N/ ..,., 0
iV" > 

Using the fact that the Y. h.s is diagonal in N and changing 

the representation w:e obtain 

Q_(.T"'1 ' +1'Jo) <..,..,'/ -v '> ,t,...r(Y') <,Y'f-'1-CNo)f"ho) 

( 5.13) 

We emphasise that ,v-cr'J may include a tensor· and. a sp-in 

orbit force. Also the dependence of the p,erturbed relative 

wave function <--r1 .n...cN") , .... 
0> , of a p1air of nucleons, on their 

centre of mass motion is only through the occurrence of N 



in the Exclrrsion Principle op,erator. 

It is convenient to turn the integral equation (5.13) 

into an integ,ro differential equation by applying the op,er

ator £ • - :Jc1-- where Jc:f,- is the model Hamiltonian in relative 
" 

co-orainate space ( see eqn. ( 5.4) ) • We obtain 

( £ ,,,° - 7cf ) ( 7 / .Jl. ( N°) / ,,_,• > ,V(Y) (>/ JL(N°) ,,,_,•> 

33. 

( 5 J.4) 

where 

( 5 .. 15) 

5, .. ,5 Evaluation of the Ang:wlar Integrations: 

We re-w:ri te eqn.. ( '5.14) in a more familiar form suppress

ing all suffixes 

(5.16) 

If the unp.e:rtu;rbed' relative wave function for the pair of nuc

leons und'er discussion is 

'-P 

where ')( is a sp:in func:tion 

y the usual spherical harmonic 

and f a radial wave function 

the most general perturbed_ wave function for a general two 

body interaction is given by 

u 75 

ee. 
F 

j ,r,T S 

e . C ( J ~ e,,, ~. I e ""l ' s ..., s ) (5.17) 

where c is the Cle·bsch~Gordan coefficient341 F total angular 
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momentum eig:en functions and u p1e r t urbed radial 'Wiave function. 

The sup.erscrip,ts and subscrip:ts have the usual meaning; 

(see for example the appe·ndix of ref . (J) ). 

We :remark that in general the re ar-e 5 terms for 11' f or 

s =, ( t:Fip,l et states') and that, there is only one term for 

s =~ (singlet state). 

Substituting ( 5.17) in.to eqn. ( 5 .16) and omi tting: the 

summati on over 7 (~h:iich is a constanant of the motion) we 

o.btain 

( E. - 1..- ) [. 
>e , 
.!__ u 75 

ee · 
F -:r t'Y'l7 :S 

{!.' 
'lJ 

1/( y ', 

[_ !__ 
y 

e · 

[_ J._ .,,. . 
e· 

U :rs F" 
7 ,..,..J !., 

ee · {/. ' 

F 7,.,..r s (.) :r, ( "J'') 

e e' t ' 

Introducing, the unit oµerator in spin sp:aee . v.:-z. 

the integral on the -r, h . s . of ( 5 .. 18) becomes 

- f ol.,,. ' ,y''.1, L. :r s J " ,,< ,,..,.,,. ,..,...s s' 
.1- I c.,,.·, u c v ·, e<r · t ,_ c;,, 
,.. , L ee · '-

'If ( ~ · ) 

e· '- ' < ""'.i-

= L t T S , 
c. "Y"'') u ('Y) 

L ee ' 

I< ,....,L4 ,..., f r 5 . 

F,_ 

f< L t ' r'YIJ' 

C (_ T ,... ,. L ,...,L s ...... ; ) 

where 
F 

,~ .,,..,_ -t ~s· s 
:r ~,. 

L 

(5.18) 

and which have been discussed and. tabulated for instance by 

Ashkin and Wu 3 5) .. 

Thus e qn.. ( 5 .18) simplifies to 



( f - /-/ -; - [ v :TS 
e e.r, 

{'." 

I J (,{."/' T5 
( -y') u""" C ,,., J (5.19) - C, C -y'y ) ,v-

e• e'e" e e" 
e" 

where c,e (-Y'r) [ ,,, f (T) f ,~ ·) I 17<,e,(Y'} 1?~,(l"J y ~, e' 
.,..., +IV"'~'+ 

and where 1-1y denotes the radial p:art of the relative 

Hamiltonian .. 

These are the basic equations of our theory. They are 

a set of coupled. integro differential equations in general. 

In 9 6..2 w,e shall introduce an approximation to uncouple them_. 

5 .6 Matrix. Elements: 

It is: useful. to give the g,eneral expre,ssion for the t 
matrix elements in terms of the u' s of eqn. ( 5 .19). 

the de.fini tion of t and !f-' , 

(<P i t.I c.p> <<pt.....,..14-> 

Hence for the cp of the previous. section 

,,., 
s 

u ,., 
ee.. 

From 

::[ ,. s 
,v- J_ u F :r ""r " 

e' 
( - e s ,,., ) Cl•< "" e ""e r -5 )) C J ,....,,. ,,.......,e .s ,.. 

Je'1<.rYl.1 

[ 
Je· 

[, 
:re . 

'2.T+ I 

-z..e -r I 

U :rs 

e e' 

--r e e. ' 

"J...f+t > 
'2. e+, 

R (-Y} 

~ 

v-J> (-Y) 

ee. · 
U'' (Y} ~e, 
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CHAPTEB. VI 

6:.1 Potential Energy for '1oo : 

In our model of the 'b o nucleus the l ow.est s and 1> 

states are occ1:1:_p,iedl, the:ire being four nucleons in the s state 

(neutron and p;rot,on with spin. up and_ down) and'. 4 x 3 = 12 

nucle·ons in the J, state ( in which the -z component of the an-

gular· momentum. can take the thr·ee valu.e,s 1,. O and -1). It 

is convenient to separate the total potential energy (expect

ation value oft) into three parts 

p = t,.J(.ss) + 1,,../(.t,J,) + W ( sf,) (6.la) 

Here J,.J{ s » is the contr-ibution fronr p,airs of particles both of 

which are, in s states and w<1o1>J and wu,,> are similarly de-

fined.. We saw., already ( 9 5.1) that wave functions of p)airs 

of nucle·ons could he eX.J):ressed' in terms of centre o,f mass and 

relative w;ave functions and the equation for the p,erturbed 

relative wave function depends only on the p·-Fincipal quantum 

number of the centre of mass wave function. (through the num.

ber of states ex.eluded.) Hence in considering matrix elements

we coUild. represent s_tates of p-ai rs of particles by 1 /i, N > where 

/j desc.ribes the relative wave function (itsel£ a S.H.O. wave 

fu:ncti on) and N is the princip-•al quantum number Olf the cent.re of 

mass wave function. 

Using the transformation coefficients listed in ref. 33) 

it is straight-forward to obtain 



1,../ ($ s) 

+ J O < 1 I', o I -t. I 11,. o ) ""(> j,) 

w ( bp) 
lf(IS,'-/1;_/U,2') + 

,, < I (11., o I c. / ' d., ") 

+ 3 0 < I;, I I I:. I '"' I > + J < '-S,P / 1:./ '-'S , o> 

( 6 .. 1) 
The expectation valu_es aFe all written in the form, (c.p/t.cp> 

whi eh = < cpl vf Y-> and may involve a sum of terms ( 9 5 .. 6) • 

6.2 Eguati.o:ns for Relative Ra~ial Wave Functions: 

We see from eqn. ( 6 .. 1) that the eval UJation of the ground 
state potential energy of '"o requires the solution of the 
eqt1.ations for the perturbed relative wave functions which 
tstart' from the following unperturbed states .. 

/1{,,o), / 11>,') f I 4. I O ) "'- ,-, cf / ':I. s, 0) 

Because of the relatively weak dependence of the equations on 
N ( see 9 5 .. 3) ( our calculation also showed: this,) it was 

found suf ficient to consider the following fouF states only: 

I • s, '1, > I ~s, o) / I o/., 0 > 

In p-rincip1le this involves the solution of 17 integro
diffeFential equations which are easily written down f rom the 
general . equations already obtained (eqn. 5 .. 19). 
these aFe eoupled. 

Some of 

We write down explieitly the equations arising out of 
the 1,s,2,) state. These are 

( E - t-1 ,,- ) u o o ::: 
0 • 0 

00 u <Jo , 
G,o(Y7') l'\/OoCY'J oo(7} 

( 6. 2) 

(_ £ ~-1--1,..JU '' 
Oo 

v" U " 
o o Oa 

( 6.3) 
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U " v " U '' 1o ) u" = v 11 
+ 2. .2.. "2.. :;-~ o 2. 2.o o o J . ' " " _,_ i.r " u" } - o(y G,._(-YY ) { v .... ou.:Ja '1 2. 01. (6~ .. 4) 

Eqns. (6 .. 3) and (6 .. 4) are coupled. 

At this stage we igp.ore: the sp1in orbit forces. and assume 
that: the t ,ens:or force·s act in s states only. This 'uncoup1es' 
all the coupled equations. In rBf. lO) the following e qua- . 
tions 

1,.r" u" 
O O O tl 

and ( £ -
D 

/.I -... 'Lio u" 
'l.o oo 

C, (>' .... . ) 'V" 
._ l.o 

u·· 
Oo 

(6.5) 

( 6. 6) 

whieh_ are the ap:Q:roximations to eqns. (6.3) and (6.4) were ob
t-aine.d1 by the use. of the g;e-neralised perturbati on method of 
Ed:en and Emery S) ., The J.? ·resent method b.as the virtue of 
showing exactly WJhat terms aFe dropiped in arriving at eqns •. 
(6 .. 5) and (6, .. 6;) from eqns .. (6,.3) and (6 .. 4) .. In princip,le 
this allows us to cheek the· tensor approximation by solving 
eqns. (6.3) and: (6.4) exactly,, though this has not been 
achieved. 

Thus the number of equations to be solved is reduced to 
te,n. I:o. Table O we summarise the details of these equations. 
Ap,'PJendix A deals with the method used for the solution of 
these equations .. 

6.3 Discussion of the Effective Mass Ap:proximation: 

An imp-rovement to the scheme so far developed for the 
calculation of binding energies of atomic nuclei could be 
mad.e. In the infinite nuclear case two improvements were 
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made to the linked cluster. p:erturbation theory. The first 
dealt with the summation of selec::ted te:rms,, considered for 
the finite case too. The other was the u:s-e of (self con-
sistent) perturbed energies instead of the unperturbed ones 
for the energy denominat,ol!s to take account of the excitation 
of the medium thr<emgh which selected fermions moved. The 
self consiste:n<r::.y condition ( eqn., 4 .. 8) is expected to take 
a<1!·count of this effect in the finite case .. But, can we do 
b.etter than mere l y to hope that in our P'Foc:edure the self 
consistency condition is satisfied as well. as possible? (See 

9 4.4). 

In an infinite medium the level separation between two 
states of momenta k 0 and "- may be written 

t> £ 5-?.. ( "·61. - t,..,) -+ 
V {f!..

0
) _ V OL ) 

where vu, .. ; is the self consistent single p,article potential. 
Far unex·ci ted states vcn..J is nearly · quadratic and hence 

tS E !i 1 
l "•"l. - is "l. > 

where ,.,.., ~ is an effective mass,, is a good' approximation.. How--
ever for large l'l this is not true. In fact V t t...> -> 0 as 4 -> = 

Therefore fol' J:i. an occup,ied state and "I an intell.'II1ediate 
( ex.cite.d) stat.e the effective mass ap·pFoximation cannot be 
expected to give a reasonable picture .. 

For a finite nucleus in the S.H.O. independent particle 
model the level spacing between two states is given by 

An effective mass approximation would merely increase all 



level spacings. In 1
" o the smallest Ao,.,_ we encounter is 

1+- ~ a( "l. while the average is more like & ! "''2. • For ot =- -4-f -, ""-

corresponcring . to the experimental rad:ius of ' b o ( see s7. 2) 
the latter energy is about 53 MeV. Further excited states 
add successive units of 26.5 MeV. In nuclear matter the 
energy separat.ion between the top and bottom of the occupied 
levels is about 70 MeV. Hence we see that in 16

0, the exci ta-
tions in intermediate states are similar (as far as the size 
0.f the energy denominators are concerned) to those in nuclear 
matter. 

TherefoFe as for nuclear matter w,e cannot hope to approx
imate to the· self consis·tency condition by an effective mass 
appFoximation. 

6.4 Self Consistency and the State De~ndent Potential.: 

The self consistency condition (eqn. 4.8) implies in 
particular that (6.7) 
We now exploit the fact that the restriction to S.H.O. wave 
functions does not completely determine the unperturbed Hamil-
tonian. If 1-10 :iis a S.H.O. Hamiltonian whose eige·nfunctions 
and eigenvalues are given by Ho 1,-,; E,_, ,...,> then 

is another Hamiltonian with eigenvalues £~- ~~ and the same 
eigenfunctions ,.,,> • 

become 

The diagonal matrix elements of . .,, 
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ru:1_d' we can hope to choose the eigenvalues to satisfy eqn.(6 ., 7) 

self consistently. Ho;wever there is a snag .. With the new 

Hamil tonia:n the Exclusion Principle will not become simple 

for arbitrary '"'J .... since the energy relation, eqn. ( 5 •. 5) contri

buted to simp,lifying the equation for the relative wave 

function. Hence we redefine the total unp·erturbed Hamiltonian 

as the symmetrised sum of pair Hamiltonians, where the Hamil

tonian for a pair of particles i.. i is 

1-1 .. 
'L 7 

/
- ) ('L) + /-/ ci' ) - L L 1--'., ,.,,,,..,,.,_)<~,rn.._/ 

0 0 
Y::o ......., 1-t~: V 

Th_e total Hamiltonian w:ill have products of single :piart

i<ele s.rr.-o. wav.e functions as eigenfunctions and perturbation 

theory should go through for this type of Hamiltonian.. We 

assume this .. 

Now, self consistency requires us to choose the I-',; s so 

that the calculated and' the unperturbed energy levels are the 

same.- We cannot hoP'e- to do this for all levels. Hence we 

put ,-..., = 0 ex:cept for occupied states. This is exp·ected to 

include the more important effects of self e:onsistency for as 

w.e mentioned earlier ( 9 6 .. 3) t.he state dependence of the pot

ential decreases with increasing energy .. 

The integral equations for the relative wave functions 

now become 

(--rJ J]_ ( N°) /,,.,•) 

oo 
£...., - E ' ..... 

( 6 •. 8) 



wh_ere V -= ..,....,o-+ N,D. 

Without sup:erscripts and subscrip,ts we wri t e down a typical 
( uncoupled) integro differential equation for the radial wave 
function that foll ow f1wm eqn. ( 6.8) 

- '1,.,(..,, c. ?( ) + ?('... "l.. ~ (., L ) + l,. ( e. +I) 'LA. L ,c. J -t 'l.T' '<) 'U C ? t ) 

cc "0 = .A .,.., '2A._ c '"- J --t ( A;, 0 

- A : ) /i ( >c) f ,Z l "') 'l-<_ (>, 
1

) o<-,c 
0 

00 

+ J ~c. , C., C ,.c. :>c.' ) 'l./"" c. ''-,' "'l.A-. c n, J 
D . 

(6.9) 
DO 

" 0 Her-e A.., coFresponds t .o £ .,..., ( 95.1) .. We have used 
the d'.imensionless variable x = "'--1 and the fact that -i.<. u,> is 
normalised t .o li '- "' . 

The solution of these equations is again along the lines 
of Appendix I. 

In the actual calculations we choose >. :
0 

so that 

This restriction amounts to eq1:1ating the 1s- 1 1> level sepiarati..on 
to the I d..- 'P sep;aration for a single particle Ramil tonian and 
neglecting the s.elf consistency of the '"'- level. This reduces 
the energy level self consistency (as eqn. (6.7)is termed) to a 
one p:arameter p.roblem .. In practice it is sufficient to vary ,o 

A for the largest matrix element corresponding to the state 
/ is, ::i,) • 

6.5 Self Consistency and the Variational Procedure: 

Energy level self consistency (eqn. 6.7) is not enough. 



Eigenvalue self consistency (the more general eqn. (4.8) ) 

is also necessary. This . means that the eigenfunctions of 

th_e unp,ert.u.rbed Hamiltonian should approximate as_. well as 

gossible to those of the perturbed Hamiltonian. If t were 

a fixed two body p·otent.ial this condition will be the same 

as the H .. F .. s-elf consistency condition, obtained: by mini

mising; the firs:t order energy ( 9 4. 2). 

£ (a( ) (6.10) 

by varying the wave functions ( wi..th t kep-t fixed). The best 

value· of o< if we restriet ourselves to S.H.O. w;ave functions 

is g_iv:en by 

-a£ I = 0 

c/o( 
I:. f ,:u .. a .. d 

(6.11) 

The radial parts of the single particle 

wave functions that occur in '" o are 33) 

1?00 

and 

We check that 

d Ao 0 
fi.,_ Ii ._,_~ 

0 13 

and' ?_13_,, h~ Ra,· 
-;;. /?' 

Hence we conclude that the off diagonal elements oft 

give -;;,El a;; t; fix_ed. Indeed eqn. ( 6.11) g;i ves a new 'self 

consistency' condition 

(6.12) 



w.here /1>> refe,rs to the state obtained from 1 -e 0
) by differ

e,n:tiation as shown above. 

The :relation (6.12) contains off diagonal elements re
ferring to s state nucleons aaa:ed to those containing J:, 

state nucleons. The s and 1, state contributions are se:i?-
arately z-ero for different valu.es of o{ which bracket the 
value giving eqn. ( 6,.12) .. 

Can one lil:Se different oscillator wells for the s and 
J> s:tate particles? This: :pill"oeedure will give rise to dif-, 

ficulties, assoeiated with: non oFthogonal wave functions, 
which can only be ove r come by introducing non local single 
p,ar1ic1e potentials.. Hene:e we satisfy ourselves with the 
condition of eqn. (6.12) which is not quite the eondition of 
eqn. (4.8).. Thus we aim for approximate, eigenfunction self 
consistency only. 

The error in energy,, due to single particle excitations, 
due to not minimising s and "' terms sep:arately can be cal-
culated., Indeed the only non z-ero second order terms in-
volving v are those of the typJe encountered in eqn. ( 6.12) ,. 
there being, no second order terms involving t alone. 

This chap:ter comp,letes the development of the theory. 
In the next chaP'ter we give the results of , ap,plying this 
theory to the calculation of the binding energy and 
radius of 16 o • 
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CHAPTER VII 

7 .1 Selection of Inter Nuc:le·on Potentials: 

In ~ 1.2 w,e noted that the phenomenol og,ical two nimcleon 
interaction contains a laFg,e number of pa:rmmeters chosen to 
fit the experimental ci:ata .. These parameters are obviously 
interdep,encient and_ a variation of ou]y one of the parameters 
to study the effect on a certain p,roperty w.ould' destory the 
fit to a:ata and hence will be of littl e use. Yet there is 
one war.ameter - the size of the hard core radius - which is 
more imp;ortant than others in nuclear st:rmctw:re p,roblems. 
Ewen the existence of a hard eore in trre g,otential has been 
recently questioned:.~ 

To study the effects of hard cores of different rad'.ii 
w have therefore used_ six: inter- nucleon potentials whose 
hard core racfii range from: .2 to .6 f. All the potentials 
fit the loWi energy data and- some of them also fit the high 
ene·rgy data rather 'ltrell. 

* See - the work of Gammel,, Nuttall andi Samp,anthar on the 
Effective range expansion parameters both with and without 
the inclusion of the vacuum polarisation effects •. Ref. 3,) 
Sec. 7. Their analysis of data of low energy experiments 
seem to indicate that the sign of the shap·e dependent para
meter is positive,; casting doubt on the hard core hyp-othesis .. 
However the experimental :rr-esul ts are not sufficiently accurate 
to enable one to draw firm conclusions. 
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The best Gammel Thaler type p,otential that fits the 
high energy data is that o,f ref. i 2 ) and. l3i). However this 
potential has different hard! co,re. radii in different states 
and strength p,aram.eters which vary with the energy. In their 
stua..y of nuclear matter B!"11lleckner and' Gammel U:S·ed a simpler 
:w,otential w.:hich had the same (.4f) hard core radias in all 
s:tates and fixed:. strengths ancil which gave nearly as good an 
agreement with data. 

in Tables I and II. 

We u;_ae this potential d!enoted by 4(a) 

This p,otential has sp,in orbit forces- whieh we ignore in 
our ap;p;roximation.. Hence we also use a similar potential not 
having, a strong spin orbit force from the list of Gammel, 
Christian ,, Thaler potentials given in ref.3) and d.enote ~t by 
4(b) ., For core radii .3f and! • 5f we selected potentials 
from ref. 36). These are denoted by (3) and (5). All these 
]?'JQtentials have tensor forces. 

Odd state P'Otentials were considered only for 4(a). This 
showed that odd states have relatively little effect on nuc-
lear binding for 

too wel l known. 

o'"' . F'lli"ther~ odd state potentials are not 

Taken together w.:e did not think it worth-
while to consider the odd. state potentials in the other cases. 

We also use two c.entral force potentials thereby avoiding 
the tensor force approximation. These are due to Chmura, 
Morita and Yamaaa. 37 ) For a variational calculation of the 
binding energy of 16 0 Dabrowski 3B) has usea. these potentials 



and in 97 .4 we c:om:r;mre the pair corl!."-elation function ob

tai.ned by our method with that used by Dabrowski. 

The, potentials are l isted in Tabl e s I anal II. They 

are all of the form 

V 

where 

-1'~ denotes the hard core radius v. the strength and ,_,. the 

inverse range .. 

7 .. 2 Notation and Main Results: 

(a) Notation: 

Our units are fe:rmi ( ~ ,0 -'
3 

"-..,.., ) for leng,th and Mev for 

ene,rgy .. In terms_ of these 

4- I . '-f G, where 

,,, is mass of nucleon. 

°' , the inverse radius piarameter for harmonic oscillator 

w:ell ( 9 5.1) is measured in fermi -l. 

r.m.s. radius of S.H.O. model of ·~o = fermi. 

EC "'-) = _kinetic energy expectation value oft matrix 

in (model) g,round_ state of '"o 

= + p (--,:) where 

i' <<>< J is given by eqn. ( 6 ... la) 

EE= 

where 

f> state contribution to J £ ( i n Mev) 



and $£
5 

=- s state contribution to !i E ( in Mev) 

- - second' order correction terms arising. from_ b. c., 
, 

single particle ex.citations from the ground state wave 
functi on · 

= 4-

= 

'2. 

( tS / V - $. ,t_ I 1. S) 

+ 

-+ 

Where ~
00 ancE -'' 0 are the s and " state energy parameters 

shift.ed' to take ac·c:ount of energy level self consistency. 

' The procedure ( § 6.4) of minimis.ing, £,~, keep;ing t fixe.d 
gives. 

(7.1) 

°'• denotes the value of o< for' which eqn. (7 .1) hold.s 
E0 = Eco<0 ) 

o<,,,., denote.s the values of ex for which EC«-) is a minimum. 

(b) Experimental Values: 

The -binding energy of •<- o is 127 .3' Mev. By fitting 
electron scattering data with charge distributions obtained. 
from S.H.O. wave functions one obtaines an r .. m.s. radius of 
2 .-65 f for '" o .. Ravenha1117 ) estimates that a more realistic 
wave function could change this value by about 5%. This is 
because the electron scattering data is expected to dep·end 

more strongly on the nuclear surface region rather than on 



average density and the S.H.O. w:av.e functions with their 
rapid fall off may not represent the surface region accu.
rately enough. · Thus we should take the exp·erimental oL 

as lying between .. 4f' and .43.f. 

( c) Results: 

Figures (2) and (3) illustrate the main features of the 
results for a typical potential (that of code (5) ). We 
observe from Fig. 3 that the s state particles have self 
consistency at l E5 = 0 which c·orresp;onds to a larger ac::: ( smaller 
r.m. s. radius) than that given by 1> 11:i:tate particles at .f E,, = 

0 
.. 

This illustrates: the limitations of the S.H.O. po·tential 
for the unperturbed system. A more realistic potential will 
be of finite depth. This will cause the /> state to be near-
er the continuum. than the s state. Consequently the off 
diagonal terms of the· p;otential will appear to correspond to 
a wider well for I> states than for s states. 

Further there wil l be state depend'ence not cmly for the 
diagonal matrix elements of V but also for its off diagonal 
element~. 

The leading correction term is not large in the region 
of o< between s and " state self consistency,. even though 
the expectation value of the energy varies considerably in 
this region~ All three points of self consistency occur for 
values of o< > ~..., .. These results are typ,ical for all 

potentials. 
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Our method chooses O(a as giving the best value for the 
model r .. m.s. radius. PaLr corr-elations are found. not to 
change the r .. m.s .. r adius of the matter distribution by more 
than 1% •. 

From Fig. 2 we observe the tend:.ency for the correction 
terms to comp.ensate the minimum in £ c"'-J • Edien:3:2) has ob--
served that when rc.1:,1 is large there will be other large 
correction terms as well and that neither E co(> nor E L«J +- ~ £, 

w;ill have any relation to the actual nuclear energy. We 
note from the fig:uxe t .hat E l"'-J takeSc the value Eo again for 
a smaller o,:: .. H.owver at this point c,.£, is large and we 
conclude that at this p·oint t he actual nuclear· wave function 
will have no relation to the model wave function. 

Table Ji gives the final results for the different poten-
tials .. We note the trend towards a higher (iensity as the 
hard. core radius decreases .. The other point of interest is 
the larger binding eneFgy for potential 4(a) than for 4(b) .. 
(The former contains a spin orbit force and the latter does 
not)., However,: because of our ap:proximations ( 96.2) we 
cannot 1mmediately draw any conclusions. 

Tables 4 to 9 contain more detailed results for the 
different potentials used. 

The Coulomb energy has been calculated in the H.F. 
approximation. Hence it is the same. for all potentials 
( for each o<: ) as is the kine.tic energy. Th.e-y are the ref ore 

listed in Table 4 only. The final column in each table is 



for the value of ex which_ gives self consistency. 

The J!?iotential energy · Pc°'> is also shown in Table 4 only 

as it has an obvious relation to Ee~> and the kinetic energy 

and CouI_omb energies. Fortunately for each p,otential . Pc-<> 

has its p·oint of inflexion in the region where £ l<) is a 

· minimum, besides having a fairly constant slope over this' 

range .. Hence we we'li'e able to interpolate rather ac<!!urately 

when the need arose to obtain £ (oe_J at 'intermediate points. 

As a consequence of the hard core in the p1otential it is 

c·lear that the correlation kinetic energy will dominate over 

the attractive p:otential energy at high density. Thls is re-

flected in Pc.,) p·assing throug)l a minimum_ at hig;lier values of 

o< than are listed in the Tables and eventually becoming. posi

tive and large. 

Table IQ lists the separate contributions to the potential 

energy (see 9 6.1) for o<. : .4f (experimental value). The 

parameter for energy level self consistency was also kept con

stant at A
00 

: --1. We note that there is less than 10% 

variation in the total potential energy for the different 

p:otentials used. However when the kinetie· and CouJLomJa ener-

gies are added (252 Mev at e<. = .4 f-1 ) the resulting binding 

energy varies from, 122 Mev for· potential (5) to 160 Mev for 

potential 4(a). 

7.3 Self Consistency and the Matrix Elements: 

(a) The Matrix Elements: 

The matrix element which dominate s the p otential energy 



is the one due to the , ' 5 1> term. 

In Tables 11 and_ 12 we list the contribution of the 

different matrix elements to the p,otential energy for the 

J?)Otentials 4(a) and (5) resp,e.ctively. Their weight factors 

are al s-o sfuown. ...\

00 w:as kept fixed; at -1, a valu_e fairly 

close to· the energy level self consistency right across the 

table. 

For potential 4( a) we· notice that the potential energy 

due to the tensor force is somewhat greater than that due to 

the central force. Fwrther w-hil.e the tensor contri bu:tion 
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inc:Feases uniform'1y with o< the central e·ontribution does so 

more slowly for larg~ o(_ (For larger «: it. begins to d.ecrease 

as it must). Hence the mi.nimmm of the energy curve is shif-

ted' to a higher density. 

For potential (5) even though the tensor force is weaker 

the greater strength of the triplet central force delays the 

effec.t of the hard core on the rate of increase of the central 

potential. In fact both the minimum of £ loc. ) and the point of 

self consi st.ency occur at a higher d!ensi ty for p,otential ( 5) 

than for potential 4( a) .. 

(b) Energy Level Self Consistency: 

In the S.II.O., p,otential well the energy levels for s and 

for /> states correspond to .A = 3 and A =- 5 respectively 

while the 2s level is at ~ = 1. The s - Jo se.p.aration is made 

up; from. equal contributions of one unit (= Mev) from 



the kinet,ic and potential energies and· is one half the .s - 2 s 

separation. 

In our mod.el we required the , and J, state nucleons 
in the unperturbed system to have different well dep,ths and 
took account of it by allowdng a variation in the s and /:> 

state energy levels. We kep1t the 2 s level fixed at A = 7 
and· shifted the s state energy levels to ~ =· 1,: -1" -3 or 
interpolated values. The f, level was, taken to be halfway 
between the s and. 2 s levels. 

The contribution to the level separation from the kine
tic en.ergy is unal tere<i as we go from the unperturbed to the 
p.erturbed system1. The contribution from the potential energy 
to the s -1> separation in the unperturbed system, chang;es to 

3 ~ .,. D( 2. ,.,., 

as we dep:ress the s state level to .;1 =- 1,, -1,, or -3. 

The calculated s-J, separation in the perturbed system is 
made up, of the unperturbed kinetic energy p;art and a p·otential 
energy p;art 

J_ { (. l ~,o J + { o. s ,o ) 

' (7.2) 
where the terms on the r.h.s. denote the total contribution 
to £co<> from the corres.ponding matrix: elements i.nclud'ing the 
weigp.ting factors. We remark that the calculated .s- 2s sep,-
aration is not quite twice D 5i,(calculated). Hence we must 
assume that the 2~ level is also shifted s lightly . 



In p,rincip;le to obtain energy level self consistency 
we choose the unp,erturhed1- levels: so that 

D 5 ,, (model) _ Llsr (calcu1ated) (7 .3) 
ffo:wever in p'.·ractiee since w:e work with centr·e of mass and 
relative levels and not tlae single particle, levelS:' involved 
in eqn.. ( 7., 3>) we in traduce a fixrther ap,p1rox:imati on to obtain 

a simpler procedure .. 

If the single 1?1article s and/ ~ levels are moved res
:p:ecti.vely to A = 1,, - 1 , -3 and A = 4" 3, 2 the eig;envalues 
of the· relative state t •s 0 ) move to -1, --5, . -9 and tho9,e 
for the relative state 1,s 1 ) to O,. -3', -6 when it occurs 
in wc.s,J>J and to 1, -1, -3 when it occurs in wo1•J .. In 
the potential energy term' in 1c t « , the matrix elements of the 
latter two states are equally w;eighted and large compared to 
the other states.. Strictly we should calculate ~sf, given 
in eqn. (7 .. 2) using different. values of -' 00 for the. relative 
s level that are ap-propriate for the different matrix ele-

ments. But we found that the variation in CJ.s,. (calculated) 
with ..-1°

0 

is much slower than in Cl s,i, (m.odel).. Hence we 
calculated all relative s s,tate matrix: elements as if they 
had. A

0 0 

the same as for sing;le p,article states-.. This pro
cedure is correct for ,,s, 1 > in we,. , ,,> and a good approximation 
for 1 1 s:> in wcs, J,J .. As these matrix- elements d'ominate the 
variation of D.s;,( cal([!ulated) with A

00 

we did not bother to 
recalculate (_ ,.:1., 0) and { l.5, O) as )\ 00 changed. 

In Table 13 for potential csJ we give the variation of 



the total potential energy with A
00 

.. 

Coulomb energies are also listed., 

The kinetic and 

In Table 14 the wall!les of ;.,"'
0 

for which energy level 
self consistency is obtained are listed for each potential 
at ot = .5 w:hi.ch is close to the point for wave function 
self consistency. 

7 • .4 Wave Functions and Pair Correlations: 
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Define the pair distribution funct:ilon for the unperturbed. 
s-ystem hy 

where P. = 

function .. Then 

and' 

(7.4) 

<P.. is the ground!. state total wave 
g:ives the probability that given 

a p-article at the origin another particle is found in the 
re.gion '-"', '"'+- "- YJ . 

For the rrertuFbed_ total wave function the first order 
pair distribution function may be written in terms of the u.' s 
which are solutions of the equations of the type eqn. (5.19). 
Labelling the wave functions in the same way we labelled the 
states in 96 .. l we obtain for the first order pair distribution 
function the expression 

21 'l.l 
al -I' '} (7) = 

..., 
_J_, ( 1-(. 

$c, 1,Sot 
+ 1.A 

2- S • 3 
) 

.,_, 
_J_ { ....._ _,_ +- 60 1 ""- 0 ' 

.., ) 
-I- 'Z--<. 

I/;;, II 

( 7 .. 5) 
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where the fourth suffix ( 1 or 3) deno,tes a singlet or triplet 

state and where we have omitted all 'tensor' wave functions,., 

Using, these expressions we have compared the unperturbed 

arnl perturbed pair diatribution functions f or the potential 

(4 h) at « = .. 5 f·' and with A
00 = -l. In Fig. 4 we g,ive a 

and. )<-v ~u') where ,,. : o(-/ . In Fig: .. 5 we 

give the ratio of the tw.o pair distribution functions. 

The perturbed. pair correlation function is zero within 

the hard core regjon. Ou:.tside it inc:ri'eases rap1idly to a 

maximum at about , f where it is about 12% g,reater than the 

un1terlurbed function. At greater distances it decreases and 

beyond' about 2.4 f the difference between the perturbed and 

un:rrnrlurbed functions is no·t more than 2%. 

It is interesting to compare this result (though such 

direct comp:arison is p:e:rhap·s not quite legitimate) with that 

of Dabr-owski 3S) who ap])llied the Jastrow variational method: 39) 

to 'bo .. Dabrowski restricted his trial functions to have a 

pair correlation rat.io zero inside the hard core region and to 

rise mor1otonically to unity ou.ts ide the region.. As Emery has 

obse·rved' 4o) such a functi.on gives a smaller value fo r the 

binding energy than one which has a maximum. (like ours). That 

is p·erhaps why Dabrowski obtained r.m.s. radii for a,, o using 

potentials (2) and (6) which are considerably larger than our 

values for the same p;otentials-. 

g~sh correction terms too~ 

This could explain his lar-

As for a binding energy comparison it is perhaps more 
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approrr:riate to compare hi.s values with our E,.,., rather than 
our E o • Our E,.,' s tmm ·out. to be larger than the binding 
e:nerg;Ees he obtains .. 



CHAPTER VIII 

In thls final chapiter of Part I of the dissertation we 
collect tog,ether the main features of our me·thod: and our 
results .. A discussion follows: 

8.1 The Method.: 

Our main physical assumptions were: 
( i) that there a're no significant many body forces between 

nucleons in the nuc1eu.s. 

and. 
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(ii) that the forces between twlo nucleons are not altered by 
the presence of other nu.cleons in the nucleus·. 

This enabled n.s to use the bes:t available phenomeno
log_ica1- two body P'Ot.entials chosen to fit all relevant two 
nucleon data. 

The main mathematical assum11rtion was that the energy of 
· an atomic nuG!leus could be determined. from a suitably defined!. 
t matrix:. The convergence p·roblems that arise have already 
been ref erred to ( 94. 3) .. 

We emphasise the following features of the method: 
( i) The unp,erturbed· system is taken to be an independent 

r>article model of the nucleus in which the nucleons move 
in a common S.R. o. potential. This p,otential is char-
acterised by a parameter ~ which is inversely propor
tional to the r.m •. s. rad.ius of the model nucleus ( q 5 . 1). 

(ii) In the definition of the t matrix and hence the wave 
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matrix the ex:clusion p;:rtinciple op1erator is ap,piroximatedl 
to enab.le the separation of the relative and centre of 
mass motions., ( 9 5 .. 3) 

(iii) The 11arameter o< is. cho,sen to minimise the first order 
term in the energy e:x:p,ansion. witk resp,ect to variations 
in rx in the wave fmictions with th.e t operator kep,t 
fix.eci. ( 9 6. 5) 

(iv,) The single particle potential is allowed to be state 
dep,end.ent by varying the low· lying energy levels in such 
a way that the calculated and unperturbed level spacings 
are equal .. ( 9 7 •. 3) This is the analogue of momentum 
d:epend.ence in an infinite system. and an imp,rovement on 
the customary effective mass app:ltoximation. 

( w) Sp'in orbit forces are igpored and tensor forces are as-
sumed. to act in s states only .. This enabled us to un-
couple the eoup,led' i ntegro diffe r ential equation.ff of 
the theory. ( 9 6 .. 2) 

(vi) The Coulomb energy is calculated in the Ha:rtree Fock 
app,~oxima t ion. 

8.2 Resul ts: 

The main results may be summarised as follows:-
(i) The r~m_ .. s .. radius for self consistency turns out to be 

l .. 9f for p,otential ( 4 1, ) and 2 .. 0f for potential ( 5) while 
the experimental value is 2.65f. 

(ii) The theory gives a binding energy of 123 Mev for potential 

I I 

I 
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matrix the exclusion p-:rtincip le op erator is app;roximated. 

to enable the sep,aration of the relative and centre of 

mass motions .. ( 9 5.3) 

(iii) The p:arameter o< is chosen to minimise the first order 

term in the energy e:qmnsion with respect to variations 

in o( in the wave f1:.mc,tions with the t operator kep,t 

fix_edJ. ( 9 6. 5) 

(iv:) The single 1rart.icle p,otential is allowed to be state 

depend_e.nt by varying the low lying energy levels in such 

a way that the calculated and unperturhed level spacings 

are equal .. ( 9 7 .3) This is the analog;u:e of momentum 

ciep-ernience in an infinite system. and an imp,rovem.ent on 

the customary effective mass app,rox.imation . 

(w) Sp,in or bit forces are igpored and tensor fo r ces are as-

sumed to act in s states only . Thls- enabled us to un-

coup·le th.e coupled integro diffe r ential equations of 

the theory. ( 9 6 •. 2) 

(vi) The Coulomb energy is calculated in the Hartree Fock 

app:roximation. 

8 .. 2 Results: 

The main results may be summarised as follows:-

(:ii.) The r,,m..s. rad.ius for self consistency turns out to be 

l .. 9f for potential (4 b) and 2.0f for p,otential (5) while 

the experimental value is 2.65f. 

(ii) The theory gives a binding energy of 123 Mev for potential 

I 



(4b) and 118 MeV foF potential (5). The experimental 

value is 127.3 MeV •. 
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(iii) The main effect of energy level self consistency is to 

reduce the potential ene.Fgy at higher densities and 

hence to inc.Fease the calculat.ed r .m .. s.. radius and re-

duce the magnitude of the binding energy. Without 

self consistency the radii would have been about 10 

20% smal l e:rr and the binding energies more than 20% 

greater. 

(iv) The r.m.s .. radius for self consistency is about 10% 

smaller than the r.m.s. radius for which the energy 

expectation value is a minimum. 

(v) The potentials for self consistency of the s and' ~ 

state particles are different. The r.m.s. radius 

(of the whole nucleus) for s state self consistency 

alone is about 10% smaller than for P state self 

consistency. Since we could not use different wells 

w;e had to take a weighted mean for the r.m..s. :radius. 

(vi) ~he importance of the Exclusion Principle lay in that 

it excluded transitions to otheF states of equal energy. 

However it is not too important how many other t:n-ansi

tions are disallowed. ( ~ 5.3) 

(vii) The equation for the t matrix was never singular in our 

case since the energy spectrum. was discrete. For the 

strong.est potential ( singlet s state) at normal density 



) and without taking account of energy 

level self consistency we found that it was necessary 

to ineEease the potential threefold before we could 

obtain a change in sign in the t mat:rix (indicating 

a singularity). Had we included energy level self 

consistency w,e would have reqmred an even stronger 

potential. 

(viii) The expectation value of the t matrix,, the kinetic 

energy and the energy of the nucleus at experimental 

density are :roughly in the ratio -4: 3: -1: I f we 

remember that the t matrix contains a positive core 

contribution (correlation kinetic energy) which in

creases rapidly with density and is of the same order 

of magnitude to the negative contribution at normal 

density we are lead to expect an e:r:ror of about 10% 

in the binding energy near self consistency for an 

error of 1% in the potential energy. 

8.3 Discussion: 

First~ the 25% discrepancy between the calculated r.m.s. 

raclius for potentials 4(a),. 4(b) and (5) and that deduced 

from electron scattering data deserve some comment. The 

reason may lie with the use of S.H.O. wave functions which 

prevents us from obtaining full wave function self consistency. 

( § 6.3) 

The S.H.O. wave functions fall off much too fast unlike 



an exponential which is perhaps the fo:rm to be. expected fo r 
a more realistic finite single plarticle we]l. For a given 
r.m .. s .. radius a S.H.O. wawe func:tion will be less peaked 
near the orig,in than a wave function f or a finite well. Thus 
the correlation tinetic ene rgy (the core contribution) will 
be I'elati vely more imlfi.)Jortant for the latter; so also the 
edg,e: of the wawe function. These effects e ombine to d:e,crease 
cor::;-esp1onding t matrix: elements even allow,ing for any increased 
attraction .. Thie attraction will decrease w;ith density whil.e 
tJi.e forme·r effect will increase as the relative size of the 
co:rte becomes more imp,ortant.. On the whole the t matrix ele-
ments may be exp'ected'. to be reduced. at high density and in
e.re.ased at low cl!ensi ty. But for a gi.v,en r.m·. s .. radius ( and 
a more realistic potential) the kinetic energy may be in
CFeased for the unperturbed. wa"We function hy as much as 10% 
or more.. For, the S.H.O. plotential leads to the smallest 
kinet.ic energy comp,atible with a g;iven r .. m .. s .. radius. 

Hence we conclud,e that a more. realistic potential would 
shift the minimum in the energy cur ve to a smaller value of 

oL .. We c.ould expect the self consistent valu.e of o< also 
t ,o shif t in the same direction and we do not c onside r a 20% 
shift as imp.ossible .. 

Next we observe that the different inter nucleon poten-
tials g;3,ve quite different answers. This we believe is due 
to the differences in the potentials rather than to our ap-
prox:ima ti ons •. The possible uneertainties involved in the 



use of strong_ tensor forces as_- in potential 4( a) to fit the 

data may have an im.portan·t effect on the binding energy. For 

example a 55b change in the tens:or p:otential in potential 4( a) 

at c<: = .4f.-l leads~ to a change of aboU!t 30 MeV in th.e binding 

energy. 

The best p,otentials:· w:e us._ed dep:ended rather strongly on 

the 3;10 MeV scattering data. Perhapis potentials that fit 

data at about 150 MeV aFe the ones.: mos_t s:u:i table for nuclear 

structure calculations ( 91.2). In<f.eedi. if one had!_ such a 

p-0tential and a ls_o knew the uncertainties. in the potential 

p,arameters aFi&ing- from the possible errors· in the expert

mental data and the analysis that gave the potential,, one 

could' g-o more confid_ently to the next steps in refining the 

formalism for the computation of nuclear binding eneTgies 

from the knowledge of nu_clear forces .. 

step·,s? 

Now what are these 

Within the present formalism itself two imp)rovements 

eould be sugg,estea:.. The first is. to avoid the s state tensor 

force avp,roximati on,i by solving; exactly the coupled integro 

differential e quations of the theory. Besides improving 

the method it will also enable one to calculate other proper

ties of nuclei,. such as level spacings anci sp)in orbit splittings, 

as well. This is comparatively 'simple' • . 

Muc:h more formidable will be the task of solving the 

coup:led equations for the centre of mass and. relative motions· 

that will result if we were to avoi.d the Exc]u.sion Principle 



ap,proxima t ion. In addition if we were to use a finite well 

it is p'erhap,s a fair comment to make that to achieve progress 
one may have to await further development in comFur.ting tech-

niqUJ.es. HovJiever preliminary calculations could be made wi. th 

a finite well in relative co-ordinate space to check some of 

our conjectures. ( 9 8.2) 

We concl 1!1.de w:i th a brief dliscussion of the alternative 

scheme developed by Brueckner anci collaborators 41 ) for 

studying the properties of finite nuclei. In their method. 

the binding energy of an atomic nucleus is calculated essen

tially in the H.F .. approximation. ex:cept that instead:. of the 

two nucleon interacti.on the t matrix approp,riate to nuclear 
matter of the local density is used. 

assumption. 

This was their basic 

Nov this app,roximation would: be ex:g;ected to be adequate 

if the correlation range in the t matrix were muc.h smaller 

than the region in which the density changes app,reciably. 

This is plainly not so. For large nuclei the nuclear den-

si ty drop:s from about 90% to 10%' of i tac central value over a 

region of the ortler of 2.4f, while the correlation dis.tance 
is some-what greater than lf 4l) ... 

Hence their app'roximation cannot be valid partic1!11larly 
for as lig;tit a nucleus as 16 o .. Indeed their calculations 

also point to this conclusion, in that the binding energies 



they obtain are much too low·. Their- r-.m. s . radii are 
reasonable, though on the low side. Hence thei r method 
has to be suitably modified before it. can give resul tS!! in 
quantitative agreement with experiment. 

----·---



APPENDIX I 

The Solution of the · Inte.g:rw-dif'ferential Equations: 

We illustFate the metFLOd wze -used for the solution of 

t:Ete diffeFent integ,ro-d'ifferential equations of the theory 

by considering; the dfetai:Ls for t11e equat.ion 

- 1.-t.." l u) + ?c.. 2.., 7.A.. l :n } + "'V' l :Jc} ,U,. l :JL} - 3 -LL (. ,c) 

..,. 
f G, ,2_ 5 ( ,, ,, I ) 

a A(l) 

coonvenience of writing: .. Now assume that -u. u,, is: normaliS'ed 

so that it has. unit derivative at the core edge,, viz. at. ?c = =. 

u o<-J vanishes on and inside the core region; but -up,) vu,) 

d'-aes not .. 

Denote it by iJ (?<) s:o that 

'V l><) ,u. ( ><) 5J. C :J£) + 6Cn-a-) for ?c S o... 

Eqn .. A(l) now becomes 11 for ?C.. < a.. 

"" 
f t; ( ,c :,, I) V C ,, ') l'1....(.. {. 7 ' J 

is 
0 

0. 

f G, ~ S C ,, ,, •) :,) < " •) cL,;,, + c. ( ~' ... i =l. 5 • 

0 

,z,...r ( :,, , ) /L(. { ,c.' ) cl/':Jc 

1, ,,., 

-'f':1.,1(.JC +x ) 

,,. ~ c,- '-/3 ~,"-) (,- .,1,, "'"' >} e 
= .,, ?t:., { r,; + .r,; 

,U 

_t/ 1)_ ,,"l., I t •• l/2,. '1. 

':JC ~ I { ,?!_ ( 10 - 1./- JC S.) J e 
.r,;. 

3 _,,._ ,.v{ ~ (-4-+~ x'"') j e.. 
+ :'U. e. J;j 

, 2-' 

- '/"J,, X 

A(2) 



Hence eqn. A(l) may be written 

_ 4 " ( .><.) -f :J£ '-' t,<. ( JL) -j- 'V l >CJ 'I,<. ( 7<) - 3 'L<. l >£ / 

-i, 

13 -:>c e 
- '/2,J " 

V 
J -'('.V )< 

+ C' ?< e. 

A(3) 

where the namibe:rra Band Care to be determined. 

may also be written 

I) C ,,} = 
- 'f?. ,, 

13 ,c e. 

2- 3 -'lz. ,, 
C ""- e 

1.. 

Eqn .. A( 3) has two 1inearly inde]),endlent sol-1:;1..tions. wrhen 

B = C = O. 
'2. 

'/2.. :>(.. 

e 

Asymp,totically they bell.ave like 
"-' 

- 1/'.J.. -:JL 

7C.. e_ and 

• The solution that converges at infinity is· 

the one of interest to us. 

Tfu:ia pbys·ica:t solut:iion u, u,J is, found. by s-etting the 

asyn:q;y,totic value of th:.e solution and its, derivative and inte

gli'ating, iw.rard.:.s using the Rung$. - Kutta - Gill method.. This· 

wias. done on the Automatic Dig;E. tal comp,u.ter,. E(ilisac II at the 

CambF.idg~ Mathematical Laboratory. It was found sufficient 

t ·o start at ?c.= G+Q. and use a step: length of .01 in the inward. 

integration. 

By similar method's tw:a, more solutions of the equation 

A(J) were found, one with B = 1, C = O and the other with 

B = 0~ C = l .. Call thes--e =~ i:.><) and -u
3 

c ,,J r-espectively. 

I 
1/ 

i 



Then the g,ene:rml (physical) solution of eqn .. A( :5) m.1ay 

be written 

u '><) = 

where A is an arbitrary constant. 

:.. 
Eql!llating; the coefficients: of '7< e-';,. ;JL and_ 

on e i ther side of the eqn .. A(2) we obtain two equations fo r 

B ari~d C involving: A. 

The cond'ition tfuat the wave function m.ust vanish at the 

core edge give& us a third equation involving A, B,. and. C. 

These equations a r e 

J; f3 = 

and 

:,; 
'2. - '/:J.. Ot "'- c ,o - 4- a ; e 

,v 
, - 'l,:z. .,, 

" e 

C\.(-H t-5'~c,.,..,)e 

Q- .~ I~ 

J 
I ' - 1/#J.. ,, c. (d- u- ,c ) +- OV?C ,C e.. 

C) 

[ A '-', + f3 IA._ .,_ c:_ '-'3 ) 

,i. ,,_, 
- '/"l.. a. 

ct.. , µ , -'h .. ,, + 
- '/').. ,, fr ',.} [ 1:3 ,. e. + f d..,, c' :,/ e.. ( - '1- -r -"j J, 

e 

, :,, /3~.,. Cu~] , .,1,._ >< ( _ 'f + 9;::l "',.,} [ A "', .,_ 2. 

'" e 

8 " et (0.' 

These determine A, B, C and! hence u. c,9 • The integ-

rations that oceur were all done by Simpson's rule. An 

inteFval of .. 05 was found to be adequate. 

The resuiting 7,{cx.J is then normalised to the unperturbed 

wave function by nml tiplying it by /\( where 

I
ii 

111 

1

1

1 

I 
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The whole process- of determiin:ing a normalised u {..?<) 

took j;'u.s:t under two md.nutes an Edisac II. 



A.PPENDIX II KERNELS FOR 2.1HE INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL -----------·------- , ____ _ 
EQUATIONS_. 
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':l.1ABLE O. KERNELS Al'ID ANGULAR MOMENTA FOR THE 
INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS • 

.f- is the angular momentum and G( /', "~' ) and G2( -;,, , "'"' ) 
the kernels for the integro-differential equations (5.19) 
corresponding to the unperturbed state /1,N ) whose eigen
value is En• The analytic forms of the kernels G

3
s, etc., 

are listed in the appendix II. The use of G2s for state 
/1s,O) is discussed in 9 6.2. 

state ...\.,,_ G( '"' , "'", ) G0( ?G:,~~' ) 
,;.. 

11 s, 0) 0 3 G2s G2d 
11 s, 1 ) 0 3 G2s Gld 
/1 s, 2) 0 3 G2s G2d 
/2s, 0) 0 7 G3s G2d 
/1 d, o) 2 7 G2d 

11p , 1 ) l 1 5 G2p 14P, 0) 



TABLE 1 L ___ EVEN-STATE __ PARAMETERS AND NQTATIO:t_i_L __ IrOR__POTENTiil1.i81 V IS 
MEASURED IN MeV AND ,-.. I N INVERSE :B1ERMI~ 

3Ji f-
r ~ 1- + potential 

IV,::.+ + 
3 f-' T 3~,._S 

J II -t- J;,,t .. .,. , .... LI,_> 
-I 

I '- T code no. '- <-

( 2) Oo2 18101 1.085 130. 3 1.1 0 - 0 
( 3) Oo3 595.7 1. 75 23000 1.26 260 0 o. 6124 0 
( 4a) 0.4 877.4 2o 091 434.0 1 0 l.J-5 159., 4 1.045 5000 3o7 
( 4b) 0.4 7260 7 1. 955 l.j.34. O 1.45 12100 0.978 0 
( 5) 0 .5 63950 0 20936 90506 1. 7 l.J-5. 0 0.7342 0 
( 6) o.6 10396. 6 2.843 2097. 5 2.0 0 - 0 

TABLE 2. ___ OD:P-STATE PARAMETERS F OR POTENTIAL U±,tl. 

3 1-'< 
-

- 31-'-r- ; v,._$ -
potential -I'- 3 v~ - I v< - . 

Jvr I J'-' '-code noo 

( 4a) Oo4 140 0 1. 0 -13000 1.0 -22.0 Oo8 7315 



TABLE 3. THE Y&_UE cto FOR SELF-CONSISTENCY, AND THE 
CORRESPONDING ENERGY E IN MeV, 

0 
AND THE r.m.s o RADIUS R • 0 

potential ( 2) ( 3) ( 4a) ( Lj.b) ( 5) ( 6) 

O(" Oo72 0.65 o. 61 0.57 0.55 Oo54 

Eo 256 160 150 123 118 155 

R 1. 5 10 7 1. 8 1.9 2 o0 2.0 0 

TABLE 4o POTENTIAL ( 2); NOTATION IS GIVEN IN 7.2(a)o 
o( Oo4 Oo5 Oo6 Oo7 Oo8 0.72 

E( oc ) -15806 -215.2 -255.1 -259.4 -206.6 -256 
5 E - L « o...f.p p- z i,..:_ -186.0 -69.4 +42o 7 +23705 +70.0 

ll £, 
-157.9 -11 60 6 -8103 -6. 5 

J E :: i"'-.r;z -7000 s 

QE + 4E -34309 p s -186 -38.0 +231 0 

~ E1 -7101 -23.6 -8.3 -12.9 -6.8 

T (k.e.) 238.9 373.2 537.4 7610 3 85405 

Coulomb 13.5 1609 20.2 2306 27.1 

p ( ()(. ) -411 -605 -813 -1 Oll-4 -1288 



TABLE 5. POTENTIAL 1.:i2_. 

Cl(. 0.3 0.4 Oo5 Oo6 0.7 o. 65 
E( o( ) -8701.J- -134.L~ -167 0 7 -177.0 -12102 -160 

J EP -9502 -11202 -8608 -408 +1 67 .1 +70 
li E s -71.7 -9808 -10504 -8301 -1308 -70 

o E +JE -166.9 p s -21100 -19200 -8709 +153.3 0 
6 E1 -40. Li- -41 o2 -27~0 -1103 +807 805 

TABLE 6_, POTEJ\J~I.AL ( 4tl. 

o(_ 0.3 Oo4 Oo5 Oo6 0.7 Oo 61 

E( °' ) -9803 -15909 -1940 2 -151-i-o 5 • -150 
J E -10008 -116. 6 -640 7 +52o0 • +64 p 

J E s -7408 -101.5 -97.8 -670 6 • -64 
$ Ep+ bE

8
-175o6 -218 .. 1 -1620 5 -1500 • 0 

~ E1 -42. 6 -40.5 -21 .. 5 -8.1 0 -803 

TABLE 7. ..RQ!EHTIAL ( 4b_l • 

~ Oo3 0.4 0.5 o.6 Oo57 

E( oc ) -8509 -137,.7 -15808 -10308 -12300 
J EP -9201 -106. 0 -56.3 +94.9 +32 
EE s -67 .. 2 -90.6 -81.8 -1108 -32 

J'E
8 

+SEP -1.53. 3 -1960 6 -13801 +83o 1 0 
t, E1 -37.8 -3502 -1501 -3 .. 5 -2o0 



TABLE 8. POTENTIAL ( 5). 

0.3 o.4 0.5 Oo 6 0.55 

E ( o( ) -8402 -121.7 -13505 -9501 -118 

J E 
:p -96. O -10400 -4304 +11 6. 8 +34 

tf E -6809 -87.0 s - 7002 +2 o1 -3L1. 

bEP + J E8 
-17409 -19100 -1130 6 +118.9 0 

Ll E1 -38.5 -3208 -11.8 -5.9 -2.8 

TABLE 9. POTENTIAL ( 6) 0 

Oo3 0.4 Oo5 Oo6 Oo54 

E ( ot ) -9609 -141 o4 -166.3 -132. O -155.0 

l E -12405 -12300 -49. 7 +1510 6 +30 :p 

J ES -7504 -88.3 -5809 +45.6 -30 

hEP+ tl" Es -19909 -21103 -10806 +19701 0 

C:I E1 -5105 -35.6 -807 -1302 -2 0 2 



IAI3LE 1 o. COMPARISON OF CONTRI&UTIONS TO THE POTENTIAL 
ENERGY FROM PARTICLES IN THE s- .AND p-SIIELLS AT 
EXPERIMENTAL DENSITY. 

potentials ( 2) ( 3) ( 4a) (4b) ( 5) ( 6) 
o( Oo4 o.L~ Ooq. 0.4 o. Li. o. lj. 

W (s,s) -53.4 -50.,8 -5502 -so.Li. -49.5 -52.,0 
W (s,p) -160. 2 -152.4 -1 62.1 -151.3 -148.,5 -1560 0 w (p,p) -19704 -183.,8 -194 -188.,3 -17604 -18509 
Total -41100 -387.0 -412.3 -390., O -374.4 -39309 

TABLE . 11. MATRIX ELEMENTS FROM ( ?±a} 1r0R DTFFERENT 
VALUES OF c,( , WITH ,\oo 

= -1. 

matrix weight Oo3 o.4 0.,5 o. 6 element factor 
3 t'./(1s,N) X 21 -28oL!. -49.1 -62. 7 -520 8 
1 t:( 1 s ,N) X 21 -80.3 -13607 -191 06 -22508 
3 t/( 2s, O) X 1.5 - 1 .. 9 -1 .. 8 -0.2 +5.0 
't/( 2s, O) · X 1. 5 -506 -7.,0 -604 -2o5 
3(+ ( 1d,O) X 7o5 -0.3 -1.6 -5a0 -11.9 
't/ ( 1 d, 0) X 7.5 -1o2 -5.1 -13.,7 -28.,2 

3(- ( 1p,O) X 54 -4.1 -8.,3 -9o5 -0.1 
It; ( 1 p' 0) X 6 +5.5 +14.9 +30.,3 +52.,0 
3l/( 1 s,N) X 21 -118.9 -206.,5 -302.2 -398.8 3 t;(2s,O) X 1.5 -11.2 -17.,5 -2306 -29.,5 



TABLE 12. MATRIX ELEMENTS FROM (5) FOR DIFFERENT 
VALUES OF 0( , WITH ,-1 = -1 o 

matrix weight 0.3 
element ~actor 

3 t.;(1s,N) X 21 -7105 
'l:( 1s,N) x 21 -78.6 

3t;(2s,O) X 1o5 -600 

'l/ ( 2 S, 0) X 1 • 5 -564 

3 t,_'"( 1 d, 0) X 7 • 5 

' l: ( 1 d, 0) X 7"' 5 -1o1 

3 t/ ( 1 s ,N) X 21 -61.8 

3t; (2s,0) X 1o5 -5.9 

0.4 

-12703 

-13201 

-802 

-6.2 

-1.8 

-5o0 

-87.2 

-60 7 

Oo5 

-187.,4 

-17709 

-805 

-4.2 

-604 

-1404 

-109. 8 

-8.1 

o.6 

-232.8 

-18701 

-4o7 

-1609 

-3100 

-12903 

-9o1 

TABLE 13,, -Y.ARIATION OF THE POTENTIAL ENERGY FOR 
POTENTIAL ( .5l WITH THE ENERGY LEVEL SELF-CONSISTENCY 

•• PARAMETER ~ OF THE UNPERTURBED s-LEVEL. 

3 

+1 

-1 

-3 

k.eo 

Coulomb 

0.3 

-263. 6 

-24403 

-23006 

-220.4 

13404 

1 Oo 1 

-41902 

-394.0 

-374.5 

-358.6 

238.9 

130 5 

-587.4 

(-548) 

-516. 7 

-487.8 

37302 

16.9 

o.6 

-737.2 

( -666) 

-60709 

-551. O 

537 o~-

20. 2 



TABLE .J.1h. THE VALUE OF TFIE s-STATE ENERGY 
PAR.AME'11ER /\" 0 FOR ENERGY LEVEL SELF-CONSISTENCY 
AT THE VALUE o( = o. 5. 

potential ( 2) ( 3) ( 4a) ( 4b) ( 5) ( 6) 
,..\ oo 

-0.7 -008 -1 -1 -0.4 -Oo 6 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. n1 and n2 are · the total quantum numbers for the 
intermediate states of particles I and 2., Points 
marked with a cross indicate sets of excluded states 
and_ p:oints marked with a circle indicate sets of 
allowed states in the usual form of the exclusion 
principle .. The modified form of exclusion principle 
excludes only those states below and on the line 

' ' n1 + n 2 = 4 which is indicated 

Figure, 2. E ( d ) d.enot,es the total expectation value of the 
energy; 6 E1 d.enot.es the second. order correction 
term to the energy; 

self-consistency. 

ot, denotes the value of «: for 

Figure 3. ~Es denotes: the derivative energy for the· s-state 
P'articles. , E denotes the d.eri vative energ.y for p:, 
the p-state particles. i E + oE -- O determines the p, s 
best self-consistency,, at« • • 

Figure 4.- ,,- 2 times pair correlations for (1) perturbed and 
( 2) unperturbed!. systems; 

Solutions are for (4b). 

-1 )~ = c(f ,, ot = 0. 5 f • 

Figure 5. The ratio perturbed to unperturbed. pair correlation 
function for potential (4b) ( )~ =o<.', °'= 0.5 f-1 ). 
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CHAPTER I 

1 Introduction: 

SeveFal authors 1 - 6 ), and in. particul ar Dalitz and 

DoYms 1 - 3') ,, have analysed' the binding energies of /\ par

ticles in the light hype1muc,lei in. or<ler to determine the 

I\ _ N interaction. .. This in.teraction. has mostly been assumed 

1. 

to be charg,e symmetric and. two-bodied. In th.ese hypern.uclei 

with A ,< 5, where A d.enot.es the total mass num.ber in.e,l us.i ve 

of the· /\ ,, the I\ - N interacti ons occu r essentially only in 

relatives-states .. Hence only central. forces need be con-

sid_ered_ and there is no w:ay of distinguishing· between. ordinary 

and'. exchang~ forcea., 

In accordance with the acc·epted. conservation laws of 

s:trong interact.ions, and meaon theory,?) the direct 1\ _ N inter-

action is exp.ected to have a maximum. Ylilikawa rang~ - _1=._ 
- ~rn rr c:. 

== • 7 f correspond·ing to an exchange of two pions whi1-e the 

exchange in terac.tion has a maximum. range ,..,<-- · 

correspon-di.ng to the exchange of a K meson. 

_ -;,_ _ • 3;97 f 

The v:olu:m.e in-

teg~als of the 1\ - N interaction obtained. from the analysis 

of the hyp,ernuclei wi t"h A f 5 dep,end significantly on the range 

assumed for the interaction, i .. e-. whether 
- 1 _, 

~'-" or ,.,. ,< .. 

This range depend'enc-e, together with the contributions 

from higher relative angul.ar m.omen.tum. states for a A bound 

in a heavy nucleua,, makes us believe that a knowledge of " 



binding aneFg;Les in heavier hype]'nuclei may enable us to 

distinguish between ordinary and_ exchange forces. It appears 

that exp.erimental information o,n su.cn binding e:r1erg,ies may 

emerge fFom the 1'1..se of Uranium load.ed em.uJ.sions. S) Less 

2. 

di.reet information has:- already been obtained._ hot.h by Filimonov 9) 

and by Walacka lO) who have· ext.rapolated to large A the pre

s:ently knmm /\ binding energies: for the hy-p:;ernuelei wit.Jn:. 
ll) A ~ 12 • There is a trena towarda a limiting. value V0 , 

exp;e·cted for large A because of nuclear saturation andl becaia.se 

t ,he /\ - p:a:rt,icle. being, distinct from the nucleons can alW:ays be 

in the lowest p,ossible (1 s) state.. For large A t.he kinetic 

energy of the A w·il1- be approximately p,roportional to A - 2/3 
and hen.ce V-0 v.rill correspondi. to the potential di.ep.,th felt by a 

/\ of zero momentum in nuclear matter. Walecka obtained 

VO ~ 23.: MeV and: has discuss.ed the imp;l ications of this value 

for. two body /\ - N int.eractions with a hard core .. 

However three--body I\ - N inteFactions ( arising in low

est order through the exchange of one p0ion wd. th each of a pair 

of nuclE?,ons) are expected. to be of comparable importance to 

the two-body direct interactions. To see what extra info::l!:.'m--

ation knowledge of the /\ binding energ.ies- in heavier hyper-

nuclei rill gi.ve it. is the:rrnfore necessary to consider also 

three-body interactions and to extract (from the light hyper

nuclei) as much inf'ormation as possible about these and the 

two-body interactions~ 



Part II of the d'iss:ert.ation will the ref ore be concerned 
w:ith the implications of /\ bind'ing· energies for the A - 

nucleon interaction when three-b.od:y forces_ are also included., 

In 9 2 w.e discuss_ the nature o.f our assumed " - N 
interac·tion .. 

Chapters II and'_ III are devoted to the two hypernuclei 
1 > "H and " 1-1< which g,ive the mos:t reliable inf'ormation .. 

For , the effect of thr-ee-body forces , is small arni is 
obtained by a pertuFbation procedure. 

almost entirely d'ue to two-body forces. 

The A binding is 

For 

co:ire is assum_-ed to be undiatorled by the 1\ • 

In Chap·ter IV other light hypernuclei are consid_erea:, 
4- .., showing, that " H and " 1-ie do not seem cap1able of yielding 

any sigp.ificant information while the two-body system " ,_, 
'.j_ 

is not bound unless the three-body forces are very atrongly 
attractive., 

hy12,e rn ucl e i .. 

This chapter c.omJ;_x,letes, the work on light 

Chapters V and/ VI are elevated to the calculation in 
perturbation theory of the potential felt by a /\ in nuclear 
matter,- this being considered mainly as a Fermi gas. Both 
direct ancI_ ex:chang_e t-wo-body forces are considered as the 
second_ order contribution, the effect of nuclear pair 
c_orrelations and the velocity dependence a r e a ll small. 



3.a. 

The nucleon exchange factor in the three-body forces strongly 
suppresses their effect in nuclear matter. 

Chapter VII concludes Part II of the dissertation. Here 
the im-p:lications of the empirical values:- of the A potential 
depth are considered. In particular if the p1ion-baryon 
couJ)lings pF.edominate then strongly attractive three-body 
forces of not too larg.e a rang,e are favoured_. This corres-
p,ond:s to a larger singlet than triplet two--bod!y volume inte-

1 * gra • 

*- It is hoped tha.t most of the material of Part II of the 
dissertation will appear in Nu.clear Physics in a joint article 
with Dr. A.R. Bodmer. 

, I 



2 The J\ - N Interact:iion: 

We assume conventional two-body inter-actions like those 

of ref. 1 - J) and three-body interac-tions having, shape and 

exchange character suggested! by meson theory 12). Even 

thoug;h suc,h /\ - N- interac:tions are consid!erably simpl er than 

the actual interactions they :may be expected to g,ive a fair].y 

reasonable representation of the latter when I\ binding, ener-

g_,ies are considere~~ These simplified interactions may be 

inves:tigated in a fairly systematic way,, enabling tts= to ob

tain some insight into those aspects~ of the actual I\ - N 

interactions. rep:rtesented. by the si.mplified forcesi: used. 

Perhaps the most. essential simplification isr the neglect of 

the [ chann.el: I\ 

The conventional forces assumed enable us to· use 

straig;h.tforw;a:rrdl perturbati!1H1 theory andl by g,o-ing, to the 

second. order we are able t ,o investigate the -usefulness of 

the first order o-r :in.dependent p,a:li'ticle ap,p,roximation7) in 

the calculation. of the p10tential felt by a /\ in. nu:_c:lear 

matter. - Ii'u.rlhermore there is· little uncertainty mth s.oft 

foFces in us-ing, the interaction. strengths obtained. from: the 

light hyp,ernuclei for p:r-edicting the p,otential d:epiths in 

nuclear matter. With_ hard core forces the difficulties 

will be much greater. This is mainly because the relative 

I\-Nuclem1 inave function. in the deep, attracti.ve· regjon 0U1t

sid'e the hard e:ore must be accurately known if reliable 
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r e sults are· to be obtained. for the binding energy ,1 vmich i s 

e:ssentially a small difference between the large co r relation 

kinetic energy due to the hard core and'. the lar-g,e potential 

energy d-ue to tlile at.tractive tail. This 0 balance may well 

be different in light and in heavy hypeTiluclei leading to 

additional unce rtainties when the resu'lts for these are con-

sidered in relati on to each other. Final ly,, short of much 

more I\ - nucl eon. scattering data, the existence of a hard 

c,ore in. the /\ - N i nteraction. and even less the value of 

its radius can hardl y be considered· as established., For 

these :rreas_ons we have not considered!_ hard core A - N 

interactions in our wa:rk. 

We shall almost ex clusivel_y consi<ier c:harge symmetr ic 

s p-:in ciep end'ent twn-bociy :fmk awa interactions 

V (>' ) = - V _ U V ('f' } (1.1 ) 

wher e U , the vrol rune int egral i s g iven by 

-J ~,: II C.-) '±!i. V u = td 
"'-" Spa.C-4. 

~ 
_,_.r 

and Vl >') 
e -If-" ,-,. ..- (1.2 ) 

i s t he n or ma l ised' interaction of unit strength. 

For t he sho Ft r anges ( ,-,. 1ri-· and ,-<' ) con sidere d! 

interactions of different shap,e but having the same intrinsic 

Fange were f ound~ by Dal itz- and Downs to have appr·oximately 

the same volume integrals ( to within about 10% 4 ) )., The 

I 



shape: used for the t:wo-body inte:ir"acti.ons is thus. relatively 

unimpio rtan t., 

For three-body interactions w.e use the following, form 

consi.s-tent with the meson theoretically expected. central 

interactions for large separations 12) 

w ( ,, 2, ,.\) = W ( 6
1 

• o 
2 

) (. -.: , • ?: 2. ) w ( >' , , >' 2 , ?' ..l ) (1. 3) 

where ,, 1 , A d:.enot.e the co-ordinates of the nucleons and of 

the t\ andi w measures the strength of the interactim1. Meson 

Ji.2) theoretic.al co,nsiclerat:iions - prefer the exponential for the 

shapie factor W wi tlni range )/ _, - )./ _, - !i.. 
- TT ~ >ri,r ii: 

corresponding 

to an exchang,e of one pion wi tfu- each of two nucleons. Higher 

order p,rocesses,; approp;riate· to, an exchange of more mesons will 

correspond t0; a short.er range and may be ex.p,ected to nave a 

smaller effect .. Nevertheless because of these terms· the pre--

e:i s.e fo-rmt and range u.sed for W cannot be too significant. 

Therefore for the shape factor we consider both an. exponential 

and a Yukawa form: 

l,,v C "• r._ Y;i) 

: w c -.-,.,. ' ... ,. .. ) = e 
,;: 

w ' ...... ' ,, .. ~ ) " y 

_)..l('Y,}4~y2.-'> 

(1.4a) 

(1.4b) 

, and also consider three val-

ues of )/ for each shape'-' viz. 

y • 5,,. .. 72 ancf lf 

For a given )) the exponential fo,rm has a relatively longe r 



shape used for the two-bod·y interactions is thus relatively 

un.impo rt ant •. 

For three-body interactions we use the f ollo,wing; form 

consisctent with the meson theoretically expected central 

interactions for large s _epaFations 12 ) 

w ( 1, 2 , -l ) = W ( o
1 

, O 2. ) (_ lC 1 , r 2. ) w ( y, 1 y 0. > "I' A ) (1. 3) 

where ,, 1 , A cienote the co-ordinates of the nucleons and of 

the /\ and w measures: the st.rength of the interaction. Meson 

]2) theoretic.al consideratjjons . p·refer the exponential for the 

shap:e factor W with range )/ •J - )J ., - !!._ 
- lT • ~,r c. 

corresponding 

to an exchang.e of one :rrion Wli t:h each of two nucleons. Higher 

order processes, approp,riate to an exchange of more mesons will 

correspond to a shorter range and: may be exp:ectea: to have a 

smaller effect .. Nev.ertheless because of these terms· the pre-

c is_e formt and range used for W c.annot be too significant. 

Therefore for the shap:e. facto r we c onsi der both an exponential 

and a Yuk:awa f ornr: 

-VCT,)f.~Y2..i,> 

hi c ... ,,,. , .,.,.,l ) = e 
£: 

(1.4a) 

w ( ..,, Y._ y,l) 

(1 . 4b) 

where -rd = , .,..,- - ...-.1 1 ,, , and also consider three val-

ues of ),I for each shape,., viz. 

y • 5,,. • 72 and: lf 

For a given )) the exponential form has a r-elatively longer 



:rrange than the Yukawa form. Since 'p-hysicall.y' the maximum 
- I 

range corresponds- to an. exponential wri th Y - • 72 f the 

results for W with 
£ 

y < v" cannot be regard.ed as physically 

rrre an.ing;f ul • 

For even relat'i"~e angular momentum states of the two 

nucleons one has: c ,,;. "'2. > c ", . " .. ) = -3,. Instead of w it is-

therefore convenient to use the effective s state streng_th 

Wis = -3w, since for A ~ 5 the three-body interactions occur 

p,redlomi.nantly with pairs. of nucleons in relative s-states: .. 

It is also useful to define 
'l. 

U3E = C ~;) W5 

u3 '2. 
(1.5) 

U3y ( :: ) Ws 

These three-body -vo,l um:.e integrals are the analogues of 

the two-body volume integ_rals in the sense that for very 

short. three-body ranges the corresponding potential energy 

will depend on U; and not on J) • 

7. 



CHAPTER II 

Jl Vol rune Integrals for the Light Hy:pBrnuclei : 

Dalitz and Downs l-3) have carried' out an extensive 

analysis of the light hypernu.clei p.articul arly of ,., H 
3 and 

5 
" I-l e • F th . . , , b. a:·. . B ( A - l) rom e em.pi.:1!."1 ca..i: "' in 1.ng, energi.es /\ , 

assuming two-body " - N interactions of gi,ven Yukawa range 

they hav.e C!l!eterminecl the wo-lume integ,rals u 2 (A - l) of the 

effective interactfons in t .hese hypernuclei. The super-

script ( A - - 1) refers to the Jnypernucleus ,,,, zA of mass number 

A. With sp,:Ln 1/2 for "' and'. assuming tlirat the inte ractions 

are effective only in relative s-stat.es, the g,round state 

vol'..um_e integrals u 2 (A - l) fo.r A ~ 5 are given in t:erms of 

the singlet an<i triplet (\ - N vol'l!El.!.e integrals: Us and Ut, 

the foLtowing, exp,ressions: 

Case . us > Ut J . 

U2 
(2) 3 1 1 :. 2 Us. + 2 ut 2 

U2 
(3) 3Us 

- 2 + 3 
2 ut 0 

· U ( 4) 
us 3, ut 1 

- 2 + 2 

Case . ut > us J . 
U2 

( 2) 
2Ut 3 

2 

u2 
(3) 

1. us 5 - -,. ut 1 2 2 

U2 
( 4) 

us 3 ut 1 = + 
2 

by 

(2.1) 

J is the ap'l)•ropriate ground state spin for the hypern.ucleus. 



It seems most probable that Us > Ut" this· being consistant 

with zero spin for He4 and H4 and a pseudo-scalar K 
/\ A 

meson. .. Though we shall emphasise this case ,, the results 

for Ut > Us will also be discus·sed. 

Dalitz and Downs (l-2 ) have been able to treat the three

body sys-tem " H3 by a vaF·iational method using a sufficiently 

flexible trial w:-ave function.. For ,.,_ He5 because of the sta

bility of the co r e nucleus He4 the ~ maybe considered to a 

g_ood approximation as moving in the p,otential well p:roduced 

by t:he nucleons of the undistorted core nucleus., The density 

diatribiu.tion of this is reasonably well determined from elec

tron scattering data .. 

Sin.ce the density distributions of the core nuclei He3 

and H'' of " He4 and ,,. H4 are not known with adequate accuracy3) 

and because the cHstortion of the core nuclei by the /\ for 

these hyp-ernuclei are ex:g·ected to be important the results 

from these hypeFnuclei will be uncertain. 

we deduce 

u (3) 
2 = 3 U ( 2) 

4 2 t 2. u (4) 
8 2 for Us 

d u (3) l- u ( 2) +- 1 U (4) for ut an 2 - 2 2 2 2 

Thus for only two-body forces the values of 

From eqn. ( 2 .1) 

> ut 

(2.2) 

> us 

B I\ 
(3) provide 

only a check which is a:gproximately satisfied 3). Although 

the inclusion of three-body forces could in principle give 

new information,. because of the uncertainties mentioned,, we do 

not consider these hypernuclei in any detail. The rest of 
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this chapter is devoted_ to the hypertritron and. in Cb:.ap,ter III 

we consid'er .l'i He5 .. 

2 Dalitz and Downs' Analysis fo r H3. 
A • 

Tfae t:rial funcction used in ref. 2 ) for studying the loos·ely 

hound three-bod'y sys,tem a3 was 
I\ 

3 2., - "' c« r,. 

17 [_ >. . e. 
.. o( ( 2.3) 

1- = I '\'.'°-:I 

where 

>. "'-u.. .,; ...I,,_, = A,.,_ = ,c. ; ..\ 3 '2. = ~ ; -, = I 

"'" C{ 2., = a. qJ, C>.., 

Gl ,._ c.. ... b c... Jo. b 
.;; 

and wheFe a,, h, a 3, b3, x andJ y are six. parameters.. The ri 

are int.erparticle distances, r
3 

being the internucleon sep,a-

ration. The r. a:re t .riang;ular co-o:rdinatesc and. hence satisfy 1. 

the usual triangular inequalities: r 1 +- r 2 >-- r
3

,. etc .. 

The requirement that the minimum. energy ·be equal!. to the 

emp)irical bi.nd'ing energy then determines~ the volum..e integral 

u< 2) and the value o-f the six: parameters which sp·ecify the 

• beatt wave function. We 1!1Se U( 2) in. cont Fast to u
2 

( 2) to 

d:.enote the v-olum:e integral obtained in the absen.ce of three

bocI_y interactions. 

The wave function (2.}) is sufficiently flexible to allow 

for (a) the strong correlations between the A and the nucleons 

necessary because of the s-hort range of the A - N interactions, 

(b) the long; tail of the wave function for seplaration o.f the I\ 



from the. nucleons and' ( c) the lack of symmetry between the I\ 

and the nucleons, the separation energies of the latter being 

considerably larger than that of the I\ .. The wave. function 

( 2.3) p,robably gives- a very g.ood descrip.tion of " H3' since tb.e 

much less flexible two paFameter ( °', f3 ) -w;ave function ~ 

= e (2.4) 

of ref •1 ) already g,ives Eesul ts for uC 2 ) which are onl y about 

15% larger than those from: the wave function ( 2 •. 3). 

In ref. 2) the N-N interaction was chosen to be of Yukawa 

form, and- to have the necessary strength and range to reproduce 

the s-wave triplet data. Dalitz and Downs 2) give results 

for u< 2 ) and· for the six parame·ters speeifying, the wave 

function (2.3) for B} 2 ) = O, .25 and 1 MeV and for the two 

rang_es u -· and -• ,---- 1n f'-1'< • 

The best value of B " <2 ) given in :r·ef.ll) is .. 12 .!:_ .34 

MeV. The results obtained fo:r uC 2 ) with the wave function 

( 2.4) were found to be insensitive to the shape of the /\ - N 

interaction if this has a given intrinsic range. 

3: Our Perturbation Procedure: 

"n3\, because of its small binding energy is a rather op,en 

* This is in fact a special case of the wave function (2.3') 

obtained from it w:hen x_ = y = O, a = c,( and a 3 = B • 



system. .. Hence the probability of finding; all three p·articles 

sufficiently close togeth.er for the three-body forces to be 

effective is small. Hence for comparable strengths of the 

two and three-·body A - N interactions the p;otential energy d.ue 

to the latter will be small comp,ared with that due to the former. 

We may therefore obtain to, a good ap!Jlroximation the rela

tion betw;een u
2 ( 2 ) and u

7 
consistent m th a given B "' ( 2 ) by 

the following perturbation procedure. We assume, that f or a 

g_i ven B /\ ( 2 ) the values of t~e pa:n-ameters of the wave function 

(2.3) which minimise the energy ~then ofily t~m-hody forces· are 

used remain unchanged to a good approximation when also three-

bod_y forces_ are included. Then the total potential energy due 

to the " - N interactions, when three-body forces are also in,

cl u:ded, must to a g;ood. apip.;roxima tion be the same as the poten

tial energy obtained by Dalitz and Dom1s w:i th only two-body 

forces. 

The IJlotential energy clue to the two-body A - N interactions 

is for the wave function (2.3), 
_ I 3 ( l.J 

N ( ~ ) U X I+ 7j -2. 

where 

X 
- f-"- T '1 

e 

( 2. 5) 

Here N = JI <+I "l r 1 r 2 r 3 dr1 dr2 dr3 is the normalisation inte

gral and u2 ( 
2 ) is· g.iven by eqn. ( 2.1). 

Similarly the three-body potential energy is iv -' =s Y 



(2.6) 

The detail s of the evaluation of these integrals are given in 

the Ai:1p,encifix • 

Ot11r· perturbation procedure then gives 

/..4 3 (2.) 

- U X 
t+-i'f 

k':....a U e>> X .. ""'s y 
4,- TT 2 

Here the l.h.s. is proportional to the total :potential energy 

when nO"J three-body forces are present. 

relation may be written 

In terms of u3 this 

U; = l l'-) ( U ,,., - U :·)) 
(2.7) 

with 
3 

fo -r L'-} X ( do::) l.rJE 

lt= ::: 

~ 

a 
(:l) )( 4 Ti~ ) f= '"'r ly - l -

Y,.. "" 

In Table I are disp,layed the values of z<2) and u ( 2) for the 

various values of B "" ( 2 ) and the ranges considered!.. The results 

for B ,... ( 2 ) = .12 MeV have been obtained by suitable interpola-

tion. The values of u< 2) are those of ref. 2). * 

* The values of z( 2) and u< 2) for the simpler wave function 

( 2.4) and. for Wy lwi th ~ are: 

For B " ( 2) - O MeV: z( 2 ) ( µ111.) 

u<2) ( f",. .. ) 

For B 
" 

( 2) = .4 MeV: z< 2) <~ ~") 
u<2) (f-< ,_r, ) 

3 = 257 f, 

: 706Mevf·~ 

3 : 246.8 f , 

3 ( 2) = 186 MeVf, U ( µ,J 

3 = 309.8 f 

= 489 MeV f 3 

= 302 f 3 

: 494 MeV f 3 

I 
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Consistent with the abov.;e procedure the ratio of the three

body p,otential energy to the total piotential energy due to the 

A - N interactions is 
£•) u £~) u - 2, 

u (2.} 
( 2 .. 8) 

Ewen. for 5( 2) n.ot particularly small the above perturbation pro

ceclux·e may still be ex:p'ected to be fairly accurate. Thus for a 

g,iwen B "<2) the wave function for large separations of the 1, 
from the nucleons will be determined: by B,... ( 2 ) and hence because 

of the diffuseness of " H3 the wave function as a whole will not 

be expected to d.ep:end. too critically on g. < 2 ) so long as this is 

not too large .. Since from. the variational principle it follows 

that the firs~ ord.er changes in the wave function affect our 

perturbation p;ro·ced:ure only to second ordl.er, it follows- that this 

p1rocedttre is_ exp1ected to be quite accurate especially since 

5 ( 2) will in fact turn out to be quite small. * 
*' Rather direct supip;orting evidence for the accuracy of our per
tulJ'bation procedure comes from. l!lSing: this to obtain for just two
body forces_ the value of u< 2) for,, say,, the range >-'- K-l using the 
wave function ap~ropriate to the range f-'- <2rr-l ( or vice versa). 
Thus with, the simp,ler wave f1mction'1(2.4), and with the approp
riate p:arameters for >-<2;-1 given in ref.1 ), the value for,uK-l so 
found (for B ,_( 2) = 0 MeV) is 524 MeV f 3 compared_ vnth 489 MeV 
:f 3 obtained in ref •1 ) by the variational method!. The corres
p>on.ding results- for ,-.~ 11-l are 822 MeV f 3,, using: the :perturbation 
procedure based on the wave function for ~ K -l, as against 766 
MeV f 3 obtained! by the . variation.al nr.ethod'.. Thus even though in 
this case there is quite a larg:e difference between the potential 
energies and the wave function for the two ranges~ the pertur- I 
bation procedure nevertheless gives results accurate to better 

1

11 

than 10%. I 
-------------------·-----' ------------i ll 

/1 
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Ro~rever for larg,e s ( 2) of the· order of unity the pertur-

bation proc-edmre will be of limd.. ted'. accuracy.. Thus if eqn. 

(2.7) were exact, the values of z( 2) uC 2),. i.e. the value of 

u3. in the absence of two-o:ody interaction - shoulLd be indep,en.

dent: of the t.wo-bod.y interaction (i.e .. of ,_,. ), and should 

dep;end only on the shap;e and: rar.i.g:e o:f tfue three-body interaction. 

From_ Table I we see that thi~ is not so. 

fo,r ~ 'lr, tQ that for .u K varies from approximately • 75 for the 

three-body interaction of the longest range (i.e. WE with v _ 

.5 f-1 ) to app;roximately 1.28 for that of the shortest range 

(i.e .. Wy with 11 = 1 f-1 ).. Hence we conclude that the exact 

relation correspo.nding, to eqn. (2 .. 7) is not in general linear .. 

This paint is dis:cussed further in ~ :,. 3. 
' 



CHAPTER III 

1 Potential for I\ in He4 core: 

16. 

For /\ He5, as in ref . ·3) we co,nsider the /\ as moving in 

the r,o,tential well p]"oduced by the nucleons of the undistorted 

core nucleus, He4• The effect due to radial compressions of 

the core nucleus is small3). * 
Thus witfu_ a reasonable v:alue of the stiffness coefficient K(4-) 

fol'" He4 the effect of a radial comri;ression was found by Dalitz 

amd' Dovms3), with only two-body forces, to decrease uC4) by 

:':- 1.-5% for r<'l,, and ~ 3% for ,..... K. The coefficient K(4,) 

WJas defined: by ~ 6 4( °' ) = EHe4(1) ¥(4)(l- cx. )2 where o( : R/Ro 

ancI Ro is the equilibriUfil r.m.s. radius. A recent calculation 

by Mang; and Wild l3) of the binding; energy of He4, using hard 

core forces (with r = 0.4 f), g ,ives reasonable agreement bo-th C 

for the binding; energy and the r.m.s. radius. Their calculation 

gives K( 4) = 180 MeV ( see ref. l4)), which is roughly consistent 

wi.th the values considered: by Dali t:z and Downs ( -::C=: 280 MeV). 

It should be noted that the compressibility coefficient K as 

usually definect is related to K( 4) .by K( 4) = AK = 4K. Thus Mang 

and Wilci' s value corresponds to K = 45, MeV which is considerably 

smaller than the value of approximately 170 MeV obtained by 

Brueckner and Gammel l5) for nuclear matter using hard core 

forces. This large difference, although in the expected dir-

ection,, may indicate that Mang and Wildts value is somewhat on 

the small side. This foot-note is due to Dr. A.R. Bodmer. 
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A Gaussian charg~ distribution of r.m.s. radius 1.61 

+- •. 05 f 16 ) fits rather well the electron scattering data for 

He4 • Allowing for the proton charge distribution ( Gaussian 

of r.m .. s. radius .. 72 + .. 05 17) ) we obtain for the proton 

dist:Eibution in He4,; a Gaussian of r.m:.s. radius R = 1.44 

!. .07 f .. Assuming the same neutron distribution,. the nucleon 

distribution,. normalised to unity becomes 

( 3.1) 

where a 2 = '§ R2 .. This Gaussian distribution is expected to 

be fairly realistic since the nucleons in He 4 are tigbtly 

bound. .. 

The potential,. V (r),; felt by the I\ will be written as 

the sum of the potentials d'ue to the t w;o and three-body I\ - N 

forces: 

:::: V (Y) 
,2. 

v 'Y-J 
) 

(3 .. 2) 

.where r is the distance of the I \ from the centre of mass of 

the He4 core. 

For ~ 2 ( r) we obtain 3) 

" 
U (.'#) J ... 

( ) • V C. ",A J p ( -;:! ) A- v, 2 r = "" - ( 3. 3) 

where r ,.\ = / r 1 - r /, u 2 C4 ) is given by eqn. (2.1)~ v(r) by 

e qn .. (1.2) and_ p by e qn. (3.1). 

Eqn. (3 .. 3) simplifies to 

1.1 (Y) 
2.,. 

::: U ('I) 1-43) 
{ - T (y-,-,. o.. > ... 4- " -y , ( 3.4) 



where 

I ( y; I-<, c..) 
y =-

For v
5( r), we obtain ..., 

if_ (Y} :: "'s .I;. 3 L< 1 C• 

= 

,_..,, - f ,..._a + !:)] } - e [ I - t"- ( -;:; 0... (3.5) 

where b F( r 1 r 2 ) is the pair distribution function and where 

it has been assumed that the /\ interacts predominantly with 

pairs of nucleons in relatives-states consistent with the He4 

w:ave function being, predominantly a 11s
0 

state. Further i.f 

short rang:e nu.cleon pair correlations may be neglected.* 

F (r1 ,r2 ) = p (r1 ) P (r2 ) 

and if3 c...-J -= lo ufs J W(>',)I Y,_)I) f'( 1) fC ;;/')d~,"'~z. (3.6) 

For the Yukawa shape Wy, wre obtain 

1/, (Y) 
.Jr 

u 3 V ' ) [ I (. f ; Y, G. } J 'Q_ 
3y { j;(.. -y 

( 3. 7) 

* Short range nucleon piair correlations will be shown to have 

negligible effect on the three-body potential in nuclear matter 

at normal density (see 9 6.2). Since the average density of He4 

is even less our neglect of nuc·leon pair correlations is perhaps 
justified .. 
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For the exponential shape WE we obtain 

l, . J "L U ( .!...!... ) [ I < .,. ; ,,, " 1 3 £ 31 r,.,, € 

(3.8) 

where 
e v"'a.'2/'f {e..,,, C v: ,_ ~) [ r - £"-f. r ~ +- % ) } 

>' >' , >-'4 Y) L t - £ "- f C '? - ~ J J -e L,:; - ~ -

( 3.9) 

2 The Eig~lue Equation: 

The Schr8dinger equation for the /\ in 
I\ 

He5 is 

-(-- V (r) J 'f (,r) 
3 A 

('-I) 

B LL [->') 
" 7;,_ (3.10) 

where in an obv.ious notation 

anci 3.08 + .22 MeV ll). 

The nunerical solution for the ground state (ls) wave 

function then gives a relation between u2 (4) and u
3

, consistent 

with B ,., ( 4 ) for each set of ranges and shapes of W considered. 

tor all. cases. this relation was found to be linear to a very 

good. ap.pro_ximation. Co:rresp>onding to eqn. (2. 7) for 

may write the relation as 

(3 .. 11) 

where u< 4) is the value of u2<4) in the absence of three-body 

interactions.. Thus uC 4) depenas only on ,_... ·• Simi 1 arly 

z( 4) u< 4) - ·i.e. u
3 

in the absence of two-body i .nteractions 



<fep,end:s only on v and the shap:e W .- This is in contrast to 

the analogous quantity z< 2 ) u< 2) for "' H3. 

The resul t s for u< 4 ) and: z< 4) are given i .n Table II, the 

form_er agreeing essentially with. the results of Dalitz and 

Doiil'Ils 3) who used Gaussian two-body interactions. ~ ( see ~ 3. 3) .• 

The linearity found between u
3 

and u
2 ( 4 ) for a given 

B ( 4) wil l fo l low from. the variational principle if the wave I\ 

function does not dep-end too much. on the rel ative amounts of 

the two anC:l three-body interactions. The numerical results· 

obtained confirm: this .. Thus the maxim.um. variation of +,.. (r) 

between dlifferent cases iS' about 10% and occurs for -r :::: 1 f. 

The difference·s rapidly becom'.e vecy small for larger distances.

The following reasons may be ascribed. to the small dependence 

of Y,- ( ,.. ) on the details of zf ( r) . 
" 

Firstly the shap·es and extensions of V
2 (r) and. ~( 7 ) are 

not too different for the various shapes· andl. ranges· of the 

~ Preliminary resttl ts for u< 4 ) and z( 4 ) were obtained using 

a variational methoct, a Gaus.sian trtal WjB,Ve function and 

Gaussian two and three-body interactions.. Thus with only two-

body Gaussian interactions ( eqn. 3.13) we got u< 4) ( ,-.,. 1.1r ) = 
1004 MeV f3' and. u< 4) ( ~, .. ) = 792 :flleV . f 3 as compal"ed with 932 
and 725 MeV f3 obtained.. by solving the eigenvalue problem 

exactly. 



interactions used,, being to a large extent determined by 
P (r) • 

Sec.ondly because :S ( 4) is small Y--_ (r) has a long tail ~ ~ 

in the region where 1/( r) has effectively beccme zero and 

1f~ (r) is: thus largely determined for all -t by the value of I 

:s " (4). 0 

In view- of these considJerations, we may exrect the ratio 
of the thFee-body to the total potential energy in 

" 
He5 to be 

~ The variations: involved are indicated by the following 
values obtainecr. for the central depths, remembering that these 
m:iul tipliecl by the S"qaares- of the corresponding ex_tensions are 
expected to be roughly constant. Thus- with only two-body 
interactions: 1'2 (o) = 46.5 and 55.3 MeV fo·r f-"-i.r1 and µ,._ 

respectively. With only three-badly Yukawa interactions: 
'lf 3(o) = 44.6, 66~6 and 74 MeV for v = .5, • 72 and lf r espec
tively11 while . the c.orresponding, values for the exponential 
shapJe are V 

3(o) = 28.6, 37 .4 and 47 .j, MeV. The app·ropriate 
potential wells may be obtained f r om these values and the 
relevant · expressions for V-2 ( r) and'. v

3( r) given in the text .. 
However it may be noted that with only two-body interactions 
and for ~Hi : V2 ( r = 1.45 f) = ~ ~(O). 

El The wave functions attain th_eir maximum. valu.e for r -= 1. 5 -
1.7 f and fall to half this valu_e for r z 4 - 4.4 f. 



l 

g i ven to a good ap;ip,roximation by 

u '~' - u._'"' 
u (<#) 
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(3.12) 

The reason why the exact :relation for " H3 corresponding 

to the approximate relation (2.7) will not in general be linear, 

in contrast to eqn. ( 3. ll) for " He5 is: because " H3 is treated 

as a three-body problem while " He5 has been treated essentially 

as a two~boay problem. Thus fo,r " H3, the imp ortant short range 

correlations betwe,en the nucleons anci the " will depend quite 

strongJy on the details of th_e " - N interaction and are not 

largely determined by the, tail of the wave function for large 

sep'.arations between the " and the nucleons. 

3 Comparison Wii th Results for a Gaussian Interaction: 

It may be of some interest to consider, for " He5, inter

actions of d'ifferent shapes but having the same intrinsic range. 

Thus f o r an intrinsic rang e b the Gaussian interaction norma

lised to unity is 

'2.-0" )
311 ( - 2. -06 y2./, z.) = ( - e.><1' /o 1i b 2. ( 3 .13) 

Henc e the potential ~~
2
(r) becomes 

~· (y) ::: 
u (1#-) 

f ( '1a ') 
2, ... ( 3 .14) 

v1he r e 
2- J.s./l.·D' a'.z. et_ + 

For a Yukawa rang,e ,-cur -l the use of eq_n. (3.14) to

gether with the relation b = 2.12 ,....-l gives u( 4) = 932 MeV £ 3 • 



given to a good approximation by 

~ <'+ J = u <If, - u/ "' ' 
u ,,., (3.12) 

The reason why the exact relation for " H3 corresponding 

to the approximate relation (2.7) will not in general be linear, 

in. contrast to eqn. ( 3·. lJ'.) for " He5 is: because " H3 is treated 

as a three-body p,roble·m while " He5 has been treated essentially 

as a two~body probl.em.. Thus for " H3 the important short range 

correlations between the nucleons and the /\ will de:i:Jend quite 

strongly on the details of th_e " - N interaction and are not 

largely dete:rndnect by the tail of the wave function for large 

sep:arations- between the " and the nucleons. 

3 ~arison with Results for a Gaussian Interaction: 

It may be of some i.nterest to consider, for " He5, inter-

actions of different shapes bu.t having the same intrinsic rBnge. 

Thus for an in.trins.ic range b the Gau.ssian interaction norma

lised to unity is 

'1. · 0" )3/a. ( - 2. .e,I, ., 2. /, z. ) :: ( - E!.>t/-' / o 1i b ... (3.13) 
... 

Hence the p,otential V 2 ( r) becomes 

U (Ii- J f ( 'la') £/ .. (YJ : 
2- 2. 

( 3.14) 

where 
Cl' 2. 

For a Yukawa range ,-cur -l the use of eqn. ( 3 .14) to

gether with the relation b = 2.12 ~-l gives u< 4) = 932 MeV f 3• 
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The comparable value for the Yukawa shape is 1028 MeV f 3• The 
3 corresponding; values for ,...,. are 725 and .. 780 MeV}resJ:?ectively, f( 

the percentage difference being som_ew:hat less than for tuir. • 

These resl'J!lts agree with the conclusions of ref.3) that inter
actions of the same intriri...sic rang.e are ap,:r;J>roximately equ.ivaI.ent 
for He5• 

" 
We emphasise that this equivalence holds only if the 

range is reasonably small comp,ared with the extension of the 
nucleon distribution. An. examination of the expression for 
V2(r) shows that only for short ranges is the range of 1"2(r) 
reasonably close to that of p (r) and hence not too dependent 
on the shape of the interaction. The above results for t--t'l,;r 

and ,-.i. 1" tend to, confirm this conclusion. Further, the Gaussian 
interaction ·which reproduces essentially the same results for 

V-2 (r) as a Yukawa interaction of raID.ge ,-..,, = 1.4 :f (note that 
R:;; 1.44 f) is found to have an intrinsic range b ~ 2.3 f (a ' ~ 
4.0 f 2) which is considerably different from the intrinsic 
range of the Yukawa interaction, this being b = 2.97 f (a 2

= 
5 .. 65 f 2). Now, since 'lf3(r) is essentially prol)ortional to the 
square of it

2 (r) for the range Y
77 -l, which is comparable to R, 

there is ~o approximate equivalence in the sense of an intrinsic 
range between different shapes of the three-body interactions 
for the rang,es of interest. 

Finally as a measure of tfue dependence of our resul.ts on 
the values of B " ( 4-) and R we g,ive the following reaul ts for 
small variations about the vall:l!.es B ( 4) = 3.08 MeV and: R = l.44f: A 



:: 



CHAPTER IV 

1 The Volume Integrals of the /\ - N Interactiog: 

In the last two chap:t.ers we have specified the strength 

of the A -· N interaction by the three voll!lilie integrals Us,Ut 

and_ u
3

• Since only B I\ ( 
3) and_ B A ( 

5) were macie use of there 

will be one undetermined volum.e integral. This we take to 

Table III is obtained from eqns. (2 .. 1),, (2 .. 7) and (3.Il) ,1 

ana Tables I and. II. Th.ough. only the res1'l;lts for U
8 

> Ut are 

explicitly gi.ven the results for Ut > Us which can easily be 

obtained will also be discussed.. Tb:e dependence of the tabu-

lated quantities on 6 is linear.. For the three-body Yukawa 

h w. t t f 5 f -1 d f-1 . s · ap)e y only he resul s or y = • an . 1 are g1ven, 

those for v = .. 72 f-~ being, very nearly the mean of these. 

The dep;endence on ,._, is not very appreciable for the range of 

-1 values considered.,. For WE,; only the results for v =- • 72 f 

are given. The result~ for v = 1 f-l are fairly close to 

th 5 f -1 . -1 those for Vfy WJi .· · v = .. ,, while the range v = • 5 f seems 

illlphysically long to be of interest. 

We get u3 = O when 6 = u< 2) - ! u<4) (for us > Ut) 

and_ when S = 2u< 2) - u< 4) (for Ut > U
8

) 

Th.us u3 = 0 when ~ = 140 and 26 MeV :f3 for ,u.')_,, and ,-.,..,( ( if 

u ) 
s s = 280 and 52 MeV f 3, (if Ut > u ). s 

For larger .6 , or !5 , u
3 

becomes positive ( corresponding to 



an attractive three-body interaction). • ~-

We also note that for Us > Ut, 

Ut , O for 6 > Us ( t:. = Us = 380 and. 240 MeV f'3 for J--< 2,,

and ,-.s.. respectivel y),, while 
(4) 4 4 u2 ~ 0 for .a>, 3; us ( 6 :: 3 us 510 and 320 MeV f 3 

for µ and {'--{,, r ·esp,ectively). 1.r. ... 

25. 

The ratio ~( 2) is seen to be quite small for all cases 

considered,. confirming that three-body interactions are not 

very effec t ive for " H} (and t hus justifying our pe r turbati on 

p:rocedu:r-e).. s ( 4) however can become quite large. This in

crease of / A - l) w:i.th A can be la:rgely attributed to the 

dependence of the three-body potential energy for A .< 5, on 

the number of nuc l eon p:airs (A - 1) (A - 2) / 2. 

The smallness of f(2 ) implies that u2<2) is not very 

different from u< 2) and hence not too dependent on ~ - again 

demonstrated by the results of Table III. Thus for a given 

~ and ,-... the volume integral Us (and therefore also Ut) is 

to a first approximation determined by just B} 2). For 

Ut > Us it can be seen that to the same approximation B} 2) 

determines just Ut (:. u2( 2); 2) independently of J . The 

volume integral U ( 4) and therefore the two-body potential 2 . ----------- ------------------------
This is the case for the theoretical calculation of ref •12) 

accordi ng to which the values of 6 or a , for u3: 0 may be 

considered as lower limits. 



energy in I\ He5 is also d.eterm,ineci to a first approximati.on. 

Therefore ~( 4) ,1 and thus the three-body potential energy in 

26. 

,,.. He5, is then determined to a similar app,roximation by B " ( 4) 

ind:ependently of the nature of the three-body interactions. 

Thls situation is reflected. by the slight dep:endLence of the 

tabulated. resu:l.ts for ~ (4) andi. u
2 

( 4) on the three-body interc-

actions .. For a gj_v:en sbap,e and. range of these interactions, 

i.e., for a given W the corresponding; value of u
3 

is then fixed 

by t (4).. Thus. for a given ~ and: f--'- the tabulated values of 

u
3 

are those which give approximately the same three-body pot-

ential energy for " He'. Sucb essentially equivalent values 

of u3 are seen to depend quite strongly on the shape and range 

of W. This is because, similarly as· for u(A - l), the range 

of W is not small enough for the three-body interactions to 

be regarded as effectively of zero rang,e. 

ranges zt
3.( r) becomes ( see eqn .. ( :5 .. 6) ) ,. 

'l/3(r) = (A-16 (A-2) U3 p2(r) 

For such very short 

anril. u
3 

would be d.etermined independ.ently of the range and shape 

of W. 

In Table III is also given values. of 

(4) u (4) /4) uC4) u 
(4 •. 1) X - 2 = 

uC 2) - u (2) 
2 

g ( 2) uC2) 

which is a measure of the ratio of the three-body potential 

energy in ,,.. He5 to that in 3 
" H • For given two- body inter-

actions (i.e. given ,-,.. and approximately given 6 ) :x depends 



strongly on W (increasing W'i th the range of W) f) nearly all 

e(2). this variation coming from. 1;, Thus three-body inter-

actions which give tfu.e same three-body potential energy in 

" He5 may give vecy different three-body potential energies 

27. 

in " H3. This m.ay be ascribed to the importance of the ratio 

of the range to the nuclear extension (as reflected in the 

s.trong dependence of u
3 

on thls ratio) coupled. with the grea

ter diffuseness of " n3 as compared with " He5 ; hence also 

the increase of x with the range -1 
)/ • 

Denoting the results_ for the case Ut > Us and Us > Ut by 

the smfi.x:es t and s respectively it. c:an be seen that 

g , .. ) g t2) 
(OJ L l JJ 2 u Cl) - u , ... , - $ -l (4.2) = = 

~ ( .. ) (O} 5 U} LA) 2 u (l ) _ u , .. , - a 
5 s 

Thus in particular 'X t = 'X The values of t t (4) together . s·· 

with the corre.sp·onding: value of u
3 

are then obtained from 

~ s ( 4), when w.e remember that u
3 

is determined by only !'°(4). 

The other quantities for the case Ut > Us are then determined 

from. eqns. ( 2. 7), ( 3;.12) and Ut = u2 <
2) / 2. 

An important difference compared to the case U > Ut is s 
that both 5t( 2 ) 

than 5 <2) or s 

and rt(4) are m.ore restricted in magnitude 

s
8

C4). Hence the three-body forces are less 

important for the case Ut > Us than ~or Us > Ut• Thus for 

f = A = 400 MeV f 7 we get .ft (4) / f
8 

(
4) = .2:, and .465 for 

~ 
1
,. and 1-<,~ resp,ectively. The small values of .f t ( 2 ) and 



5 t (4) are essentially due to the fact that u
2 (

4 ) is quite 

strongly restricted for Ut > us.~ 

2 u (2) 
2 2 

u (4) 
2 

We have 

2U ( 2) 
2 

the limits corresp:onding, to S = oo and to S = 0 resp:ectively; 
als·o u

2 
( 2 ) ~ u< 2 ) for small ! t ( 2). 

2 Comparison with Dal i tz:t s- Method: 

The effect of three-body interactions may be included 
qu.ite g:enerally by making the following replacement in eqn.(2.1) 

U (A-1) 
2 ~ 

with 

W (A-l) 
= S ( A-l) 

(A-l)(A-2) 
2 

W (A-1) 

(4.3) 

The volume integral W (A-l) is thus prop,ortional to the three
body pot.ential energy per nucleon pair and involves an average 
a£ the three-body interactions over the nu.clean pair distri-
bution function a:n.d the position of I\ • Dalitz 4) then 
assumes that W (A-I) has the same value W for all A~ 5. For 

the case 0-
8 

> Ut, the volume integral Ut is then replaced by 
Ut + 2W and it is this combination together with Us which is· 
then uniquely determined. From eqns. (4.1) and_ (4.2) we ob
tain x = 6W ( 4) / W ( 2 ) = 6 (= the number of nucleon pairs in 
ARe5') if W (A-I.)= w .. Thus the deviation -of x from. the 

value six measures the lack of proportionality of the three
body potential energy on the number of nucleon pairs. We have 



already seen that such ctevi.ations arise from both the finite 

+" W ;i· th di .. .p.r;, • :t t OI~ /\ rr3 and " He5 -rang,e O.L anu: e .L1.er1.ng; s. rue ures ,, . 

The unique value of U obtained from: uC 2) and uC4) for s 

x = 6 is just the value obtained neglecting; three-body inter-

actions altogether (i.e. for u
3 

= 0) and is 

Us = 3,62 and 215 MeV f 3 foit ,-... 2 " and /-',.._ resp,ectively. 

However it is worth remarking that even if x ~ 6 U is still s 
only rather weakly de]))end.ent on 6. as is seen from Table III. 

Th.is is yet another· consequence of the smallness of s ( 2). 
(2) 1 (2) I Thurs for _s = O we g;et U

8 
- 2 U + 4 L'.I. for Us > Ut. 

Thls gives for f-l,.., : Us = 320, 377 and 427 MeV f3 for 6- = O, 

200, and 400 MeV f3 resp;ectivelyr while the corresponding 

values for ,.,. ,.,_ are Us = 208, 258 and 308 MeV f3.. Thus Us is 

l!llot very dep,endent on ~ even when three-body interactions 

are neglected for " H3;. The values of Us in Table III corres-

pjond to a situation inter.mediate between S(2) : 0 (i .. e. X ::."° 

assuming ~ ( 4.) ~ 0) and 'X = 6. We therefore conclude that 

for Us > Ut and for a g;iven µ. , the value of Us is alread__y ap

proximately determined by only B"( 2), being, largely independent 

of other hypernuclear data. For Ut> U
8 

we have u2 C2 ) = 2Ut 

an.d hence for [ ( 2) = 0 just B} 2) by itself already deter

mines Ut uniquely. This value of Ut is 327 MeV f3 for µ~~ 
and 208 MeV f3 for ,-.,..._ • Because 0£ the smallness of } ( 2) 

these values are only slightly chang,ed when three-body inter

actions ar-e included for H3'. 
A 



3 The Two-Body A- N sistem: 

For a bound /\ - N system_ to exist, s, the well depth 

parameter, defined as the ratio of the potential strength to 

18) the streng,th necessary to give zero binding '1 must be 

greater than unity. In our units 

s - 1.25 x· 10-l u(J;.) 

where u(l.) = us for U > s ut (J = 0) 

= ut for ut > us (J = 1) 

For Ut > Us_ ancr 5 ( 2) = O we obtain s: = .. 58 and .65 for 

t--<- 1 r, and ,-.,< resp:ectively .. Thus in view of the previous dis-

cussion no bound state is possible for Ut > Us even when three

body forces are included. 

For Us > Ut the conditions· most favourable for a bound 

state are µ. = ,-..,. ,. s ( 2 ) = 0 and ~ as large as possible. 

With ~ = 4000 MeV f 3 we obtains= .96 (the corresponding 

value for ,-,,. 1 ,,. is .. 7 6) • Since, as is discussed in 9 4.5, 

~ = 300 MeV f3 is p·robably an upper limit for ~.<- and since 

Us is overestimated. by putting 5 ( 2) = O, it seems very un

likely that there should be a bound state for Us > Ut.. The 

existence of such a bound. state would imply a repulsive triplet 

inteFaetion (Ut < 0) such that u 2 C4 ) < O and_hence very strongly 

~ This section is due to Dr. A.R. Bodmer. 
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attractive three-bod'y forces, for which ~ (4) ) 1. Our 

arguments against the existence of a bound I\ N system are 

essentially a refinement of those of Dalitz and Downs Iwao 6) 

using a shell-model approach and effective two-body inter

ac.tions has also :predicted that no bound " - N system should! 

exist. However Iwao's approach neglects three-body inter-

actions and. also assumes that the structure of all the hyper

nuclei. with A f 5 is essentially the same. 

4 The Hypernuclei ,... H4 ancl " He 4: 

These hyp.ernuclei could in pFincip·le give us additional 

information ahout the /\ - N interaction .. However the radii 

of the core nuclei H3 and He3 must be accurately known and 

their d'istortions by the I\ carefully taken into account if 

any significant new information is· to be obtained. Further

more because of the dependence of x on W and the nuclear 

extension, such information ( e.g. the value of ~ ) will be 

quite sensitive to W, i.e. to the shape and range of the three

body interaction . ., To see this let u.s put W ( A-l) = o(_ ( A-l)W 

in eqn .. C-4.3') and without loss of g~nerality also put o( (4)= 1. 

Then 5(4) = 6 w;uC 4) and eqn. (2.l) may be solved for Us' 

Ut and Win terms of the u<A-l) and (A-I) « • For U
8 

> Ut we 

obtain 

w 

where 

D )oc'.(2) -12 J3) 9 o(( 4) 
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( Note that fo:r W (A-l) W we have °'- ( A-l) =- 1 and thus D = 0 ) . 

Sim1laFly for ut > us we obtain 

w = cuC4) + uC2) 2uC 3) ) / D 

'Mhere 

D = 6 o< ( 3) °' ( 2) 6 O<'. ( 4) 

( D -1 for o( (A-l) = 1) .. 

The condition D W = O gives· eqn. (2.2) for u-CA-1.). Be-
cause these relations are ap,proximately satisfied already, the 
p :irnduct D W will. d.el),en.d qui t ,e critically on uC 3). Thus for 

µ 1 7T Dalitz and' Downs3) obtained 820 ~ uC 3:) ~ 965 MeV f3, 
the spread coming from unc.e r taint ies in t he radii and com.p r es-
sibilities of t h e core nuclei. Co1-resw,ond.ing to this spread 

- 214 ! D W i 365 MeV f3 

( o r - 1 • 2 5 i D s ( 4) ~ 2 ,, putting_ 0( ( 4) = l ) 

- 40 ! D W i 250 MeV f 3 

( o:r .25 i D ! ( 4 ) i 1.45). • 
Th.us even if D,- i.e . the o( (A- I),, were well known uC 3) would 
s t ill have to be known to great a c curacy in o:rder to give sig
nificant informa tion a bout t he three-body int eraction and 
hence about A • In f a ct D depends quite sensitively on the 

o(. (A-l) (i.e .. on the relative amounts of the th.ree--bod.y potential 
energy in the different hyp,ernuclei) which,, as is evident from 
the results for 'X , are exp,ected to depend fairly strongly on w. ' · 



(Note that for W (A-l) = W W:e have· °'- (A-l) == 1 and thus D = 0). 

Similali"ly for Ut > Us wre obtain 

w = (u< 4 ) + u( 2) 2U(3) ) / D 

were 

D : 6 o< ( 3) 6 o<'. ( 4) 

( D -1 for o( (A-l) = l) .. 

The. condition D W = 0 gives· eqn. (2.2) for u<A-1.).. Be-

cause these relations are ap:p:roximately satisfied already, the 

w,roduct D W will d:ep:en.d qu.i te critic ally on u( 3). Thus for 

µ. :z1r Dalitz and Downs3) obtained. 820 ~ U( 3;) ~ 965 MeV f3, 

the svreaa: coming from uncertainties in the :radii and compres-

sibilities of the core nuclei.. Corres:irrond.ing to this s1iread 

- 214 ~ D W ~ 365 MeV f ·3 

(or - 1.25 i D / 4) < 2,: putting °' (4) = J: ) 

40 ! D W i 250 MeV f 3 

(or .25 i Ds( 4) i 1.45). 
I 

Thus even -if D, i.e. the o<(A-l) 11 were well known u(3) would 

still have to be known to great accuracy in order to g,ive sig

nificant information about the three-body interaction and 

hence about A • In fact D depends quite sensitively o.n the 

~(A-l) (i.e. on the relative amounts of the three--bod._y potential 

energy in the different hyp,ernuclei) which,. as is evident from 

the results for 'X, are expJected to depend fairly strongly on w. 



Thus it will. be difficult to get significant information 

about the v:olunre integrals of the I\ - N inteJi'action from 

the t\ binding energies of r. H4 and r. He 4• 

Dalitz and Downs 3.:) f(!),und that for U > Ut the first ex-
s. 

c.i t:ed. state of 

boundt1 when there are no three-body forces. With attractive 

three-body forces 6 is laFge:r than for u
3
, : O and the binding 

energy of the excited state beco.IILes less'. 

fir.s:t ex:ci tea state has J =- O and was found not to be bound 

in the absenc·e of three-bodEy forces 3~ With attractive· three-

body forces S will be larger than. for u
3 

:, O and the excited 

state will be even less bound. Thlll.S the existence of a bound 

excited stat-e of "' He4 and/or " H4 would indicate U > Ut and: s 

either very weak attractive or else repulsive three-body inter-

actions. 

5 ~rnuclei with 5 < A ~ 12: 

Can these hypernuclei give us addit.ional information on 

the " - N inte:r-action? Ref •11 ) gives a comp,rehensive tabu-

lation. of these hyp.ernuclei, some of 't~hich have already been 

consid_ered in ref .. 3). " Be9 is c.onsidered also in ref • 1 9) .. 

Iwao 6 ) assuming effective two-body interactions bas. consid

ered these hypernuclei on the basis of the j-j coupling· shell

model 20 ) to predict some properties like tf transition pro-

babilities .. Howe~eF no significant new information about the 

I\ - - N interaction has resulted from all this work. Dalitz 4) 

I 



has pointed out that the difference in the volume integrals 

for "He 7 and /\.Li 7 will be very nearly 6 if one assumes 

L - S coupling, and that the core nuclei He6 andi Li 6 are both 

undi started by the /\ and. have the sam.e nucleon density dis-

tribution.. Then with B " ( Li7) = 5.5 + .3 MeV and B ~ (He7) 
A - " " 

= }.O !_ .. 7 Mev11 ) and. with the r.m.s. radius for the nucleon 

ciensi ty distribution,, as d_etermined by the electron scattering 

data for Li 6 21 ) and for· the p,roton, g;iven by < r2 ) ,t = 2.6 f 

we obtain ~ = 370 a.nd_ 310 MeV f 3 for rt -i.r, and ,-,.,
1 resp,ecti vely .. 

These values of 6 imp,Iy that Ut and u
2 

( 4 ) are qui.:te small in 

magp.itude (Ut , O for ,-.c,< )" corresponding to larg,e values of ~( 4 ) 
.L 

and hence u
3 

• Bo1trever even an increase of < r2 > He6 by only 

gives ~ ~ 0 f or ,.,,. ,._.,.. • Since • 4 f relative to <r2 ) ii6 

H 
6 is less stable than Li6 

e we could expect that the difference 

in the effective core radii is in this diFection and the above 

values of ~ are therefore most probably upper limits. Hence 

0nly a careful analysis of this pair of nuclei can give us ~ 

with any degree of accuracy. Other hypernuclei with A > 5 

may also give additional information about the /\ N interaction 

if three-body forces are also included •. Thus the ratio of the 

three to the two-body potential energy in these nuclei may be 

sufficiently different from the corresponding ratio in 

to provide some information about u
3 

and hence about 

we shall not pursue these matters here any fu.rther but 

shall go on to consider the binding of a /\ particle in nuclear 

matter i n the nex t chapters. 



CHAPTER V 

1 Bindigg..._Energy of a /\ Particle in a Heavy Nucleus: 

The calculation of the binding energy of a I\ particle 

in. a heavy nucleus may to a good ap,proximation be reduced t.o 

the calculation of the potential depth V
O 

felt by a /\ of zero 

momentum in nuclear matter having a density equal to the cen

tral density of heavy nuclei, since V
0 

is just the limiting 

value of the /\ binding ener-gy for large A. The 'emp·irical' 

value v
0

1· of V
0 

given in refs. 9) lO) was obtained by extra

polating from the known A binding energies for A ~ 12, assuming 

a square w:ell potential of constant depth V
0 

and :radius r
0 

AI./3. 

This p·rocedur-e g,ive.s V
0

1 = 23 MeV for r
0 

= 1.2 f and V
0

1 
== 

26 MeV for r
0 

= 1.0 f lO) . However these values cannot be 

considered very reliable since for the hypernuclei with A ~ 12 

details· of structure w,ill be important and conditions generally 

will be rather different than for heavier hype:rmuc.lei. 

In the effective mass app:roximation the real part of the 

potential felt by a /\ of momentum _g * in nuc1ear matter may 

be written as 

V(q) 1 1 1 
- Vo +- 2 ( M,,.. - M) (5.1) 

" " 
~ For~ i O there will also be an imaginary part ta the 

p,otential... This, though of interest to the problem of the 

scattering of /\ p,articles in nuclear matter, is of no interest 

to the binding energy p,Foblem. 



where M ~ is the effective mass. 
" 

We treat the· nuclear matter mostly as a Fermi gas of 

in.dependent nucleons containing equal numbers of p,rotons and 

ne·utrons. For a de:nsity p the Fermi mome:rn.tillll is t hen given 

by 
= 

where r
0 

is the usual radius. constant defined by 

p ; J 

We evaluate V(q) using Perturbation Theory. The con-

tributions due to two-body forces both direct (associated: with 

range 0l;,' ) and. exchange (associated with range , .. ,,:' ) are con

sidered!. in this chapter,, ·w'hile the contribution due to three

body forces is considered in the next chapter. 

2 Perturbation Calculation of the I\ Potential in Nuclear 

Matter: ---
We take for the unperturbed hypernuclear wave function 

the following product form:.,. normalised in a volmn.e J2... • . 
'+ (A) c/>, ( , .. ,c, j 

'l, fJ (5.2) 

where ..A denotes the co-ordinates of the A piarticle and 1. ~ •.. • A, 

those of the nucleons. 

'--1-'t-( A ) corresponds to a plane wave state of momentum. .9.: 

...L.. e 
J2.. '/-J.. 

x: spin. function (5.3) 



q>A is a determinantal wave function corresponding to 

A/2 neutrons and_ A/2 protons: 

' De t [ lf = c -..) J 
( A .') 'I:,. 

( 5.4) 

where 

x. spin,1 i-sp,in function 

is a nucleon p-lane w,ave state of momentum. n. 

The nuclear g:rwund stat.e is obtained when all states up 

t-o the. Fermi. level are filled. The spin and. isobaric spin 

summations occuring in our· calculations are quite tF'ivial and. 

for convenience of writing will often not be shown explicitly .. 

Only the /\ - N interactions are treated as the pertur-

bation. This m:.eans that the determinantal wave functions 

and. the associated energies are considered to be reasonable 

a12p,roximations to- the exact nuclear wave functions and energies 

of the full nuclear Hamiltonian including the nucleon-nucleon 

interactions., Thus the best energies to be associated with 

the c/>A are those corresponding to a self consistent single 

particle Hamiltonian .. In the effective mass approximation 

these energies will be g iven by specifying, the effective nuc

Thus no account is taken of effects due to 

possible correlations in ·the nuclear wave functions. To in-

elude such effects in a perturbation calculation based on the 

wave function (5.4) we would have to include the N-N inter-

actions also in the perturbation. Nucleon correlation effects 



m1 the /\ potential viould then be given by those terms in the 
corresp:onding, perturbation expansion which depend: on both the 

I\ - N and N-N interactions. 

3 The /\ Potential due to Direct Two-Body Interactions: 

For the /\ potential due- to two-body Yuk:aw.a interactions 

the- relevant matrix elements may all be obtained from the 

following matrix element of the normalised interaction v(r) 
ofeqn. (2.2) 

< 'l . .,.,_ . I V I 'l, ~ > 
.., 

'P..._''' V ( ~ - Y';.) 

£ {. 'l + ':' - ! . - 7:!' ) 

~'l. -+l't:-'!,-'l'l... ( 5. 5) 

For an exchange interaction v P x' where P x is the space 
exchange operator for a I\ and' a nucleon,, t he corresp.onding 
matrix element is .. .,· 'I:. ' , v 1 q_ ,.,> • 

We consicI.er the following static diFect I\ - N inter-

action corresp ond:ing to the singlet and triplets 

volwne integrals Us and. Ut: 

C U p u f ) V("'} - s 5 r t. L 

state 

(5.6) 
where P s and. Pt are the p:rojection operators on the singlet 

and triplet sp,in states of the A - N system. The corresponding 
potential dep,th V d ( q) is then to first order 

£•) 

~ 
A 

( ~11 I v' &(, < ..-" ~ ) p ) - r'l A "i. A 



(5.7) 

This result is quite indep,endent of the correlation structure 

of the nuclear wave functi on. anff thus does not d'epend on the 

use of a determin.antal wave f unction. 

tribution to Vd(q) is 

The second order con-

'2.. 

,., I< 'I-.,., I v,,._ I <t. ' .,.,•> I 

where 

V ('(,,) 
ol 

.,_HI' 
N 

(5.8) 

The SUill' over n is ovel':' all occupied nu.clean states while that 

over n1 is restricted to nucleon states. outside the Fermi sea 

because of the Exel us ion principle •. There is no corresponding: 

restriction on the intermediate state sum for q1 • 

Using eqn. (5.5) we obtain 

(2./ 

V et) = 
.I... 

wi.th 

= 

1 
and where s =-g - ~ = n 

M ?I 

"' 

( 5.9) 

(5.10) 

n1 is the momentum. transfer to 
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an intermediate state. If the /\ were to be replaced by a 

nu.clean there w:ould be the additional restriction , .9... + ~ 1 > kp. 

It is pos-sible to carry out the angular int~g:rations and 

that over n by using, methods similar to those of Euler 22 ). 

The Fesul ting one dimensional integ,ral over I f / is very lengthy 

and complicated. We shall not give the general exp.ression here. 

For q _Owe obtain 

where, with t = s/ltF 

"' ,_ + , I 
[ y._ c , _ PI -&1 f ~ 

is a dimensionless integral,., Fig. I gives 

For- the range of values of kF/ r<- considered 

approximat~ly :g.rop.ortional to p l/3. Hence 

a plot of 

vd(2)cq = 

vdC2)(q 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

is approximately proportional to p - 2/3. Thus at high den-

sities t he se cond order correction is relatively less important; 

corresponding to the increasing: effectiveness of the Exclusion 

Principle in reducing the second order relative to the first 

order contribution. 

An effective mass MN* < ~N reduces V t:t ( 
2 ) ( q).. In eqns. 
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(5.9) and (5.11) the values of MNx oceurr:ilng, through eqn. 

( 5 .. 10) is to be interpreted as an apiprop,riate average for the 

occup.,ied and the rele-want exci.ted. states. -1 For a range µ 

the latter states ,;..rill have typical excitations corresponding 

to momenta of magnitude f.A above 

and_ 1.:5 ~ kF ~ 1 •. 5 f-l (1.2 ~ r ? 
0 

-1 
Thus for ~ _ = 1.4 f 

'" 

l. 0 f) ,, the approp:ri ate 

averag,e of MNx is expected to be not very different from the 

effective mass at the Fermi surface which may be taken as MNx 

7 M 15) 
• i·-.i.N • 

We have already stated that there is no effect due to 

nucleon correlations on the expression (5.7) for Vd(l), even 

when the nuclear interactions I v,..., c -- 1) are included in the 

perturbation. This is so because these interactions have to 

excite at least two nucleons (because of momentum. conservation) 

which can then be de--excited only by the t\ - N interaction 

acting at least twice, once for each nucleon or the other way 

about. Thus the lowest order terms which contain both vd and 

vN are of order Va; 2vN and will eontri bute to V d ( 2). Iterating 

vN in these terms corresp.onds to the use of Brueckner' s t

matrix (Part I, Chapter III) and arises from. nuclear pair cor-

relations in the ground and excited nuclear states. These 

contributions to V d ( 2) may be expected to be of the same order -

about 10% of V d ( 2 )_ obtained :neglecting. nucleon correlations 

as the contributions due to pair correlations to the first 

order three-·body " potential ( see ~ 6. 2). Since V d ( 2) /V d (l) 

is already small,, the neglect of the pair correlations in the 
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evalua tion of V d ( 2) s eems jUBtified. Higher order terms in-

v.ol "'iZ'ing vN ( or t), corresponding to three or more nucleon 

cl u.ste:rdng.s,, will be e-ven s maller. 

4 The /\ Potential. due to E.x.c~e Two- -Body Interactions: 

The static exchange· interaction correSJ)onding to Us and 

V e (5.13) 

whe:Fe vd is given by eqn. (5.6) .. 

d~epth is then 

The f i rst order potential 

== -I < ...... 'I.-, v,,_/'l."'> 

-., < la F 

which simplifies to 

1 L 

") 

V: ('i.) 

If - '!. 
+-F-

'l,~r-

Expanding in powers of q2 

.. , (I} 2 V (I) V (<t•"> - ~ 2. 
'l -r e < 'l- ) e 

where 
('] ,_...:J >:.F -· A, ) 

Ve (_ U5 + 3 Ut.) ( -\a,,.... -
ui: 0 ) = :I TT 1 

,-. ~-
and 

i :t 
l') 

( U
5

+3 Uc) .!.... 
,.... -1:t .. 

\~,. "" hii~ l ,...~ ... ~ r- ) 2. 

The corresponding effective mass M" 2£ is given by 

( 5 . l 4) 

(5.15) 

( 5. l6) 

(5.17) 

( 5.18) 
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For short ranges or l ow densities, i .. e. kp/ ,.... "~ l, 

V
8
(l)(q) ~ Vd(l) as expected. In p:owers of kF/ ,-,.. 

(') q 3 [ I - l_ ( ~) 0. + ! { '!.f.) 'f_ . J 
\fe cz=-oJ :(Us't3U"-)6:"' ft- :, r- (5.19) 

while ve2(l): 0 for kp/~ o. 

1. 5 f -1 

first three terms of eqn.(5.19) give a good approximation to 

ve(I)(q = o). 

In cont:rast to the expression f or V (l) that for V (l) 
d e 

clepena:s· o,n the assumption of a determinental wave function for 

the nuc l ear g:round_ state. If nu.clear interactions are also in-

eluded in the perturbation we will obtain terms due to nuclear 

correlations which are of the first ord.er in ve and thus con-

tribute to (1) term the lowest orcter (V X 
2 in 

Ve A of VN) • e 

vN is represented by Fig. II. As before we could use a nt 11 

l.. 
matrix instead of the vN if it is a singular potential. Since 

vN (oF t) IIL.ust occur at least twice we may expect the corre

lation contributi.ons to V (l) to be small. * 
e 

* It is interesting to observe that the first order potential 

ciue to the exchange interaction v(r ,,. )Px may be quite generally 

written for- p.lane wave states Y-i (A) as 

.Jl -• J e ...:i "',• v( Y,.J Y C ,,~) "'-~, d ':°A 

where Y (1,2) is the fiFst order nu.clear d.ensity matrix.. For 

nuclear matter this exp·ression becomes 

J e ,: '!,-r v ( .,..) 'fer) d.~ 

where r = r 1 - :;.-" , since 7(1,2) can dep·end only on tr 1 - r.i1. 

For a Fermi gas of nucleons 
'( {Y) 

-f,,F-, 

and we again get the expressions alread;y_obtained. 



In the sam:.e manner as for V d ( 2 ) we get for the second 

ord_er contribution to Ve(q) 

,1J 

~ l'I,) = e 
(U/+- 3Ul.') id':' f c1 ~ 

h <~p th -Sf> /.::,; 

..._ i ,. 'J'l,S (s~• ") ( ...... J(,...+CS_+'!_-':') -· T~ --

44. 

(5.20) 
The difference between this and: eqn. (5.9) is in the presence 

in the de~ominator of the factor ( fA 
2 + (.§. .,. Sl ,g) 2 ) ?.,in

s-te.ad. of ( f-<. .,._ + §.2): which prevents its red1!lction to a one 

dimensional integral. 

However for the same val.ue of ,-,. ,, the· integ:iral in eqn.( 5. 20) 

will be less than that in eqn. (5.9). Thus for q = 0 the only 

case we consider ,-..'],+ (§. - g) 2 must always be greater than f-<
1

+ 

~ 2 _whereas ,,.?+ s 2 need only be greater than. ,-,..'J. • Indeed in 

the long range limit ( .:. .e 1-'-t O) the direct term diverg:es whereas 

the ~xchange term remains finite. For the N-N interactions 

,.... ~ ,._. -,, = • 72 f-l which is considerably smaller than kF 

( "'" 1.5 f-1 ) and one is closer to the long Fange limit. Corres

ponding to this is the small ratio of the second order exchange 

to th.e second order direct contribution obtained by Eul.er 22 ) 

for the total energy of nuclear matter.~ 

~ For the nuclear case there is a further restriction on the 

intermediate states which, however,, d.oes not affect our general 

argument. 



In the short range limit (i.,e. 1-<-» kF) the exchange 

term will approach .the direct term (if the potential parameters 

are th.e same) since the leading term ,-,. 4 in the denominators is 

the same for both., Forr the I\ - N exchange force we have µ,<"' 

- -1 2. 5 f and as this is_ considerably larger than kF we are closer 

to the short range limit. For the second order exchange inter-

actions we have thus simply replaced eqn. (5 .. 20) by eqn. (5.9) 

but with the parameters app,rop-riate for the exchange interaction. 

This g,ives us an U!):per limit for Ve <2 ) (q = 0) which we hope is 

not too different from the exact result. 
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CHAPTER VI 

1 The /\ Potential diue to Th.ree-Body Interactions: 

The /\ potential depth in nu.clea:rr matter d'ue to the three

body interaction G.J (l,1 2,, A ) is to fiEst order 

V (1) = 
3 

- ( Y:-'t A _£ w ( ,: J. A ) 1f 'I, A ) 

•<1 

Witn 1tz
11 

given by eqns.. ( 5 .2) and ( 5 .4) we obtain 

x [ cpu1 ((J.C2.) - Cf,:cq 'f'
1
.C•/)} lf-'"<..c)I) cl~ o(~i cL!';, 

~ I 

(6.1) 

( 6.2) 

Fo,r· tn:rree--body interactions of the type we cons.id'.er ( see 9 1.2) 

V (l) is indeP'endent of q. 
3 . For the nuclear groun~ state we 

have 

A 

( = 6' ) (,: ,: ) [ (11 l') u, - l"-l - (+J - (>.) Cp - '--') 1 
V f • 2, ,. 1 ..,...-\.. ', "l.. ) L ,f 4 

'P . "' Cf. (>.) 
,._ 1 

i_ 1 i ~ I 

( fr. 3·) 

w,here 

D(x) ( 6.4) 

and jl denotes the first order spherical Bessel function. Hence 

eqn •. (6.2) simplifies to 

v,_/1) = 

(6.5) 



where W is the shape func t ion and ws = 3w is the s\-.state 

stl1'ength. 

2 Effect of N'a,c l eon Pair Correl ations: 

47. 

Short Jiange nwcleon p,air correl ations <Tue to a hard core 

in the N-N interaction may be expected t ,o be of some importance 

f or v.:/l) since tJ (1~2 1 .>. ) in-wolves a p)air of nucleons. To 

c onsid:'er the effect of paiF correlations we use a Jaatrow wave 

function 23) foF the :mm.clear ground state: 

( 6.6) 

wbJere g;( r) iff' a correlation function and cp is the g;round 
A 

stat;e determinantal wave fanction. In the lowest order of 

the clus_ter expansion ( i .. e. neglecting, terms involving products 

of two or m0re of the g;) the on]y effect d:.ue to g( r) is to re

place D (kF r12 ) in eqn. (6,.y) by 

Thus V (I) is now g,iwen b~ 
3 

,,, 
\{ 3 ,., f !l. - W 5 p DC ( ,,,., ) 

fl 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

In contrast to the binding e nerg__-y problem in nuclear matter24 ) 

the precise f orm of g,(r) is not impo::rtant in our case. This 

is because the /\ is considered as interacting with a given 

nuclear wave function and g(r) is thus considered aa a given 

function and is not,as for the nuclear matter calculation, 
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de:teFmined by some Via:rt''iational condition. 

The integrals ( 6 .. 5) and ( 6·. V) ean be evaluated hy trans-
forming to the triang,uilaF' co-ordinates x = r 12 , y = r 2>, , 

We get 

0o oc::, t'#'+Y/ 

!/'rr" Jo1--,c x FC><) Jay y Jell. Z. W(y ~) 
O O 

( 6. 9) 

This can. be rediJleed to a one dimensional integral for an ex

ponential or a Yukawa snape. 

Fo,:r the latter in 

V''' = 
3 y 

where 

terms of ~ and. U:,:y, 

~ 7 

0 

3 Ji 3 
~ I i 
,,, 7T' "+ y 

- a( ~c. 
,/-' D ,v C n) e 

e. 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

With a cor:rtel ation f1E:'Lction g( Id ( r - re) ) where r c is the 
N-N hard core radius· and 8 -l a measure of the range of the 

correlations, we obtain fo'L' D (x) i:n eqn. (6.11) C 

( 'f (x-- X) 
C 

) ( 6.12) 

with and 

The results for the exponential shape are 
,., 

V 
]£ ( 6 .. 13) 
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where 

(6.14) 

In "tlile absence of pair correlations·,, i .. e· .. for g = 1, the 

dimeJilSionless integrals I3Y and I3E are functions only of 

ot.. ::: v /~. These are shovm in Fig;. 3. The low density or 

snort range limit, corresrp,onds to o{ » I and the following 

series- expansions tfren result 

c• J "2. lf{, (~) .,._. J \{y u ,.., 
{ 

/')J d-") ~ p I - -+ 
5 3, l/ 

3 g 

,., 
1, c~J'f -. } \,{£ ~ 1 

,.., 
{ ' '.l i+ (t) 

-:l.ih 

f - r 

i 5 35 

(6.15) 

The fiFs:t three terms. are adequate for o< ~ 3 .. The leading 

term haa the dep:eLJ.dence on u
3 

and1. p 2 corresponding; to J 

function. forces..- Fo:it the ranges and! d.ensities of interest 

c<. .:_ • 5 and thus :n-atfuer unf ort.unately we are quite far from 

the short rang.e limit .. 

Also shown in Fig. 3; are I3Yc and. I3Ec for 

and for the correlation function 

g,( r) 0 

= ]l 

-1 
with rg = .5 f and re 

).) 
r, 

(6.16) 

These values are reasonably representative for nu.clear 

matter and considering r 3 as a function of o< correspond to 
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'( = 7 .. 1 ~ and Xc = .28/ ex. Fesp;ecti v.ely .. The corresponding 

values of IJ for two values of~ are given in Table IV to
gether with the :irnlative reduction (V

7
(l) - v

35
c(l)) ;v

3
(l) 

due to correlations. The effect of these is qui te small, 
leading: to a reduction of v

3
(l) by ap,p,roximately 10 - 15%. 

This smallness, incidentally, also jm:stifies the l!lse of the 

lowest orcier in the cluster expansion. As expecteci, the re-
a~u.etion becomes large wi tbJ large p (i.e. as the range decreases 
if we remember that f or a g,iven ll th_e rang,e of WE is effectively 
1 arg,e r than that of Ttfy) • 

3 Comparison with 'Ordinary' Three-Bod:;y Inte:raction: 

To consider the effect of thlte spin isobaric sp,in factor 
( (f,. d"~ ) ( ' ;, r2: ) in eq:n .. (1.3) we consid_er an 'ordinary• 

-three-body interaction !J"ord (1,2~ i\ ) g;Ev:en by eqn. (1.3) 
wi tholll.t both spin factors .. The app'rop:rdate sum cor:responding 
to eqn.. ( 6 .. 3) is now- just the pair correlation functions 

p'); ( 1 - t D2 ( kF r 12 ) • 

For both WE and Wy we obtain for g, - 1 

(1) 2 1 V (1) V3 U3 p 
or-d 2 - 3 3 ( 6 .17) 

where v
3
(l) is given by eqns. (6 .. 10) and(6.13) and whe:re for 

u
3 the st.rengtb W

8 
is now replaced by word in eqn. (1. 5). For 

o< >> 1 we g,et-
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Thu.s as expected v
3

<~~d and v
3

Cl) become the same in the short 

Fange limit. However v./l).,:i, rapidly becomes larger than v.,/ 1 ) 
_,!! OI'u. .1 

fo:t' · smaller, more :realistic valu.es of' Dt'. .. For light hyper--

nuclei hovrever all the results in terms of u
3 remain unchanged, 

since the interactions ar,e assume~. to take place only in rela

tive s-states for the nucleons. 

Second_ oFcfer contri.bu:ti ons to V 
3

j can arise from either the 

three-bod•y interaction acting: twice as- in Fig:. 4 or v,,_rith the 

three--body interaction. acting in conjunction with the two-bod.y 

/\ - N internct:ii.o:n .. 

n~g),e s:&ed .. The ratio of the s-econd order cont.ributio:ns cor-
~ A: t (I) respond:i:ng- to FJJ.g .. --ti · O v3 is expected: to be smaller than 

Va:(2) / 
I 

(I) 
Va_ since in the intermediate states two nucleons 

mrrs,t be excited above the Fermi level,, except for contribut,ions 

1 1 of orcier 1/ A v~hich arise when n = n or m = m:.. In view of 

the smallness of Vd( 2 ) / Vd (l) we may expect the second ord.er 

contributions to be unimi[)ortant. 

4 Self-Consistency Eff'ects:. 

For a /\ interacting with nuclear matter the Hartree-Fock 

self-consistency problem does not arise. However for a finite 

hypernucleus when both the nuclear and the A - N interactions 

~ This section is due to Dr A.R. Bodmer. 



are incl u:.ded the wave functions must in pr-incip,le be obtained. 
by a self-consistent p,roceau.re. Due to the presence of the 

/\ , tl:Le requirement of self--consistency Wii ll lead to a change 
of the nuclear wave function,. i.e. to a distortion of the core 
nucleus - with a consequent effect on the A binding energy. 
Since there are A nucleons and one /\ such effects may be 
expected to be proportional to 1. and thus be small. A 

Assuming a spherically symmetric self-consistent potential. 
an estimate of th.e effects of self-consistency may be obtained 
by consid'.ering; the A m1cleons as a sphere of radius R, of 
nuclear matter- i;ihich can be compressed ( or dilated) by the A • 

This is similaF to the assumption of Dalitz: and Downs 3") in. 
their calculation of the distortion of the He4 core in /\ He5 .. 
The . total energy for a density p = A/ ; r, ~ is 

(6.18) 

where· EA is the nu.clear energy and V
0

( p ) is the /\ binding 
energy, i.e. the p-otential depth for nuclear matter of density 

p .. 

For p close to p , tb:e equilibrium' density for nuclear • 
matter we have to a good approximation 

+ AK 2 
EA ( P ) EA ( f. ) ( f - P. ) 

(6.19) = 1.8 f. 2 
" 

2 
Vo( P ) = Vo( p") + ") 

( p - P.) 
( 6. 20) P. 

where K is the usual compressibility coefficient and -ry = f ~ 0 cP,] 
t..1.p P,f,, 
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Substituting: eqns. (6.20) and (6.19) in eqn .. (6.18) and' mini

mising this with respect to p gives 

f- f. 
" (J ( 6. 21) = 

A I< 

= = 
(6.22) V. (f.) 

where the su.bscrip;t 

the I\ is present .. 

denotes the new equilibrium values when 
" ' 

The I\ binding energy is thiei"8:f ore 

B : [CF',...) - [,_,,(f
0

) ,a l(.Cfo) -f- LJ.BI'\ 
" 

an.d Ll 13,, is thus the contribution to B" du:e to the effect of 

comp,ressibili ty. 

portional to, 1/A .. 

As expected 6B,, /V
0 

and ~ R.., /R
0 

are pro-

An estimat.e of YJ may be obtained from our calculation of 

V
0

., Alternatively '>'/ may be estimated very simply by assuming 

t.hat, eqn. (6.20) is approximately valid for all p ,<~ 
~ and. 

using the fact that V
0

( P., = 0) = O. 

thus 6 °1'1 /v 
O 

z - 9V 
0

/2AK and 

This gives 1 ~ V
0 

and 

6, R" /R0 ""' 3V 0 / AK 

With V
O 

== 30 MeV corresponding rougp.ly to the empirical 

~ Eqn. (6.20) would hold exactly if V
0 

= Vd.(l) and to a fair 

approximation if V
O 

= Ve ( 1 ). 
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Substituting eqms .. (6.20) and (6.19) in eqn .. (6.18) and' mini

mising· this wi th respect t o p gives 

f- f. 
I\ () !1 

A I< 
( 6. 21) = 

[ (f.) - [ (f.,') 

= 
V. (f.) (6.22) 

where the subscrip;t " denotes the n.ew equilibrium_ values when 

the I\ is present. Tne I\ binding_ energy is tberefore 

B : [CF,..) - [,,.(f0 ) "' l(,Cfo) + i:i.B,... 
I\ 

and· Ll 8" is thus t.he contrihu.tion to B"' due to the effect of 

com;p,ressibil.i ty. 

poFtional to 1/A. 

As exp e cted 6B,, /V
0 

and 6 R,jR
0 

are pro-

An estimate of 17 may be obtained from our calculation. of 

V
0

.. Alternatively ~ may be estimated very simp.ly by assuming 

that, eqn. ( 6. 20) is approximately valid for all p ,< ~ ~ and. 

using the f _act that V
O 

( P., = 0) = 0. 

thus 6 o,, /V z - 9V
0

/2AK and 
0 

This giv.es V and 
0 

With V
O 

"' 30 MeV corresponding roug;b.ly to the empirical 

~ Eqn. (6.20) w,ould hold exactly if V
0 

= Vcl(l) and to a fair 

approximation if V - V (l) 
o - e • 



value obtained in ref. 9 ) lO) . and K = 180 MeV as obtained in 

ref ... l5) we. get 

and 

.6 B" /VO "' 

6. R,_ /R
0 

~ 

3/4 A 

1/2 A 

Thus 6 B" and. L\R" are qU1Jite. small even for fairly small A. 

Other types of self-consistency effe.cts may arise from. a 

coupling of . tne I\ with th.e :nuclear surface and ·w;ill be aSS'OC-

iated with d.efo::rmation.s of this. AlJl such effects on tbe 

binding energy are ex.p.ected to be quite small. 
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CHAPTER VII 

1 Results for the /\ Potential: 

For the numerical values of the /\ potential d.epths in 

nuclear matter w.e cons.ider either wholly direct or wholly 

exchange two-bociy inte:rmctions. In Table V the results for 

(1) (1) (1) 
Vd , Ve · (for q = 0) and v

3
_ for (g = 1) and for the 

corresnond.fn.a- firs-t order total depth V ( l .) - V . ( 1 ) -t V ( l) 
~ 0 o - fr ore 3 

-1 -1 
are given.'1 for Us: > Ut and for kF =-- 1. 3 f and 1. 5 f • These 

results as a (linear-) function of ~ are obtained from the rele

valfllt ex:pl!'e.smions in Chapte:rs V a1i'I!d VI, together with the re

sults from. Table III. 

The values of Vd (l), V
8 
(l) are almost independent of the 

shape and range of the three-body interaction, i .. e. of W. This. 

is not su.rp.rising: since Vd(l) an.d.'. V
8
(l) depend on the same 

combination u2 ( 
4 ) = Us + 3Ut, which occurs for "He 5 and we 

have already seen in {> 4.1 that u
2 

( 4-) is largely indep'endent 

of W. An iI11,~ortant closely associated feature follows if it 

is remembered that for a given u2(4) and. f-t tb..e three-body 

:p-0tential energy in ,,. He5 and hence also u
3 

for a given W is 

completely determined by B" ( 4). Thus for a given W and 

crepending on whether the two-bod'.y interactions are direct or 

exchange, not. only Vd(l.) or Ve(l.) but also the value of v
3
(l) 

are completely determined as a function of u
2 

(4) by B,,... ( 4 ). 

Looked at in this way the role of B /\ ( 2 ) is merely to deter-
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m,ine the dependence of u2 ( 
4 ) on 6 ( on J if Ut > Us). For 

a given 6 and dep,ending on whether the two-body inte:raction.s 

are di.rector exchange the values of v
3
(l) iTh Table V thus 

correspond to app,Fo.x.imately equivalent three-body inte:imctians 

in the aense of giving_ almost the same potential energy in 
5 ~ 

" He • 

Table VI gives the values of the effective mas s M" .ze: and 

the second order cont.ributions· V d ( 2) ( q : 0) and Ve ( 2) ( q = O) 

as a function of 6 for· WE with rang;e -1 V 
Tr • 

Tbe effective mass,. obtained using eq_ns. ( 5 .1 7) and ( 5 .18) 

is relevant onty for· exchang,e forces., Th.e difference M - M ~ 
/\ A 

is small mainly becauae of the short r:ange ,.....K-Jl.. which iID[)lies 

that only a small p-roportion of the interactions occur in :rela-

tive ang:ular momen.tumi sta-tes with e >> I. The use of an eff-

ective mass is in any caae only of significance for fairly 

lig)lt hypernuclei since only for these will the kinetic energy 

make an. ap·preciable contribution to the /\ binding, energy. 

The values for V
8

(
2 ) (q = O) obtained using· eq:v1s. (5.11) 

ana ( 5 .. 12) are to be regarded only as up.per limits. It is 

~ The value of v
3
(l) corresp,onding to exactly equivalent three

body interactions may be obtained by ad'justing the values in 

Table V in the proportions required to g ive th.e same values of 

~( 4) in Table III. 
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seen. that the ratios vd< 2) (q = 0) / Vd(l) and V
8

(
2) (q = 0)/ 

(1) Ve are thu.s pr·obably of comparable magnitud.e and are quite 
small (abou.t .05· to .JL) except when V,(l) (or V (l))are vecy a e 
small in w:hicn case th.e tFlree-:body interactions and hence 

v
3 

(('JI.) will be ].arge. Since,, as discuss,ed in 9 6. 3·, the ratio 

v
3

<2)j v
3

(l) is expected to be even small-er than Vd <2) / Va:.(l), 

foll' comparable magnitudes of v
3
(l) and Vd (l), the firs:t order 

p,erlurbation theory is eXJ;?·ected to be a rather good approxi-

mation for a I\ in nuclear matter. This also provides justi-
fication for the use of a sing,le particle /\ wave function in 
the case of a finite hype:rn.1u:.cleus-. The ratio V d ( 2 ) / V d ( l) 

fo:ir a nucleon is probably somewhat larger (about .2) than for 

a t\ if soft static N-N forces rep:ro&.ucing the low energy data 

are used . (see, for example, ref .. 25) : where further references 

are also given.). Thu.at the smal.ler effective I\- N interaction 

probably more than compensates the lesser effectiveness of the 
Exclusion Principle in reducing, the second order contribution 

for a /\ as compared. for a nucleon.. However the ratio Ve ( 2) / 

Ve (l) is most probably much smaller (about .01) for a nucleon 

than for a /\ because of the longer range of the N-N inter

action. 

If we calculate v
3 
(l) from. the values of u

3 
given in 

Table III then the effect of pair correlations. will turn out 
to be less than that corresP'onding, to the values of (V (l) 

) 
v

3c(l) ) / v
3
(l) g iven in Table IV. This is because the 

values of U3 in Table III which are determined essentially by 



I\He5 were obtained neglecting pair correlations in rre4 • The 

effect of these is expected to be comparable to that for nuc

lear matter,thougp. slightly less because of the smaller average 

dens_i ty of He 4. Since the reduction o,f V ( l) by pair corre-3, 

lations is al:ready small even without allowing for this com-

pensation the values of V3'(l) for g = 1 given in Table V may 

be considered as reasonably accurate predictions from the 

values of u
3 given in Table III. 

In view of the above disctlssi.ons we conclud:e that the 

first order results of Table V give reasonably accurate pre

dictions (to within about 10%) from; the volwrLe integrals of 

Table III. 

2 Discussion of the Results far V d (l) and Ve ( 1 \ 

An essential difference between the effect of a given 

. I\ - N inte:rmetion in "He5 and in nuclear matter is due to the 

finite range of the interaction.. Thus Vd:(l) depends on the 

interaction only through u2C4) while the /\ potential for 
5 - ..,. " He (eqn. J.4) also depends on r-,. as is reflected in the 

different values of uC 4 ) obtained for 1-4 'L1i and ,.,," • 

In fact most of the difference between V (l) and V (l) d e 
is due to this difference in uC4). Thus the contribution 

to V
6 
(l) of the second, range dependentr term. in the expansion 

( 5 .. 19) is quite small, while that of the higher terms are al-

most neglig,ible. This corresponds to a predominance of 

I I 
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interactions in relatives-states. Table VII gives the pro-
p:ortions of :interaction ene:rgies in rel.at.ive s: and p-states to 
the total interaction energy. -1 Even for the l_onger range f-A-2.rr -

the interactions are seen to occur predominantly in s-states. 
The main difference betv1,een direct an<f exchange forces is thus_ 
due to the d'ifference in the s-s-tate interactions which arise 
from the range effect in ARe5, the specific effect of the ex
change characteF' of the inteFactions bei.ng relati vel.y unimpor-. 
tant fo::r a /\ i.n nuclear· matter. 

Also show:n in Table VII are the potential depths in the 
absence of three-body forces (i.e. for U:5 = 0) together with 
the corresp,onding. de:i:rths when only interactions in s-states 
are included_. What are the :iimr>lications of these resu:E..ts,, if 

· · 1 1 v1 f 10) 
the somewhat fill<Dubtfulc em:i;n rica va ue 

O 
o V

O 
quoted in 

9 5 .. J: are accep:·ted? These values together with those of 
Table VII seem_ to sugg:est for u

3: = O, a p:redominantly exchange 
inte:rmction. Even al]o-wing for a considerable error in the 
empirical values V~ it is difficu1 t to reconcile these vd th a 
p:redominantly di.r-ect t\ - N inte:L'action even if this were ta 
be strongly weakened in p-states due to a strong velocity de
pendence. l On the other hand it is not easy ta reconcile 
pred_ominantl y exchange interactions wi th the known strong pion 

* A very strong velocity dependence is however hardly likely 
since in loweat order the direct interaction is due to the ex
change of two relati v:ely light p,ions. 

I I 

I 

I 
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hyperon couplings .. 

Our conelusion:.s about the predominance of exchang.e in

teracti.ons agree with. those of Walecka lO) who with the hard 

core (direct) forces of ref. 26 ) obtains V s ( 1 ) - 23' MeV ( for 

. ~l) t t kF = 1. 5 f but a considerably larger contribu ion fuan ours 

from p.-states. In fact a hard core is exp,ected to enhance 

the imp·ort an(I)e of states with e ~-· 1 ,. and' hence the difference 

between ordinary and ex.:change forcea-,, since the repulsive con

tributions due to the hard core will be relatively less effective 

for states with ! ~ 1 than for s-states because of the cent-

rifugal barrier. However,. since Walec-ka did not consider the 

disto:rtion of the relative /\ -· nucleon wave function by the 

deep attractive tail outside the hard core it is difficult to 

jud·g:e the reliability of his value of Vs (l) •. An i n crease of 

the attractive cont:itibution du.e to the tail by about 20% would 

bring Walecka' s value into agreement with ours. We consider 

an increase of such an order of magnitude quite possible in 

vievr of the approximately l()j second order contributions we 

have found for soft forces and because of the large depth of 

the attractive tail for hard core forces. 

3 Discussion of First Order Potential De~hsr including 

Three-Bo.£.L_Interactions.: 

The :potential depth v
3
(l) d'ep,ends not only on u

3 
but also 

quite strongly on the range of w~ since we are quite far from 



the short range limit ( o< >> , ) • This is in contrast to the 

analogous situation for ':fd(l) and Ve(l); the form.er is. in-

dependent of ,-.. while the latter depends only weakly on_ ~ 

for a given u2 ( 4). The rang_e dependence of V / 1 ) is to some 

extent compensated by that of U} (Table III) which arises from 

the range depend_ence in I\ He5. From Table V we note that for· 

a given Ll and ~ (i.e. for three-body foEces which are almost 

equivalent for " He5) the magnitude of VJ(l) increases with 

the range of W,, the va:rdation of v
1
(l) between ~ = 0 and 400 

MeV f3 becoming larger as this range increases .. The dependence 

of v
3
(l) on the rang:e of W is rather less than the diffeJ!.'ence 

between Va:_(l.) and Ve(l). 

The vaFiations with 

to compensate each other. 

Ll of V (1.) and V (l) or V (l) tend 
5 d e 

However for the larger values of 

6. there is now veey little difference,. for given three

body interactions,. between the total depth V (l) for direct 
0 

) and exchange forces. Thus with Li "' 400 MeV f for r-< .,_ ,, 

and 6 " 300 MeV f3; for ,-.i,. (as_ obtained from the rough 

analysis .of " Li 7 and " He 7 in 4 4.5) it is no longer pos

sible to distinguish between direct and ex:chang,e forces from 

a knotd edge of V • . 0 However this could now give information 

about the range of the three-body interactions. It should be 

noted that since both the direct tvro-hody interactions as well 

as the three-body interactions arise fTom the pion-baryon 

couplings, a large value of' 6. ,, because it implies a strong 

I I 



three-body interaction,, is expected to be consistent only 

with a predominantly direct two-body interaction .. For small 

b. , v
3

,(l) is fairly small and: the situation is similar to 

that al ready discussed for u
3
, = o. I f Ut > Us the three-

body interactions are also relatively small and this case is 

( 1) ( 1) therefore also similar to that for UJ = o, since Vd or Ve 

are determined by u2(4) (and thus by U§ ) for U} = O) indep

Thus both for small 6 and for 

Ut > Us it w:ouJ.i.d. be possible to distinguish between direct and 

exchange forces fro mi a knowl edge of V
O

.,, 

It is seen then that when three-body forces are included 

the empirical value V 1 of V is no longer inconsistent with 
0 0 

pred.ominantly di.rect two-body forces so long as D. is suf-

fici ently large. The empiricai value V
0

1 then favours the 

smaJler values of the three-body range without discriminating 

between direct and exchange forces. However in view of the 

large three-body interactions for large D. this case is ex

pected to be more consistent with :rrredominantly direct two-

body forces .. If in fact this is the case, as is likely in 

view: of the strength of the pion-baryon couplings,, then V 1 
0 

is only consistent with the smaller values of Y -l and with 

large b. ( " 400 MeV f3). This may be taken as evidence for 

U 
8 

> Ut and therefore for zero spin for A He4 .and thus a pseudo

scalar K m.eson. 

For small 6 as well as for Ut > Us' v
0

1 is consistent 



only with predominant ly exchang,e interactions. For the pre-

dmninantly strong K. - /\ couplings, which are impl ied: by mainly 

exchange inte r ac t ions, the associatea weak direct interactions 

are expected. to be linked. in tmm with :rather weak three-body 

interactions .. This is so f or small 6 ana_ for Ut > Us and 

these two cases are therefore internally consistent if pre

dominantly strong, K - I\ cou.pl ings0 are accepted as· a possibility. 

With ord'inary three-bod,y interactions the potential depth 

VJ i;1 given by eqn.(6.17) is much larger in magnitude than vfl:). 
Thus- fo::r w-

1 with 

body forces ( 1-<,. ,, ) 

)< 

y ' rr one has for .6 = O and for direct two-

p2
/2 = - ll_Q and. - 47 MeV 

for kF = 1.5 and l.} f respectively the corresponding value 

for· exchange forces ( f-l,< ) being - 29 and - 12r;1.vwhile for l1 = 

400 MeV f 3 the valuea are 223 and 94 MeV for ?- v, arni 432 and 

For longer three-body ranges the corres-

p-onding valu_es are even larger in magp.itude. Thus the first 

term in eqn. ( 6 .17) compiletely determines the second term and 

unless u3 i:s quite small an tardinary' three-body interaction 

is ex_clmied by V
0

1 • The magnitude of V (l) is so much larger 3 cird 

than that of v/ 1 ) for the same u
3 

(i .. e .. for the same three-

bociy p.otential energy in the light hype:rnuclei with A ,< 5) 

because of the opposite sign of ( <r, _ ~ ) x ( r , . -c "- ) for even 

and odd states. The latter make a substantial contribution 

for nuclear matter because of the relatively long ranges which 



corres1wncf to the small values of o<. which are of interest. 
Only f o :r short :rang;e s with "' >> 1, would v

3 
( 1 ) and V ( 1 ) be 3 ord 

ap;p;roximately the s.ame. 

4 A Better Method for the /\ Binding, Energy in a Heavy 

Nucleus:: 

The /\ binding energy for a heavy but finite nucleus may 
be obtained more accurately by using the calcul ated results 
for the potential depths as a function of p t o obtain the /\ 
pote11Ltial L<_ (r) as a function of r from t h e em:g,irical nuclear 
d.ensity distribution p ( r) .. The binding: energy is then ob-
tained by solving the ls state eigenvalue problem for the pot-
ential ~ ( r), ~ this procedure corresponding to the extrem.e 
statistical apP'roximation. Because of the short range of the 
/\ - N interactions this app,roximation may be expected to be 

quite good\ since its- validity d.eQ,ends essentially on the range 
of the !\ - N interactions being small compared to the nuclear 
surface thickness. 

Assuming V ( p ) oe P and using a Fermi distribution for 
p ( r) gives 

r - C V ( r) V
0 I (1 exp ) " a I 

where C is the half density radius,. a determines the surface 

~ A further refinement for somewhat lighter nuclei would be 
to use an effective mass M ~ instead of MA. 

" 

I II 
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thickness and v
0 

is very near1y the potential depth for nuc-

lear matter having, the central density p (O). Wi th the electron 
scattering values for c and a 16 ) we obtain for the binding 

energy B (A). 
" . 

B I\ (lOO) = 43,.2, 3:3.6 and 24 MeV 

for V
0 

and' B C2oo) 
/\ 

for V
0 

Ths difference V 
0 

_ 50, 40 and 30 MeV respectively, 

40 and_ 30 MeV respect i vely .. 

B (A) is dULe to the finite nu.cl ear size. 

FoF' predominantly t"l.iro-body forces V( p ) oc p is a good app:rwx

imation since this pro:p,ortionality holds exactly for direct 

forces and very nearly so fo:rr exchange forces. For three-body 
forces v

3
(I)(r) may be obtained from our results- for v

3
;(I) ( p ) 

and will fall off more rapidly than p(r) since for small p 

V (1) 2 3 c( p • 

5 Con_c.lusion: 

The neg_lect of tvrn-body I\ - - N tensor forces seems justi

fied for nuclear matter since in first order these will average 

out to zero and the leading:, second order, con tributions will 

he quite small in view of the small second order contributions 

found for central forces and: of the p,redominance of s-state 

interactions f or t he short ranges involved. Four-body forces 
involving an interaction of the /\ w:Eth three nucleons will 

have an asymptotic dependence of the type 

exp + with 



aJ?ising in lowes_t order- from an exchange of one pion with each 

of three nucleons. For these interactions to be e:ffective 

the J!·robability of finding, three nucleons within a volum_e 

corresp)onding to a radius -r -l /2 = 0.,.;,' must be appreciable. 

But we know that three-body clusterings corresponding to a 

radius - · is small 27 ) for nuclear matter. Thus four-1-A rr 

(and also more) body forces are expected to be unimportant 

even if of comparable strength to three-body forces .. 

A neutron excess will have no effect for charge symmetric 

two-body I\ - N interactions if these are direct and only a 

small effect if these are exchange, because of the predominance 

of interactions ins-states. For three--hody interactions the 

effect of a neutron excess is also expected to be small (of 

:rrnlativ.e order of magnitude (N - Z)/A) due to the pre·sence of 

the sp-,in part of the op:eratoF ( <:,- ~,. ) ( ~. _ :~) .. It should be 

noted that the empirical value V ' 9) lO) refers essentially to 
0 

nuclea:r matter W:i.th N = Z since it is based on an extrapolation 

from light hyper-nuclei for whieh the neutron ex-cess is either 

zero or else small and of either sign. 

We conclude by p,ointing_- out the desirability of obtaining, 

direct knowledge about the /\ bind'ing eneJ?g.ies in heavier 

hypernuclei. Such knowledge would' be useful in elucidating 

the /\ - N interaction.. Howev.er to make full use of it the 

spin dependenee of the I\ - N interaction would have to be ob-

tained from the lighter hyp,ernuclei. Conditions in the hyper-



nu.clei with A > 5 may already show some of the features char-
acteris-tic for a /\ in nuc lear matter. Thus0 if the three-body 

interactions are larg.e it may be d:itfficul t ta decide between 

direct and. ex.change two-body forces from the /\ binding eneF-gies 

for these hy:g:ernuclei,, while if tlle th:irne-body interactions are 

small this may be pos.s-ib1e. 
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APPENDIX 

Potential En~ Integrals for "H3 

The evaluation of the two-body potential energy integral 
X in eqn. (2 .. 5) may be found in ref • 2 ) but we give the results 
here for the sake of completeness. The evaluation - of the 
three-body i ntegTals Y in eqn. (2.6) is made in an analogous 
manner. 

We d'efine the following.· integrals aS' in ref. 2) 

I c " , "', l) e ....... ~ 

where 

I c " , ':I, z ) 0 00 

e+ ..... + .... <le;) ..... a ..... J : <-1) {-;-) (:;-) C- ) C><,"1,i.J V .)C C7'-f 'i. Ooo 

2 
(A•) 

All the integrations must be done with r 1 , r 2 , r 3 satisfying 
the u.sual triangµlar inequalities .. 

eqn. ( 2. 3) 

X = 
e _ ,._.r, 

+-

,,\ ) ). 
/ II( I "- /3' .3 YI 

with 

~ [ I 
"'" 

Then with 1(- given by 

+ T 
- /o I 

( A I g ff"'' C ) J 



where 

B a 
3 1- ' 

and where the sum is over a l l the 64 possibl e combinat ions 

of a ,. 13 , r with .,.· ,. o{' , . (1
1 

.. 

For a three-body Yukawa interaction,, i.e .. for Wy given 

by eqn .. (1.4b),, one has for the thr-ee-bod'y integral Y of eqn. 

(2.6) 

with . 

I 

y'l.. 

_y _..-J, 

-~ -+ VY._ 

I {. Atv 8 + u, c) 
001 I 

For a three-body exponential interaction, i.e .. for WE given by 

eqn. ( l .. 4a) 

y 
E 

[_ 
,( (l y 

,/fl'r' 



with 
_lh', _JJ1':a. -(.~ 1.,c, Y1 + u:J.f3'r1. + ~.ll""' Y;j:) 

e e e 

I ( A + v, /j -t-,, I C ) 
"' 

The Ilmn relevant for the above expressions are easily 

evaluated and are 

I ( ", ':1 zJ :: 
Ill I 

I (",':J,'l:.J 
00 I 

(J<,'J,2.) 

L ( J<J ':JI i!.) " I ( ~} a, ':J ) 
110 ,~, 

If [cn+:::,)(n+'1-r le) 
-t- ( )t +- "t; ) ~of -t ) J 

I,,a ( )( I ';1, ~) -:::. 

(><+<;J3 (':l+-'i..)2,C i.+,c) -t 

Using. these express i ons the numerical eval uation of X and Y 

is straightforward. 
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TABLE I 

Volu1T1e Integrals for 

-1 f-' K 2.52 f-l I-"- '2.ii = 1.43 f = 
B ( 2) y u<2) z< 2) z< 2) u< 2) z~2) z~2) 

I\ E y 

(MeV) ( f-1) (M:N f3) ( f3) ( f3) (MeV r3) ( r3) ( f3) 

--
Oo5 61 5 9558 812 405 20082 1128 

0 0.72 615 2328 291 405 4449 373 

1 615 726 125 405 1248 148 

Oo5 667 10698 758 420 22452 1091 

667 2454 261 420 4761 
I 0.,25 0.,72 353 I 

1 667 726 109 420 1290 137 I 1 ---
0.,5 738 11854 692 4l.J-4 25602 1037 

1 Oo72 738 2555 233 444 5136 
1, 

327 

1 738 716 94 4Li.L~ 1332 124 

0.,5 65l.j. 10200 776 416 21500 1106 

Oo12 0.72 654 2420 270 416 4600 362 

1 654 730 116 416 1275 142 

.• I ' •(:.. f'\ ..... '; 

~ \ ~"" •'\. 
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TABLE I 

Volume . Integrals for 

-1 ,-... K 2. 52 f-l ,....,._ 1 1i = 1. 43 f = 

B ( 2) y u< 2) z< 2) z< 2) u< 2) z~2) z~2) 
I\ E y 

(MeV) ( f-1) (!VIEN f3) ( f3) ( f3) (MeV r3) ( f3) ( f3) 

--
Oo5 615 9558 812 405 20082 1128 

0 0.72 615 2328 291 405 4449 373 

1 615 726 125 405 1248 148 

Oo5 667 10698 758 420 22452 1091 

Oo25 Oo72 667 2454 261 L!-20 4761 353 

1 667 726 109 420 1290 137 ----
Oo5 738 11854 692 41.J-4 25602 1037 

1 Oo72 738 2555 233 444 5136 327 

1 738 716 94 4L1l~ 1332 124 

Oo5 654 10200 776 416 21500 1106 

Oo12 0.72 654 2420 270 L~1 6 4600 362 

1 654 730 116 416 ·1275 142 



TABLE II 

Volume Integrals for A He 5 for 

B (4) = 3o08 MeV 
I'\ 

µ').;;" = 1043 f 
-1 

,-.,.. K = 2o 5 2f 
-1 

)/ u< 4) z< 4) z< 4) u< 4) zC Li.) zC 4) E y E y 

( f-1) ( MeV r 3) ( f3) ( f3) (MeV f~ ( f3) ( f3) 

Oo5 1 028 656. 7 70.2 780 865. 5 92o5 

0.72 1028 160. 6 27.0 780 211. 7 35.6 

1 1028 52o1 12.8 780 68.7 160 9 



TABLE III 

Volume Integrals of the - N Interaction 

-1 uC 2) = 654 MeV r 3, uC4) = 1028 MeV r 3 
Three- 1--1,,, = 1 • Li-3 f , -~--

Body ~ u(2) uC4) u u3 
( 2) ( 4) 

Interact:ion (M eV f 3) 2 
3 

2 t3 s 't s 
(MeV f3) ( MeV :r-6) (MeV f )(MeV ) 

Wy with 0 694 1388 347 -4615 -o. 061 -0.35 

200 
y = 637 871-i- 368 1978 0.026 0.15 

1.0 f -l 400 580 360 390 8571 Oo 113 o. 65 ·-
WY with 0 685 1370 342 - 24.000 -0. 01-i-7 -0.33 

200 641 881 370 10286 0.020 0.143 y = 
0.5 f -l 400 597 393 398 44573 0.087 o. 618 

WE with 0 675 1351 338 -51858 -00033 -00314 

200 645 890 372 22225 0.014 0.135 )) = 
o. 72 f -l 400 614 428 407 96308 0.061 o._583 

?( 

9 

9 

9 

11 .. 1 

1 1 • 1 

11 • 1 

140 9 

14o9 

14. 9 



TABLE ITI 

Volume Integrals of the A- N Interaction 

-1 uC 2) = 416 MeV r 3, uC L~) = 780 MeV r 3 Three- ~K = 2. 52 f , 
Body 6 u(2) uC4) 

Us U3 ( 2) -/ 4) Interaction ( MeV f3) ( 2 3) ( 2 
3) ~ X 

(MeV f3) (MeV :r 6) . MeV :C MeV f 

Wy with 0 424 848 212 -1155 -0.020 -0.088 802 
I 

V = 200 362 323 231 7728 0.113 0.586 8.2 
1 .. 0 f - l 400 299 - 202 250 16612 0.286 10 259 802 

Wy with 0 421 842 211 -5778 -0 .. 013 -0.080 11o5 
}) . = 200 381 361 241 38671 0.087 00536 11o5 
Oo5 f - l 400 .341 -118 270 83120 00187 1.152 11.5 

-W with E 0 419 837 209 -12124 -00006 -0.073 2208 
V = 200 398 397 249 81137 Oo OL~O 0.491 22.8 

-1 0.72 f - 400 378 -44 289 174397 00087 1. 056 22.8 



TABLE IV 

Effect of short range pair correlations on vJ 1 ) for 

-1 V = 0.,7 f 

103 f-l 0., 55l~ 

Yukawa shape Wy 

13Yc 
vC 1) _ vC 1) 
..:.i_ _ _:_J£ 

y(l) 
3 

1.22 1 0 06 0.13 

Exponential shape WE 

3.0 3.32 0.09 

·-------------



• 
\..0 
t-

Three-bcdy 
Inter-
actions 

Wy 

y = 
10 0 f -l 

w 
a y 

.,. = 
0.5 f -l 

VI E 
,., = 

0.72 f-l 

TABLE V 

First Order Potential Depths (in MeV) for a ~ in Nuclear Matter 

Direct two-body interactions( ,-.c1', = ,.u~t-· ) Exchange two-body interactions ( µ.'< = 2.- s.:z .:f-• ) 

~= 1 o 5 r-1 k:F = 1 0 3 f-l ,,,-1 . -1 6 kf = 1 • 5 I kf = 1.3 f 

(MeV vC 1) vC 1) vC 1) vC 1) vC 1) vC 1) vC 1) vC1) vC 1) vC1) vC 1) vC 1) r3) 
d 3 0 d 3 0 e 3 0 e 3 0 

0 79.1 -13.8 65.3 51. 5 -7o5 4L1- 40ol -3. 5 36.6 27o2 -1o9 25o3 200 49. 8 5o9 55.7 32.4 3o2 35.6 15o3 23.1 38.4 1 o.4 12.6 23. O 400 20.5 25.6 46.,1 13o4 1 L1 .• O 27 0 4 -9. 5 49.1 390 6 -6. 5 27 .1 20.6 

0 78.1 -17.0 61.1 50.8 - 9 .9 40.9 39.8 -L1 .• l 35o7 27.0 -2.4 24.6 200 50o2 7.3 57o5 32.7 Li-o 3 37o0 1701 27.3 4LJ,o 4 11., 6 160 0 2706 400 22.4 3105 53.9 14. 6 18.5 33o1 -5. 6 580 7 5301 - 308 3L1.04 30.6 

0 77 -2302 5308 50.1 -14.2 35.9 39.6 -5o4 3L1 .• 2 26o9 -3.3 23.6 200 50o7 10 60o7 33 6.1 3901 18.8 3603 55ol 12.7 22.3 35.0 400 24. L~ 43.1 67.5 15.9 26.1 4 •. 2 -2J_ 78ol 76 -1. L~ Li.8. 6 47.2 
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TABLE VI 

Second Order Contributions to the Potential Depth~ and the Effective 
Mass for a A in Nuclear Matter 

.6 

(MeV r3> 

0 

200 
L~OO 

0 

200 

400 

Direct two-body :i.nteractl0t1B ( 1-'rn, ,.43 f·· ) 

'12) ( q ~O) in MeV v} 2)(q=0)/Vl 1) 

X X Iv\; = MN Iv1iT = Oo 7 Il'!-J 

7o5 
3.5 
2.1 

5o5 
2.5 
1. 5 

5.4 
2.4 
1. 5 

3o9 
1. 8 

1. O 

X MX MN=fv\r N = Oo7MN 

o. 097 
Oo 069 
0.086 

Ov11 
00076 

Oo 094 

0.07 

00047 
o. 061 

0,,078 

00055 
00063 

Exchange two-boay :intercetioos( ,_.,,_, ,-p/·) 

VJ2{q= O):in Iv.eV 

Tu~ =1\~ Iv~= 00 ?WTI 

L~. 7 
108 

3o2 

3.5 
10 4 
2o4 

3o3 
10 3 
2.2 

2.5 
1 0 0 

1 0 7 

vC2)(q=O)/V:(1 )(q= o) e e 

N:= Il\ir 11\f = Oo 7 MN 

00118 

o. 095 
-1.52 

0.13 
.o. 11 

-1.72 

0.083 
00069 

-1o0 

Oo 093 
00079 

-10 21 

M * 
" 
~ 

Oa 81 

0.90 
10 02 

Oo85 

Oa93 
1001 



1. 3 
~ 111 

1. 5 

1. 3 
/A I ( 

105 

'rABLE VII 

Interaction Energies in Different Relative Angular 

Momentum States 

Total: s-state: p-state 

1 o.86 0.14 

1 0.78 Oo 18 

1 . 10190 0.065 . 
Oo08 1 . 1.190 . 

P otential depths ( MeV ) 
for"' U = 0 

vd(l) 3 vs(l) 

38 32o7 

59 ~-6.1 

Ve( 1) 
25 26.,5 

37o5 40.5 

I 

I 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure_l ... The dimensionless integral r< 2) ( 14- /kF' given by eqn. 

(5.12) and occurri.ng for the second order potential 

depth vcJ.C 2) (q = O) in eqn. (5.11) is shoi;~-n as a 

function of µ /k_F and also as a function of k:F for 

1--<ir; = 1.43 f-1 • 

Figure 2 .. The diagrafil. represents a contribution to Ve(l) of the 

second ora_er in the nuclear interaction. vN hut of the 

first order in the I\ - N exchange interaction. 

Figure 3. The dimensionless integrals r3,, occurring for the first 

order three-body p,otential depth v
3

(l),, are shown as 

a function of o<. = )/ /kF .. Without nuclear :pair 

correlations,, i.e .. for g =- 1,, the app.rop,riate inte

grals I3E and I}Y are functions only of o< • The 

-1 curves for r3Ec and r3Yc are for v~ =- 0.7f and for 

the correlation function of eqn •. (6.16) with fl = 
-1 0.5 f and re= 0.4 f. 

Figure 4. The diag:rram repres.ents a second order contribution 

due to the /\ - N three-body interaction. 
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